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ABSTRACT

A significant proportion of coal production in the western United States comes from

deep longwall mines that operate at depths of 120 to 700 m below the surface. Being the

safest and most economically viable method to extract coal from deeper seams, more

longwall mines are expected to come into operation since the investments in the coal

industry are aimed at mining the cleaner coal seams in the westem US.

One of the challenges of mining the deep-seated westem coal seams is the safe and

economical design of yield chain pillars in the longwall gate roads. Currently, the design

of these pillars is based largely on a trial and error approach due to the lack of knowledge

about the underlying behavior of yield pillars. The trail and error designs are not always

successful and often require modifications during mining.

The main objective of this study is to improve the understanding of the fundamental

mechanisms involved in yield pillar behavior, particularly pertaining to load bearing

ability in the post-peak regime and yield pillar instabilities, so that the design of yield

pillars are more rationally based. Considering the complexities involved in analyzing

yield pillar behavior in the fully three dimensional loading environment of longwall

mining, a significant portion of the study is devoted to the analysis of yield pillar

behavior by means of numerical modeling.

Several mechanisms and factors involved in pillar yielding are identified and

quantified during the development of a FLAC3D numerical model of a longwall mine, ft

is shown that the strain-softening constitutive model provides a much more realistic pillar

response to loading than the Mohr-Coulomb plastic models. The values for coal strain-

softening parameters of cohesion, friction angle, and cohesion drop rate are established

by calibrating the numerically modeled pillars against the well-established empirical coal

pillar strength formulae.
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The coal pillar softening mechanism analyses also led to some practical results: Pillars

with width-to-height ratios less than 4 yield stably while pillars with width-to-height ratio

between 5 and 8 are found to be more bump prone (unstable) than those having a width-

to-height-ratio greater than 9. The locus of instability (bump) in pillars is about 1.5 times

the pillar height distance into the pillar from the pillar edges, agreeing with a variety of in

situ bump locating studies.

The full-scale FLAC3D numerical model of a two-entry longwall mine included the

development and implementation of a hardening constitutive law for the compaction of

broken material in the gob area behind the advancing longwall face. Using this longwall

mine model, the stress and displacements induced at a Utah mine during the advancement

of a longwall face were determined. Comparison of the modeling results with the

measurements taken at the mine showed that the model could predict the stress and

displacements experienced by the abutments, gob, and yield pillars with reasonable

accuracy, demonstrating the potential usefulness of the model in longwall mine design.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Definition of the problem

The use of coal pillars at depth can be problematic due to roof control difficulties and

the possible occurrence of coal or pillar bumps. In the USA the largest and most

important application of pillars at depth is in longwall mining, where chain pillars are the

customary supports of the multiple entry developments. Traditionally, the chain pillars

are designed using conventional approaches, where the principle is that the strength of the

pillar should exceed the load imposed on it. Such approach leads to larger and larger

pillars at greater depths. In deep longwalls, these large pillars, instead of eliminating

ground control problems, tend to aggravate the roof control problems fiirther. The high

induced stresses and the considerable strain energy stored within conventionally designed

pillars can cause bumps, roof failure and floor heaves. Additionally, larger coal volumes

are left behind and development rates slow down due to the increased crosscut lengths,

which hamper the deep longwall mining economies (Singh and Cummings 1982). Too

small solid pillars can also be dangerous. Below 350 m cover, the entry sidewalls are

known to start fracturing before the formation of pillars. As will be shown later, at a

depth of 600 m, the extent of sidewall fracturing may exceed two meters into the ribs in a

three meters seam. When the pillars are formed between entries, their sides may have

already extensively failed. In ease of these pillars completely losing their load bearing

capacity, the entry width would effectively be more than doubled and could cause roof

failures.

Several deep mines used "yield pillars" in high stress conditions to avoid the

conditions above in many mining applications. Yield pillars are used in a variety of



situations in many types of underground mining. A successful yield pillar design has been

shown to eliminate ground control problems by diverting or shedding loads off the entry

system to the solid abutments. Additionally, a considerable increase in coal recovery and

shortening crosscut lengths enhanced the mine economics. Although current yield pillar

design methods for relatively shallow operations have proven been applied successfully

in practice, they are often not applicable to deep mines (Carr and Wilson 1982). In spite

of considerable research work and decades of experience accumulated in their

application, there are still uncertainties regarding design and performance of yield pillars.

The conditions of these pillars as chain pillars in deep longwall mines and their responses

to various loading stages during longwall mining are not well imderstood. The

investigations conducted in the past using analytical methods and field instrumentations

produced limited information on load - bearing capacity, onset and development of

fracturing in pillars and potential for unstable failures. The past studies mostly assumed

2D geometries and often made assumptions with regard to loading conditions during

various mining stages and behavior of pillars in the post-peak regime. Additionally, the

influence of gob behavior on pillar loading is almost always ignored in the analytical

studies.

Deep coal miners have been using "yield" pillars over many decades, however

forming them mostly on the basis of trial and error. Dangerous situations may be created

during experimentations with yield pillars especially with variable overburden loading. It

is desirable and useful for the mining industry to establish rational design methods and

guidelines for yield pillars.

1.2 Objectives and scone

The road to develop rational design methods for yield pillars has to go through a

better understanding of the performance and the behavior of yield pillars and this is the

main theme addressed in this thesis. Current numerical models deal with most of the



difficulties encountered in analytical methods by allowing incorporation of 3D

geometries and experimentations with non-linear materials such as strain softening for

coal seam and compacting caved material in the goh area. In this study, numerical

analysis is utilized firstly, as a tool for stresses mapping to better understand the yield

pillar responses during the longwall mining processes and secondly as a design tool to

contribute to the development of a design methodology for yield pillars.

This thesis focuses on establishing procedures that would allow development of

representative longwall models using the numerical modeling code FLAC3D (Itasca

2002). Constitutive laws are developed for strain-softening behavior of coal and non

linear compaction in the gob area. An important, yet difficult part of building a FLAC3D

longwall model is the determination of the constitutive parameters for the coal seam. In

this study, the parameter determination is carried out by calibrating the modeled pillar

behavior against the two most commonly used pillar strength formulae of Salamon

(1967) and Bieniawski (1984). The differences in modeling yield pillar using strain

softening and traditional Mohr-Coulomb plasticity models are also commented on. The

coal pillar instability (coal bumps) and underlying mechanisms are also discussed.

Finally, the outcomes from several stand-alone modeling exercises and back analysis

studies are synthesized to develop a comprehensive model of a deep longwall mine.

1.3 Thesis organizing

This thesis is organized with the intention of providing a logical sequence for

reviewing the relevant issues and developing solutions and approaches for designing

yield pillars at depth.

Chapter 1 is the preface to the proposed research and its importance to the US deep

longwall industry. It presents the problem definition, study objectives and scope of the

work as well as the organization of the thesis.



Chapter 2 presents the literature review, particularly focusing on current longwall

practices in the Western US, current yield chain pillars design methods, gob compaction

mechanism, and theoretical modeling approaches. Various numerical modeling

techniques relevant to deep longwall mine modeling and the basis for selection of the

FLAC3D program for this study are also discussed.

Chapter 3 discusses the relevant characteristics of the Mohr-Coulomb strain softening

and traditional Mohr-Coulomb plasticity in modeling of yield pillars. It is argued that the

softening model produces more realistic coal pillar behavior than the traditional Mohr-

Coulomb model.

Chapter 4 describes the development of the coal strength parameters for strain

softening criterion through 3D FLAC modeling of stand-alone pillars. A section on

calibrating the strength parameters against the full load - deformation behavior of coal

pillars obtained from two in-situ experiments is also included.

Chapter 5 explores the coal pillar instability based on the finite difference modeling

approach of the FLAC3D using strain softening as the constitutive material behavior.

Three geometrically different numerical models (square-shape laboratory sample, single

pillar in a room 8c pillar mine, and chain pillar in longwall mine) are studied for

evaluating the instability of coal pillars under various end-constraints and loading

conditions.

Chapter 6 discusses the approaches developed to simulate gob compaction using the

built-in programming language "FISH" of FLAC3D. Two different approaches are

developed both based on the 'gob compaction' theoretical model introduced by Salamon

(1990).



Chapter 7 describes a numerical exercise to model a deep longwall mine at the

Western US. The mine utilizes two-entry gate roads. The in-situ measurements taken at

the mine are used to verify the modeling outcomes.

Chapter 8 gives a summary of the research outcomes and also includes a proposed

design methodology for yield pillars at depth.



CHAPTER!

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter discusses four background issues related to coal longwall mining

industry, including:

1. Longwall mining and related geotechnical considerations

2. Longwall pillar design methods

3. Longwall Gob Behavior

4. Longwall mines modeling

2.1 Longwall mining and related geotechnical considerations

This section explores the longwall mining industry, with a specific interest in the

geotechnical considerations.

2.1.1 Introduction

Coal is the world's most abundant and cost-effective fossil fuel, mined in 50 countries

around the world. It is a comer stone commodity worldwide as over one third of the

global electricity is generated from coal and seventy percent of the global steel

production depends on coal feedstock.

Coal is mined either on surface or underground depending on the conditions dictated

by economical and environmental requirements. Among the imdergroimd mining

methods, the longwall mining provides the highest productivity, environmental

acceptability, and safety. The total production from mechanized longwall mining from

12 major coal-producing countries of the world was 905 million tons in 1996, which



accounted for 25% of total world coal production during that year. Since much of the

world's remaining high quality eoal found in deeper seams, the longwall mining is most

likely to increase its role in mining of coal safely and effectively (Kumar 1998).

2.1.2 An overview of coal mining in the US

Demand on coal as energy source has been on the rise in the US. The total US eoal

production in 2002 exceeded 1093 million tons. Coal production provides 52% of the US

electricity - more than any other fuel source - and five times more than gas, oil or hydro-

eleetrical power. In the 2U' century, new base-load, coal-fired power plants will have a

29% cost advantage over plants fueled with natural gas (EIA 2004). Bituminous and sub-

bituminous coals are the major coal ranks produced in the United States for steam and

steel making. They represent nearly 92% of the total eoal production in the US.

Currently, surface mining operations dominate the US coal production with 65% of total

production as compared to 35% for underground mines.

Weste

Appalachian
396.0
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Fig 2.1 Coal production regions in the US (Freme 2002)



There are three major coal production regions in the US (Freme 2002), namely the

Appalachian, Interior, and Western (Northem and Central Rockies) regions. Figure 2.1

shows the production of each region in million tons and percentage production increase

in 2002. As seen, the western US region, where major coal production is from the large

open pits, had the highest production in 2002. In fact, according to the Figure 2.2, since

1997, the production from the western region, surpluses the rest of the major production

regions of the US (Milici 2002). Figure 2.3 also shows the future production trends for

major production regions in the US. The western region is projected to have increased

production since; this region is in early phase of resource life cycle. While, the

Appalachian and Interior regions decline since they are in the mature stage of the

resource life cycle considering available reserves and current rate of production (Milici

2002).

During 2002, roughly 50% of the undergroimd US coal production came from 57

longwall production imits. The production from those longwalls exceeded 188 million

tons. The longwall operations in 2002 were still concentrated in the Appalachian region,

which produced 66% of the US longwall production. The western region longwalls

produced nearly 23% and the Interior region production was 11% of the total.

However, the longwall production growth in the western US is well ahead of the two

other regions (Figure 2.2). If this trend continuous, the number of longwall mines in the

western region is likely to increase. In the recent years, the high quality (low sulfur

content), thick, deep-seated coal seams in the western region are getting attention of coal

mining companies. Longwall mining of these seems is particularly attractive because of

the economical and environmental advantages inherent in this mining method. Being an

important part of the future US coal source, many deep coal seams in the western region

are destined to be utilized by longwall mining.
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2.1.3 Longwall mining

According to the textbook by Hartman and Mutmansky (2002), longwall mining is an

exploitation method used in flat-lying, tabular deposits in which a long face is established

to extract the mineral. In coal longwall mining, large blocks of coal seam (about 300 m

wide and two to three km long), are developed by excavating headings, known as "gate

roads" or "road ways" around them and, then extracted in a single continuous operation.

Mining depth can be couple of hundred meters to more than 1km.
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Fig 2.4 Typical longwall layout of the US longwall mines (Mark 2001)
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The gate roads are important components of longwall mining layout since they are the

only access and escape ways to the longwall face. Their design varies in terms of the

number of "entries" they include (Figure 2.4). In Europe, the gate roads are designed as

single entry (Figure 2.5), while in the US, Australia, and South Africa, the number of

entries can be two or more.

The development philosophies are different in the US and Europe. U.S. development

stage is considered a coal-production unit in its own right and therefore as profit

generating while in Europe considered necessary, expensive investment to open longwall

panels (Jenkins and Cullen 1990). Single entry advantages include complete extraction of

limited coal reserves, limiting surface subsidence and superior control of extreme ground

pressure at great depth (2000 to 3000 ft). The disadvantages include presence of single

Escapeway, permissible and fireproof equipment only allowed. Most of the times

European entries are driven both at the coal and surrounding rocks rendering the

development stage as no coal-production unit. The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety

Act of 1969 specifies that there must be an alternate Escapeway with 100 feet of an area

in which miners are working. This Act sets a barrier against any single entry longwalling

in the US (Poadetal 1977).

In the multiple entry gate roads, the pillars between the entries are called chain pillars

and their design considerably affect the productivity and safety of the longwall operation.

A significant part of this thesis is dedicated to analysis of performance of these pillars

under high cover loads.
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2.1.4 Longwall mining practice

In this section the history of longwall mining both in the US and Europe is discussed.

The characteristics of longwall mining method in both areas are highlighted.

2.1.4.1 Longwall mining in Europe

Longwall coal mining was originally developed in Europe then imported to the US in

1960's (Poad et al 1977). European experiences in longwall are different from the US for

reasons, both in terms of geology and imposed governmental regulations. Having single

entry gate roads, European longwall mines do not need to use chain pillars; therefore no

longwall chain pillars design methods have been developed in Europe. Contrary to the

single entry gate roads of Europe, the mining regulations in the US require a minimum of

three (two by special permission) entries separated by coal pillars in the gate roads.

2.14.2 Longwall mining practice in the US

The introduction of the longwalling principles to coal mining in the US goes back as

early as 1899 using hand loading from a solid face in the mines in Alabama. The first

application of the longwall shearer loader was at the Old Ben Company Incorporated

Mine in 1963. The first longwall with shield support was installed by the Consolidation

Coal Company in 1975. Today, all of the 74 longwall mines in the US use double

shearers with shields.

Underground coal mines in the United States have used room-and-pillar methods of

extraction exclusively. U.S. mining regulations evolved from experiences gained in

room-and-pillar mining and use of multiple entries. For example, until the regulations

were revised in 1988, the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) defined longwall mining as

a special case of room-and-pillar mining (30 CFR 75.201-3, 1987) hence was subjected

to laws goveming that method (Jenkins and Cullen 1990).
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A typical longwall panel layout in Appalachian region is a 3-entry system with two

rows of solid pillars (>25 m wide) and a retreating face (200 m wide). The solid chain

pillars consistently provide sufficient entry stability and good reeovery considering an

average 300 meters depth for most of mines in this region. The Jim Walters Resourees

longwall operations in Alabama demonstrated increased-depth impact on current design.

In 1982 the mine was using three pillars (30.5: 31.8 m wide) in a 4-entry gateroad under

457.3 m to 670.7 m of eover. The mine driven by the need to solve an emerging floor

heave problems examined usage of yielding pillars. Studies indicated that the 4-entry gate

road could be developed with 61.0 m central pillar surrounded by two yielding pillars of

6.1 m wide. The new gate road configuration succeeded to control the heave problems.

The US Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 requires a minimum of

three entries in the gate roads (Jenkins and Cullen 1990). Coal pillars known as "ehain

pillars" are left between the entries in the US mine gate roads due to this multi-entry

imposition. Depending upon mine geological conditions, exceptions are granted for two-

entry gate roads. About 5% of longwall units in 1993 had only two entries. The

Sunnyside Mines-Carbon County-Utah, under 760 m of cover, mitigated gate roads

stability problems by utilizing two-entry system to develop longwall panels. The mine

used the two entries gate roads under "grandfathers" clause in the Federal Coal Mines

Health and Safety act of 1969. That act demonstrates that federal regulations are yet to

accoimt for western longwall mines needs.

2.1.5 Characteristics of US westem longwall mines

The major longwall mines in the westem US are located in Colorado, Utah and New

Mexico (Central Rockies area). These longwall mines produce nearly 83% of the coal

produced undergrovmd in this region. They also represent nearly 23% of the total US

longwall industry production, nearly 10% of total US underground coal production, and

5% of the total US coal production.
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The longwall mines in the western US region have a number of unique characteristics

that make it special if compared to other longwall mines in the US (Fiscor 2002):

1. The western longwall mines, in average, are deeper than the mines in the other

regions. Average of the maximum depth of the western longwalls is about 1500 ft,

compared to 900 ft for other mines (Figure 2.6). Assuming 6 to 9 MPa for

unconfmed coal strength, the vertical component of the virgin stress for the

westem longwalls would indicate imminent mine ribs failure. Conventional safety

factor based pillar design methods require large chain pillars, which may have

potential for bumps and result in significant recovery reductions.

2. In general, the westem coal seams are thicker. The average cutting height in the

westem longwalls is 131 inches compared to 73 inches in other mines (Figure 2.7).

That would increase pillar width (w/h ratio effect) impacting longwall operation

economics.

3. The average overburden thickness change in the westem coal seams is about 831

feet compared to 450 feet for others (Figure 2.8). Rapid changes in overburden are

highly favorable due to the mountainous nature.

Noting these characteristics, it is clear that the existing methodologies and criteria for

designing multi-entry longwall mines are not directly applicable when designing longwall

mines in the westem US. The use of abutment pillars as practiced in the eastem US can

create highly stressed entry systems, which may be exposed to bumping, to the failure of

its rib sides and to falls of roof. In addition, multi-entry systems become costly and

impractical for operational reasons for deep longwall mines.
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2.1.6 Geotechnical aspects of the longwall mines

Figure 2.9 shows a widely accepted concept of the vertical stresses around a single
longwall face. The vertical stress rapidly increase with distance on unmined coal,
producing stress peaks called "abutment stresses" reaching magnitudes of about four to
five times the overburden stress over the rib sides. The abutment stresses decrease in

magnitude further into the unmined regions, yet remain significant for about a distance of
2 to 3 times the mining height into the solid. An important characteristic of the longwall
mining is that the cave area behind the longwall shield (called "gob"), increasingly exert
support loads as it compacts under large downward displacement of the pseudo-
continuous roof rock. Although the gravitational potential energy is dissipated by the

displacement of the country rock when the gob is fully compacted, the accumulation of
strain energy in the near field rock is large (Brady and Brown 1992). The loading of the
ribs, pillars, support and longwall face will be largely affected by the vertical stress build
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up in the gob material. The rate of stress build up in the gob area will depend on the

seam depth, lateral extent of mining, compaction properties of the gob material, and

mining depth.
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2.1.6.1 Gate road design

Most US longwall mines use two, three or even four entry gateroads (Fiscor 2002).

The majority utilizes three-entry gateroad layouts. Yielding pillars are more commonly
utilized in deep coal mines sometimes with solid pillars. Figure 2.10 shows some pillar
configurations used for gateroad development in the western longwall mines. According
to a recent study by Schissler (2002), western US gateroad systems utilizing yielding
pillars have a history of mixed success. This study also shows that a trial and error
approach still dominates the yielding pillar designs in these mines.
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Fig 2.10 Combination of pillars used in gate road development in western US seams
(Schissler 2002)

2.1.6.2 Loading stages of chain pillars

The pillars in the multi-entry gateroads are subjected to changing stress fields and thus
their design have to accoimt for variations in loading during various stages of mining
(Badr et al 2002). Figure 2.11 shows typical loading stages, that the gateroad pillars will
experience. As the gob advances from right to left as indicated in the Figure 2.11, the

chain pillars undergo five stages of loading. The first three stages affect the pillars in the

head gate and the last two affect the pillars in the tailgate. Stage 1 corresponds to the
mining stage where the entry-pillar system is fully developed, but the extraction of the
longwall panels has not yet affected the loading of the pillar. Stage 2 refers to the
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situation where the front and side abutments contribute to the pillar loading due to the

approaching longwall face. In Stage 3 the gob on one side and an unmined panel on the

opposing side affect the loading. The gob in the vicinity of the development is not fully

compacted so it does not support the full weight of the overburden. In Stage 4 on the

tailgate side, as the face approaches, the front abutment increasingly contributes to

loading of the pillar; hence the conditions around the tailgate pillars become

progressively more adverse. Stage 5 corresponds to the situation where the influence of

the face is no longer detectable and the chain pillars are surrounded on both sides by

gobs. Closer examination of the loading stages suggests that the transitions from stage 2

to 3 and then 4 are the most critical periods of operation. In stages 1 and 2 it is relatively

easy to visualize that in the two-entry system, minor secondary supports can keep

stability in order. However, when the face passes a pillar, a very wide cavity appears

(gob). Now, the possibility emerges that the edge of the gob will override the chain

pillars and moves up against solid ribsides. In this case chain pillars play a role very

similar to face supports. It might be argued that the pillars can fulfill this role, providing

that their bearing capacity at this stage is comparable or even higher to that of face

support. In stage 4 the principles do not change, but conditions become more adverse.

However at this stage, vmless it is required for ventilation purposes, this area can be

abandoned and the pillars can collapse totally, provided this is accomplished in a gradual

or controlled fashion.

2.1.7 Summarv

The coal industry will continue to be a major supplier of the US needs for energy. The

western production will be of a major importance due to the relative depletion of older

production regions. Currently being the producer of 5% of US coal, the deep longwall

mining in the west is a relatively new experience for the coal industry. In general, the

Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) regulations are based on the

Appalachian region experiences. Yielding pillars currently provide the most viable mean
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to mitigate the adverse ground conditions experienced in deep western mines. It appears

that well-established design methodologies for yielding pillars in the western US

longwall mines are yet to be developed. It is worthwhile at this stage to focus on

developing a rational design methodology for yielding pillars based on the uniqueness of

the western US mines.
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Fig 2.11 Simplified illustration showing the chain pillar loading stages (Badr et al 2002)



2.2 Longwall pillar design methods

In the US practice, there are two main types of pillars are being used to protect the

longwall gate entries (Figure 2.10). Conventional (non-yielding) pillars are used in the

mains, shaft area, bleeders as well as the headgates and tailgates. The conventional

pillars are designed with a safety factor of typically 1.3 to 1.5 depending on the expected

life and importance of the workings. Yield pillars are used in gate entries either in

combination with conventional pillars or as a single row in double entry gate roads as

practiced by some of the deep longwalls. This section discusses the design methods for

both conventional and yield pillars as practiced in the US longwall mines. Emphasis is

placed on chain yield pillar design, which is the main focus of the thesis.

2.2.1 Chain coal pillars

In this section the different longwall pillar design philosophies are highlighted. The

impact of mining environment on longwall pillars implementation especially depth is

discussed.

2.2.1.1 Conventional longwall pillars

The conventional pillar design aims at achieving a stability factor of 1.3 or more

against the maximum load acting on the pillars. The design methodology known as

ALPS (Analysis of Longwall Pillar Stability) developed by USBM (Mark 1990) is the

most commonly used approach for the conventional longwall pillars design in the US.

This method is based on comparing the strength of chain pillars to the estimated

"deadweight" load acting on the pillars. The load bearing capacity of chain pillars is

calculated from the pillar strength formula proposed by Bieniawski (1984)

a=K
w^

0.64 + 0.36—
h
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where K is the cubic strength of the coal material (average 6.2 MPa) and w and h are

the shortest width and height of the pillar.

The load consists of "development" load, which is calculated using "Tributary Area

Load" (TAL) and "abutment loads", which occur as a portion of the overburden weight

that had been supported by the excavated longwall panel. Figure (2.9) describes these

abutment loads.

Conventional pillar design requires sizing the pillars to provide a safety factor greater

than one at any time throughout the life of the workings, including both development and

production phases. Such requirement at increased mining depths will result in the

following:

•  Larger pillar sizes result in longer crosscuts and reduced recovery. At a depth of

700 m using safety factor of 1.6, the required pillar width is 46 m. When using 1,

2, 3, 4 and 5 gates; the percentage coal lost on the chain pillars will be 0, 25, 38,

46 and 51% respectively. Excluding the one entry case, that conventional pillar

sizes at depth would markedly impact productivity and the per ton production

cost.

•  Larger pillars bear high stresses due to large elastic cores (unfailed region at the

center of the pillar) thus resulting in damages in the entries and crosscuts,

sometimes accompanied by roof falls and floor heaves.

• Designing pillars larger at depth does not necessarily prevent sidewall failure and

entry span may still increase thus requiring additional support.

•  Larger pillars are not immune against rib or pillar bumps. High stresses in pillars

and surroimding grounds may trigger unstable events as has been experienced

underground.
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2.2.1.2 Yield lonewall pillars

Yield pillars are used to eliminate the safety and productivity difficulties associated

with use of conventional pillars at increased mining depths. By definition, they are

designed with a safety factor of less than one thus can be made much smaller than the

conventional pillars. Figures 2.12 illustrates the differences in the performances of

conventional and yield pillar design (Mark 1990).
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Fig 2.12 (a) Conventional and (b) yielding design concepts of longwall pillars (Mark

1990)
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As seen in Figure 2.12a, the vertical stress funnels through the large pillar width and

no much of loads shed away. There is a small stress-relief area around entries surrounded

by high stress areas. Obviously, seam depth controls the amount of pillar load while the

relieving area would still remain the same unless the entry span increases (maximum of

20 feet in the US). At shallow depth situations, loading will be small or moderate; chain

pillars and surrounding ground are likely to sustain the changes with minor support

requirements.

Figure 2.12b shows the redistribution of stress associated with yield pillars. As seen,

"if successful", yield pillar loading is considerably smaller than the conventional pillar

since most of the available load is transferred to the abutments. The remnant loading

caused by the pressure arch is small if compared to tributary area loading. The stress-

relief area is wide including the entries and the pillars itself. If the pillar yields as

desired, there shouldn't be an elastic core present causing high stresses and consequent

damage to the roof. Additional advantages of yield pillar applications include:

•  Small pillar size results in smaller crosscuts and higher recovery.

•  There are many evidences that a yield pillar's residual strength is higher than the

supporting capacity of most of artificial supports currently in use.

• Yield pillars seem to be successful in mitigating coal bumps and adverse ground

stress in deep mining situations.

2.2.2 Yield pillar concept

By definition, yield pillars are designed to be loaded beyond their maximum load

bearing capacity. The transition from unfailed to "post-peak" softening stage may

involve violent failure of the rock material depending on the success of the design. Also,
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yield pillars by definition earry less load than its ultimate load bearing eapaeity. Yield

pillar design proeedures therefore needs to account for two important characteristics:

i) A stable transition to the softening mode.

ii) Accomplishing the required load bearing capacity in the post-peak regime.

The challenge in design of yield pillars is the prediction of these characteristics with a

desired accuracy. The miners have been using yield pillars over decades, although the

explanation of the principles underlying the yield pillar behavior is relatively new. The

discovery that the stress-strain curve of rock, in addition to its ascending portion, also has

a descending portion (e.g. Cook 1965 and Deist 1965) has lead to an understanding of

some counterintuitive ideas that lead to realization that pillar would have the same

descending part (Salamon 1970). When the state of the pillar is at the descending part

"strain-softening", this pillar can be termed yielding or 'yield' pillar (Figure 2.13). For

example a safety factor of less than one in this case is mandatory and occurs in timely

fashion.

Peak strength

2
(L>

Pillar residual

strength

Pillar deformation

Fig 2.13 Design regions for conventional and yield pillar on stress-strain curve of pillar
(Schissler 2002)
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Unfortunately, effective applications of yield pillars are fairly complex rock

mechanics problems. There are some essential requirements to fulfill to expect a

successful yield pillar application. These requirements come from the need for the load

shedding mechanism to be successfully accomplished. Load shedding can take place if

the following three requirements are satisfied:

•  There is nearby load-bearing area (unmined coal or compacted gob) to sustain the
transferred loads.

•  The roof and floor are sufficiently competent to facilitate the load transfer
without debilitating roof fall or floor heave.

•  The stiffness of surrounding rock mass is sufficiently high to ensure that the
equilibrium of rocks remains stable during and after the "load shedding" process.

If one or more of these criteria is not satisfied, the pillar will collapse "suddenly" in an

uncontrollable marmer. The condition whether the pillar failure is sudden or gradual will

be discussed later.

Although the chain pillar design methods have been extensively tested with proven

success, its sole applicability at deep coal mines is highly questionable for economical,

geotechnical and safety reasons.

The application of chain pillars in deep mines requires determination of additional

parameters, which are not considered in conventional pillar design methods, such as pillar

strength, pillar load, or safety factor calculations. Most significant of these additional

parameters are the post peak behavior, pillar burst/bumps potential, critical pillar sizing

and roof loading conditions. These parameters and assessment of the viability of the yield

pillar for gateroads at deep longwall mines are discussed in the next sections.
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2.2.3 Yield pillars design methods in the US

The most common yield pillar design method in the US has been the one proposed by

Carr and Wilson (1982). Choi and McCain (1980) and Hsiung and Peng (1985) have also

developed design methods for longwall pillar systems that incorporate yield pillars (cited

by Mark 1990). These three methods were all developed utilizing analytical, empirical,

numerical, or their combinations. Most of the methods evaluate the Safety Factor

(strength/load) as design criterion therefore involves both pillar strength and pillar load

estimations.

Wilson's confined core model is one of the first models to analytically estimate pillar

strength. Wilson's confined core model predicts the distribution of stress inside a coal

pillar. The basis of the model is that the compressive strength of brittle materials, such as

coal, can be enhanced by confinement. The model assumes that coal follows Mohr-

Coulomb's failure criterion. The detailed discussion of the analysis and formulation of

the model is beyond the scope of this study, but important conceptual disadvantage of the

method will follow. The model cannot distinguish between catastrophic and controlled

failure of coal, obviously less important since it was developed for conventional pillar

design.

Hsuing and Peng used numerical modeling for pillar strength estimation. The method

employs the conventional "ultimate compressive strength of pillar vs. pillar load" as the

basis for evaluation of chain pillar stability. Hsuing and Peng introduce a new parameter:

- the average equivalent UCS over the pillar. The advantages of this simplification

described by Hsiung and Peng are the elimination of yield zones at the pillar edge, and

the facilitation of pillar design formula development. This method assumes that the

uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) of yield zone is equal to zero. The impact of this

assumption is insignificant in non-yield pillars since the yield zone of a solid pillar bears
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a small percentage of the total pillar load. However, the method is not suitable for the

design of yield pillars because of large regions of yielding in these pillars.

The estimation of pillar loading during various mining stages is carried out using the

following methods (Table 2.1):

1. Tributary area loading theory

2. A simplified 2D model of critical and sub-critical subsidence

3. Numerical modeling

Tributary Area Load (TAL) is an estimate of the vertical load on a pillar, given the

weight of the overburden and the geometry of the pillars. Validated by Mark (1990) using

finite element modeling, the theory predictions are within 10% of the model results,

accuracy decreasing with increasing extraction ratio. Pillar load is also affected by nearly

10 % when the stiffness of the roof and floor is 10 times greater than the coal seam and

the horizontal stress was two times the vertical stress. Generally, the method according to

Mark (1990) shows reasonable agreement with modeling to estimate pillar load at the

development stage.

The TAL method assumes highly regular pillar layout that laterally extends over large

distances without abutments nearby. In longwall situation this is not true and

cantilevering effects would reduce pillar loads when pillar width is considerably small.

TAL overestimates development loading. The overestimation has little effect on the

overall pillar design of a conventional pillar. But, in yield pillar design, the timely

fashioned pillar yielding may be delayed due to insufficient loading in which cause the

yield pillars performance to become questionable.

The 2D subsidence model estimates the side abutment load on the entry under one of

the two conditions: critical or sub-critical subsidence. The side abutment load estimated
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as half of the overburden weight between the rib line and a point into the gob. The

estimation is based on King and Whitttaker's concept of a shear angle developed in 1971

(Mark 1990). The concept is well verified by back-analysis of case histories in the

Appalachian and Central region of the U.S.

The subsidence model does not describe the physical reality and tends to overestimate

pillar stress levels. However the subsidence model provides an acceptable level of

accuracy for engineering design, given that no large geological variations such as a thick

strong bed at relatively weak strata close to the mine level. This model used by Carr and

Wilson, Choi and McCain and Analysis of Longwall Pillar Stability (Mark 1991) to

estimate side-abutment loading (Table 2.1).

The Finite Element Method was utilized to estimate abutment loads in Hsiung and

Peng's pillar design method (Table 2.1). The method simulates pillar loading using a

three-dimensional model; which simulates front and side abutment loading, and

overburden load. Hsiung and Peng's method estimates overburden stress as a function of

overburden depth and strata density. The method estimates front and side abutment loads

by finite element model simulation, which includes caving, partial compaction of gob,

roof/floor failure, pillar edge failure, and roof/floor convergence. The validity of the

method is limited by the similarities between an actual design and the numerical model

used in developing the method outlines.
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Method Development
load

Front-

abutment load

Side-abutment

load

Carr and Wilson Tributary area
load

Empirical 2D simplified
subsidence model

Hsiung and Peng FE modeling FE modeling FE modeling

Choi and McCain Tributary area
load

Empirical 2D simplified
subsidence model

ALPS Tributary area
load

Empirical
0.5:0.7 side

abutment

2D simplified
subsidence model

Table 2.1 Methods of estimating pillar loads in the US pillar design methods

2.2.4 Load-deformation characteristics of pillars

In this section two in-situ experiments that contain the complete stress-deformation

relationship of coal pillars are reviewed with the objective of outlining the fundamental

understanding of coal pillar performance, especially at its post peak regime.

2.2.4.1 Wagner's experiments

These experiments were carried out in South African collieries (Wagner 1974) to gain

further insight to the effect of width to height (w/h) ratio on pillars complete stress

deformation behavior. The test pillars were cut from existing pillars in room and pillar

mines. A structurally competent part of the in-situ pillars was loaded with constant

displacement applied from a horizontal slot cut into the pillars mid-height using hydraulic

jacks (Figure 2.14). The pillars had a constant height of 0.66 meters and variable widths

ranging from 0.6 to 2.0 meters giving width to height ratios ranging from 0.6 to 2.2.
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The information gathered from the jacks' load and stroke length was used to develop

the pillars stress-deformation curves. A schematic representation of vertical stress at jacks

locations given in Figure 2.15. The results of the post-peak modulus of tested pillars

(Figure 2.16) indicate that pillar post-peak behavior is a structural property (w/h

dependant).

The experiment yielded valuable information about the post-peak behavior of in-situ

coal pillars. The post-peak modulus of the pillars varied considerably for small w/h ratios

pillars while the moduli approximate a nearly constant modulus for larger w/h ratio

pillars. A coal pillar, depending on its width to height ratio, can provide considerable

support even when its maximum resistance has been exceeded.

The experiment offers a starting point to calibrate numerical models since it has many

favorable features that cover main principles involved in complete pillar behavior. These

features include pillars being located in situ, the measurement of pillar deformation

across the pillar, the preservation of end constraint interfaces, and the constant

displacement-loading scheme.

Roof

Pillar top half

MPillar bottom half

Hydraulic jacks

Moor

Fig 2.14 A sketch of Wagner's experimental set up (not to scale)
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2.2.4.2 CSM experiment

In 1976, two pillars were extensively instrumented in the Pocahontas No. 3 coal seam

in the Keystone #1 mine, Virginia (Wang et al 1976). The sizes of the pillars were

reduced systematically and their load convergence behavior was recorded. The depth of

cover was in the range of 244 m to 262 m. Figure 2.17 shows the mine map and the

instrumented pillars, the pillar discussed here is the pillar 'A'. The initial pillar size was

24.4 by 24.4 m with 6.1 m wide entries and 1.8 m seam thickness. As the pillar size was

systematically reduced until failure (Figure 2.18), stress changes in the pillar were

recorded. The measurements continued during panel development on the sides of the

pillars. The complete stress - convergence curve of pillar 'A' with the corresponding w/h

ratio of the pillar is shown in Figure 2.19.

This experiment is different compared to Wagner's experiment since roof convergence

is responsible for pillar loading. That would give a realistic perspective view for coal

pillars undergo yielding. During this study, considerable work was carried out in testing

laboratory samples of w/h ratios up to 2. The laboratory results were compared to

Bieniawski's (1984) pillar strength formula. The lab results showed that the in-situ pillar

strength could be predicated within ± 20% deviation of Bienwiski's formula. The stress -

strain curves of a laboratory sample and in-situ pillar are shown in Figure 2.20. It seems

that both curves have similar trends; the laboratory and in-situ modulus is nearly the same

also the post-peak modulus.

The experiment's main contribution is in the in-situ information collected from

different measuring points within the pillar. These measurements are useful for

calibrating numerical models through back analysis.
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2.2.5 Instability of yield coal pillars

Instability is an integrated part of the overall behavior of chain pillars (yield or

conventional). Chain pillars are expected to handle rapidly changing loading

environments and yet still maintaining functionality by sustaining cover loads

(conventional design) or shedding them (yield design). Unless certain conditions are

fulfilled at the pillar design stage, instability events may be triggered especially when

pillar is driven beyond its peak load bearing capacity. In this section, instability events

are described, and their causes and avoidance methods are discussed.

2.2.5.1 Coal mine instability events

Coal bounces, bumps and outburst are major instability events that may take place

during coal mining. USBM (Haramy and McDormell 1988) defines these events as

follows:

•  Bounce: sudden forceful impact or vibration felt in the mine, may be

accompanied by face or rib sloughing and/or pillar and roof separation

•  Bump: is an instantaneous release of roof, rib or floor material propelled into a

mine opening

•  Outburst: is a bump accompanied by a rapid release of a large volume of gases

As these definitions imply instability is a dynamic event resulting in a release of

energy in the form of moving masses and shock waves. The mine will enjoy stability as

far as the released energies caused by mining activities are sustained within still intact

mine structures. Unstable releases of energy occur when the mine structures are no longer

able to sustain energy released by the surrounding rock mass. Coal pillars bump is a

result of unstable release of strain energy during the post-peak stage of its loading

process. Coal bumps as a major instability event are categorized as either pressure or
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shock blimps. Pressure bump occurs when coal is statically stressed beyond its bearing

capacity. A shock bump is caused by dynamic loading either by dramatic changes in the

stress distribution on overlying strata or by abrupt loading of coal resulting from massive

roof failures.

2.2.5.2 Factors contributing to instabilitv events

Many factors incorporate in developing suitable environment for instability to take

place; some can be partially controlled while others are virtually beyond control. These

factors can be categorized in two major groups as follow:

1. Uncontrolled factors: Thick overburdens are connected to bumps. Bumps would

take place only if depth exceeded 500 ft (Haramy and McDonnell 1988). The

presence of massive competent strata within 10 to 15 times seam thickness

believed to be a dangerous situation. Strong massive layer on mine floor or roof

that restraint pillar from being horizontally relaxed due to frictional resistance

contribute to the problem. Mountainous terrains by funneling stresses can cause

unexpected stress concentration that may lead to instabilities. It was believed that

brittle coal with high compressive strength was a necessary element for coal

bumps but it is the strength of surrounding strata that contribute for instability, not

the coal strength only.

2. Controlled parameters : mine design is the most controllable part of the instability

equation. A carefully designed mining layout that avoids highly disturbed spots

would enhance longwalling operations. Strain energy is the main source of the

instability events. Many methods exist to reduce strain energy concentrations in

the mine structures; yet still careful design that avoids the developing of the

problem is still the best defensive solution available.
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2.2.5.3 Role of end-constraint on pillar behavior

Coal pillars interact with other surrounding strata through interfaces (contact surfaces).

The interface properties control the end-constraint; hence the load distribution imposed

on the pillar. Interfaces between coal and a rock are generally smooth and are often

polished. In a few locations, the contact has been the location of premining lateral

displacements and could be considered as bedding plane faults. It is reasonable to assume

that the coal bed interface will have material properties as cohesion (Q and fi-iction angle

{(p). As mining commences stress concentrations are developed causing slip to occur

when the fiictional resistance of the interface is overcome, likely starting at the pillar

periphery. Once a portion of the interface slips, horizontal stress components along

interface are also decreased, thereby reducing pillar confinement. This would lower the

ability of pillar periphery to maintain high stresses and transfer them inward to the elastic

portion of the pillar. Under this increased stress the pillar's elastic core may also undergo

slip; hence, dissipating large strain energy; this could be a violent or non-violent event

depending on material properties. To study the role of interface slip on coal pillar

behavior, lannacchione (1990) carried out numerical modeling studies. Some important

outcomes of his studies are summarized in the following:

• Although no direct measurement was carried out to estimate interface properties,
the fiiction angle should range from 10° to 20°, and cohesion should range from 0
to 1.05 MPa

•  Interface slip tends to control the rate at which the inelastic yield zone is
developed in response to increasing applied pressure.

•  The lower the interface properties the lower pillar strength is estimated. At
moderate frictional properties (15°, 0.69 MPa), the pillar's ultimate strength
reduced by 50 % when compared to high strength properties of (20°, 1.05 MPa)

• As material properties of the interface reach the yielding coal properties,
interface role in pillar strength diminished.
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Although the study addresses conventional pillar design, its findings have significant

importance for yielding mechanisms in pillars especially for critical pillars (see page 43).

2.2.5.4 Tnstabilitv detection and mitigation methods

Although, many methods have been developed to detect bump-prone areas (coal or

surrounding rock) during or ahead of mining, none is completely reliable, and few are

useful in a rapidly advancing mining environment of the longwalling. These methods

include microgravity, rheological, rebound, photoelastic, convergence, drilling-yield,

and microseismic (Haramy et al 1995). Currently, the most applicable method is the

drilling-yield method. In this method, the volume of recovered cutting is used to indicate

the highly stressed areas; which would produce a considerably higher amount of cuttings

due to hole-walls failure. The extensive studies in the US show that if the high stress

zone indicated at 3.5 times seam thickness (H) measured from the pillar rib, it is safe to

continue mining, if it was at 1.5:3.5 H a dangerous mining state is present, if it was less

than 1.5 H, mining should stop and destressing program should be implemented.

There are two techniques to handle current or future instability situations. If it is a

current situation de-stressing techniques are utilized. If it is a future behavior, yield

pillars offer a preventive solution. De-stressing techniques based on artificially reducing

strength of coal or surrounding rock by deteriorating its structural integrity. Volley firing,

hydraulic fracturing and auger drilling are all examples of de-stressing methods. These

methods have been successful in many pressing situations. Although, being practiced as a

method of mitigating instability problems, yield pillars face mixed success. In the 1960's,

the Sunnyside Mine in the Utah Basin used this method and successfully overcame an

urgent need (Innacchione and Zelanko 1995). Not all mines have experienced

Sunnyside's success with a yield pillar design. A nearby mine attempting to repeat the

same design but faced no success. It was soon realized that the successful application of

yielding designs is not an easy task.
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2.2.5.5 The problem of critical pillar sizing

The failure of yield pillar based gateroads to provide adequate ground control

performance is primarily related to the use of 'critically' sized yield pillars. A critical

pillar is the one that falls into a range of pillar sizes that are too large to either yield

nonviolently or yield before the surrounding roof and floor sustain permanent damage,

but are too small to support full longwall abutment loads. This concept is not new; Serata

(1983) introduces the term 'critical' during potash-derived stress control methods. They

indicated that critical pillar widths exist "intermediate between conventional and yield

pillar widths".

DeMarco (1996) produced a conceptualization of this relation for coal pillars shown in

Figure 2.21. The vertical axis represents minimum performance standards separating

successful and unsuccessful gate road configurations. Successful performances are above

horizontal axis and vice versus for unsuccessful cases. While Figure 2.21 is a useful

graphical representation of the concept, it should not be interpreted that pillar width or

size alone determines whether a design falls in the critical range or not. Other mining

parameters such as seam height, depth of cover and properties of coal and surrounding

rocks have a profoimd effect on the final disposition of specific pillar geometry.

An important aspect of critical pillar behavior is the respective rates at which

successful gate designs can become unsuccessful. Deterioration of ground conditions is

generally more gradual for critical pillars close to conventionally designed pillars when

the pillar size is decreasing. While performance declines very rapidly for oversize yield

pillars, the transition from yield pillar to a critical pillar size is always abrupt. The

transition between very successful yield pillar layouts to worse case critical pillar is a

matter of 1 or 2 meters increase in pillar width.
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Another important aspect of the critical pillar concept is the phase of the mining cycle

where inappropriate design could be identified. For example, when critical pillars are

realized in conventionally designed pillars, associated ground control problems first

appear in the tailgate area close to the retreating longwall face. This is a point in time and

location where successful conventionally designed pillars are no longer able to perform

adequately and rendered into critical size. If the pillar was reduced sufficiently to cross

the boundaries into critical pillar size, or loads have significantly increased beyond the

pillar bearing capacity, coal bumps and/or roof and floor failure will begin. Conversely,

when yield pillars are inappropriately sized and fail to yield early in the mining cycle—

preferably prior to the onset of the first face abutment, severe ground control problems

may occur in the headgate immediately adjacent to the longwall face and can continue

into the tailgate phase of the pillar service life.

2.2.6 Assessing viability of vielding gate road svstems

The application of yielding gate systems (full or combined configurations) differs

from conventional full abutment pillar system. In that, the emphasis of the design is

shifted from pillar performance towards entry performance. In conventional design it is

assumed that successful conventional pillar is synonymous with successful gate roads. In

yield pillar gate roads, once the pillar yielded successfully in a timely manner, the focus

is turned to the entry roof strata and the pillar ribline. Viability of the yield pillar to a

mining setting is of a great importance to application successes; this was assessed based

on US yield pillar current experience. This section is developed from unpublished

manuscript prepared by DeMarco (2002).

2.2.6.1 Yield pillar sizing

Yield pillars are generally 6 to 9 meters wide in a seam thiekness of 1.8:3 m,

maintaining a w/h ratio from 3 to 5. Yield pillars are intended to yield during

development or directly as the first longwall face approaches at depths of greater than
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455 m (DeMarco et al 1995). In practice, full pillar yielding seldom occurs after

development imtil the first longwall face is outby. There might be increases in pillar core

stress but for all practical reasons this pillar exceeded its load bearing capacity as shown

by increase loading in surround solid coal (next panel). Sizing of the pillar mainly

depends on seam strength, thickness, pillar and entry width and finally roof and floor

strata properties. Yield pillar applications were successful if the Coal Mine Roof Rating

(CMRR) exceeds 50; i.e., moderate to strong. In the US, pillars with a w/h ratio in excess

of 5 never been successful in producing a yield pillar that effectively functions. A USBM

study carried out in Utah involving pillars sizing from 9 to 17 m under a cover of 900 m

has already witnessed the extremes over this relatively short range of pillar size. At the

time of the face passing the 17 m wide pillar immediately followed by violent bump

while the 9 m meter pillar showed a complete yielding with no bumps (DeMarco et al.

1995). The ability to design yield pillar to yield on timely fashion is one of the critical

issues that may produce imfavorable situations. Delaying yielding to the late part of

mining cycle when the second panel is mined or in the isolation stage of pillar, would

requires to start with an overestimated yield pillar size, before reaching that stage of

mining a critical pillar condition will reveal.

2.2.6.2 Mine depth verses restricted vield pillar size

Perhaps the most common factor in failure of yielding gates is that chain pillars are

mistakenly sized not to fail appropriately. In shallow mining situations, it might be

unavoidably restricted to implement yielding gates due to the minimum pillar width (6.1

m for 2:3 m thick seams by the US regulations) with the shallow overburden, yielding

may never be initiated in timely manner. The designed pillar becomes undersized and a

stiff pillar or oversized yield pillar i.e., critical pillar. In deep mining situations, where

overburden is thick enough to initiate yielding, another problem dominates the situation;

timely yielding may not be met. A recent US study (DeMarco et al 1988) indicted that

full yielding does not generally occur until first panel face approaches and or passes the
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pillar. Rarely coal pillars can exhibit more than 1-2 m of rib failure prior to the face

approach.

Examples of inappropriate yield pillar sizes, used to setting conducive to yield pillars

development, generally fall on the following two cases: (1) converting a multi-entry

abutment gate design to yielding design by narrowing one or two pillars to act as yield

pillars, most often these are critical pillars. This is usually practiced in eastern longwall

mines, (2) A misconceptional act of increasing yield pillar size with depth apparently to

accommodate increasing load. One important misunderstood issue is the very nature of

yielding gate road - the softening of the localized ground mass makes the degree of entry

stability attained largely independent of mining depth once yielding has been achieved. In

fact, some western coal mines that have stiff roof and floor narrowed the yield pillars to

accommodate non-violent yielding due to excessive depth.

2 2.6 A Mine roof qualitv and excessive artificial supports

Significant entry deformations ranging from few centimeters to one meter may take

place after yielding. The ability of the immediate, supported interval of the roof strata to

withstand the bending and shear stress accompanying yielding is paramount to achieve

gateroad stability through the panel mining. Weak strata in immediate roof (<lm) can be

tolerated with wire mesh usage but competent strata must compromise the majority of the

primarily bolted interval. Unconsolidated highly fractured, weak, thinly bedded roof are

destined for failure in yielding system, due to vertical and lateral strains. In general,

however, heavy support (density or capacity) should not be viewed as an alternative for

regionally viable yield pillar system.

2.2.6.4 Mine floor qualitv and vielding gates

Once the yielding has begim, the floor can create two extreme circumstances in which

full yield pillar systems, and to some extent abutment-yield systems as well. First, in
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moderate yet supportable roof, and a delayed yielding of the pillar, the floor must be

strong enough to resist pillar pvmching. Weak floor strata cannot resist excessive loads of

imfailed yield pillar, floor heave, occasionally sudden violent failure of floor strata would

occur. Second, a strong roof accompanied by strong floor can limit narrowing the pillar

below the 6.1 m limit. Hence, even using the pillar width limit, the pillar is in critical

state with excessive confinement offered by stronger surrounding strata and that cause

instabilities.

2.2.6.5 Number of entries

Theoretically, two entry systems should outperform three-entry system based on the

fact that with less ground opened less disturbance occurred. Carr (1992) confirmed the

same thing after years in JWR; he stated, "The general application of the yield pillars

principle is limited to a two-entry yield pillar system". A good spanning roof is a must for

successful three-entry or four-entry systems. This has been true for western coal mines

especially with multiseam mining conditions. Gate loading is higher with wider

multientry spans at various points in the mining process, there is no definitive reason

which exists that rules out multientry gates in all conditions.

2.2.6.6 Limitations of vielding gate development depth

An absolute depth limitation for yield pillar development has only been demonstrated

in the US mines in recent years, in the Mid-Continent Resource Dutch Creek Mine

complex - Redstone, Colorado (DeMarco 1994). In this case the mining depth

approached 900 m, extreme gas concentration (highest in the US), produced severe face

bumps in gate development drivages, forcing the mine to utilize a different longwall

system. Although the inability to develop the gates was not the direct results of failed

yield pillar- nevertheless the application limits were demonstrated. Although such

applications may not be of considerable importance for the current depth of longwalling

practices but searching for high quality coal would lead to deeper exploitation.
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DeMarco et al (1995) added that beside these four requirements there are many

additional parameters to consider such as type of primary and secondary supports

economically available, caveabaility of the gob, geological anomalies. To date,

correlation between gate performance and such factors as widely ranging, sudden

changes in overburden depth, excessive seam depth, extremely strong surrounding strata

and strong coal and seam structures has been inconclusive.

2.2.7 Outlines of vield pillars characteristics

The previous discussions portray a picture for yield pillar behavior, some of the

significant features discussed are summarize on the following:

1. Yield pillars have an economical advantage in deep longwall mining compared to

conventional pillars.

2. Yield pillars seem to provide a solution to mitigate ground control problems at

deep mining situations if properly designed.

3. In-situ experimentations showed that yield pillar behavior is dominated by its

post-peak behavior, which is unfortunately a structural propriety (w/h dependent).

4. Reviewing the factors controlling pillars instability, the yielding gate entries are

extremely sensitive to surrounding environment as much as pillar strength and

size.

5. End-constraint should be considered as a contributor to yield pillar response

during its loading cycle.
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6. Yield pillars if rendered critical is faster to deteriorate and more difficult to

handle compared to conventionally design pillars if they become critical.

7. Maintaining successful gate roads is not only dependent on yield pillar size. The

mining depth, gateroad width, roof and floor quality, and the maximum

application depth should be considered as major contributor to yield pillar gate

roads performance.

2.2.8 Current yield pillar design methodologies

Gate roads configuration throughout the US have largely evolved from the pre-

longwall mining methods, or have been derived from design methodologies developed

abroad. In 1960 when longwall mining emerged in US, two primary design philosophies

were adopted: single and two-entry gates for western US coal mines and multi-entry

gates for eastern US mines (DeMarco et al 1995). The western experiences were driven

by longwalling at Sunnyside mining complex in Utah; the mine management introduces

the know-how from deep-bump prone coal mines of Westem Germany (Koehler 1994).

The evolution of yield pillars, largely through trial and error, occurred in Utah to

longwall without leaving large inter-panel barriers or having to tediously develop and

maintain single-entry development. Conversely, large abutment pillar, multi-entry

systems were developed in eastem US as an outgrowth of the region's room- and pillar

design history and local union requirements for "smoke free" intake developments. With

the ever present pressures to both expedite longwall road development and optimize

panel entry stability, the use of yield pillars, either alone or in combination with larger,

stiff abutment pillars, has become a topic of interest for US coal industry (DeMarco et al

1995).

Analytical and numerical modeling methods have attempted to quantitatively

characterize the yield pillar yielding process. However these methods have been largely
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unsuccessful when some form of full-scale performance data was unavailable to calibrate

the resulting pillar designs. Empirical pillar strength formulae have been also erroneously

used to develop appropriate yield pillar width in the US; often leading to critical pillars

systems.

The historical experience based on yield pillar gate systems in the US is fairly limited

and does not clearly define boundaries of success/failure for all possible cases that could

exist. There is a lack of specific design criterion to define required pillar dimensions to

ensure suitable yielding to occur, as well as the entry setting required to accommodate

yield pillars. Nevertheless, exploration of current practices in yield pillar in the US can

shed the required light to roughly estimate a percentage for application success. The

following are examples of the designing trends and methodologies in the US coal mines

utilizing yield pillars:

2.2.8.1 Analvtical approach

Carr-Wilson design approach despite the limitations of the Wilson confined core

model, the Willow Creek mine - Price - Utah sizes their yield pillars as twice the yield

zone width estimated by this pillar design method, and the mine did not experience any

catastrophic failure of pillar edges or roof. The analytical model utilized by the design

has had some successes with the yield pillars despite its inherited weaknesses. Hence the

method has potential application in yield pillar design.

2.2.8.2 Case histories analvsis

A 38 case histories involving longwalls that utilized yield pillars were critically

reviewed by Schissler (2003). The study used a qualitative / quantitative assessment to

judge the success or otherwise of the yield pillars and to determine, if possible, the

location of the operating points of these pillars. The analysis revealed data that can be

utilized as basis for empirical design. The useful parameters include the depth of cover.
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the width to height ratio, the pillar load and its stability factor both on completion of

development and the percentage load transferred off the pillar using Carr-Wilson

approach. Successful case histories clustered around w/h ratios of 3 to 5.5, development

load stability factor of 0.4:0.6, and percentage transferred load off the yield pillar from

94% to 98% (Figure 2.22). Case histories representing success have clustered data when

the development load, exceeds peak pillar strength. The critical depth for 11m wide x 2.5

m high yield pillar is in the region of 400 m (Figure 2.23). At this depth, a yield pillar of

this size achieves an operating point in the descending part or even the residual strength

of the stress-deformation curve of the pillar.

2.2.8.3 Operational characteristics of successful vield pillar applications

Until definitive guidelines are available for determining appropriate mining conditions

for successful applications (for all available configurations) in US, considerations should

be given to the operational characteristics common to many US longwall experiences.

Table (2) summarizes the popularity of different yielding gates in the US. It seems that

two entry-yield pillar systems are extensively used in the deep western coal mines. Table

(3) portrays the suitable geological setting for each gate design and also shows the

advantage and disadvantages.

2.2.9 Summarv

Current yield pillars design methods are incomplete and predominated by trial and

error approaches. Some of important deficiencies include the accurate estimation of yield

pillar loading, accounting for pillar yielding (softening) and predicting the failure mode

(stable/unstable). The numerical modeling is currently the most promising approach

especially as the informations required to calibrate the models is available through

documented in-situ studies.
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Configuration Roof Floor Overburden Coal

Two entries (Y) High CMRR Strong Deep Moderate to well cleated

Three entries (Y-Y) High CMRR Strong Deep - moderate Moderate

Three entries (S-Y) Moderate -Weak Moderate -weak Low - moderate Moderate to well cleated

Three entries (Y-S) Moderate -Weak Moderate - weak Low - moderate Moderate

Four entries (Y-S-Y) Moderate -weak Strong - weak Deep - low Moderate

Configuration Advantages Disadvantage

Two entries

(Y)

Mitigate instabilities, spontaneous combustion even weak roof
contiitions sometimes - No four entry crossing developed -
shorten development - low abutment loads observed in the

tailgate side of the panel

Special support considerations- control rib rolling, excessive
closure of tailgate - ramification for ventilation and escape

way maintenance - strict variance standard needed

Three entries

(Y-Y)

No variance needed - cope with the high methane gas liberation
- developed as quickly as two entry - Mitigate instabilities - No

weak roof conditions - allow tailgate pillar extraction

Greater abutment loads due to wider span- greater amount of
yielding comes early - excessive lateral shear damage for
primary support - standing supports needed for tailgates -

four way intersections are developed

Three entries

(S-Y)

Mitigate sever load override onto tailgate - insure no bumping
in strong roof and floor conditions - protect the tailgate in

event of stiff pillar bumping - allow for recovery of yield pillar
if roof conditions permit

Yielding of yield pillar largely delayed until next longwall
outby, usually completed just outby the tailgate comer -

Three entries

(Y-S)

Expediting gate development by improving place-change
scheduling

Inhabits a clean cave line at gob side with cantilevering -
resulting in fully yield pillar and partially yielded stiff pillar
that would aggravate roof and floor - center entry is caved

shut - gob had override the yield pillar and entry.

Four entries

(Y-S-Y)

Much less supporting requirement compared to one or two
yield pillar based gate roads

Long development - wasted reserves - resembles pane-and-
barrier system than carefully designed gate road systems -

Lti

Table 2.2 US yielding gate road operational advantage and disadvantage (DeMarco 2002). (Y; yield pillar; S: Stiff,
conventional pillar)



Configuration Popularity

Two entries (Y)

Cottonwood mine - Orangeville - Utah

Three entries (Y-Y)

Skyline mine - carbon county -Utah

Exclusively western US

Avoidable in western mines,

used in others

Three entries (S-Y)

Mine 84 - Eighty four - PA

Popular system employed, in
some fashion in most US

Three entries (Y-S)

Foidal Creek mine - Colorado -1998

Only one case in the US,
prove to success

Four entries (Y-S-Y)

Mine 84 -Eighty four - PA

Most common in the US -

eastern mines

Schematic representation

2'" panelpanel

1"^ panel

Y  8

Table 2.3 Popularity of different yielding gate road configurations in US longwall mining regions (DeMarco 2002)



2.3 Longwall gob behavior

The gob-forming process is an integral part of the longwall mining operation. The

process changes stresses within a large area of the mine. The magnitude and extend of

these stress changes strongly affect the stability of the gate roads. Analysis of stresses and

deformations in the gate road structures must account for the process of initiation and

compaction stages (gob formation / gob forming process) within the gob area.

The compacted gob eventually offers a regional support for the mine. For decades, the

harsh enviromnent and the absence of suitable numerical modeling tool lead to ignoring

or only partially including the gob forming process in mine design. The gob forming

process must draw extra concern if the objective is a rational gate road design involving

yield pillars. In recent years many contributions surfaced in the area of simulating the gob

forming process.

In this Section, the complex nature of the gob forming process is explored. Numerical

simulation approaches currently utilized to simulate the gob-forming process are

reviewed.

2.3.1 The gob forming process

At the start of longwall mining, the roof caves in to the space provided by the mined

out coal, the weight of caved material forms an initial gob pressure. A pressure arch is

formed above the caved area and the still competent roof sheds loads to available solid

coal. As the longwall face continues to advance, the unsupported roof area expands,

caving continues, until a critical span is reached causing the main roof to collapse.

Ultimately, due to the combined effect of gob materials bulking, roof sagging, and floor

heaving, the caved material comes in contact with the final competent roof stratum. As

mining progresses further, the competent roof is further lowered on the caved materials

causing gradual compaction of the gob material. Figure 2.24 shows the simple gob
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forming mechanism in two-dimensions. Experience shows that once the extracted span is

fairly large, the caving, re-compaction and roof sagging often progress in repeatable

cycles while the longwall face keeps retreating. Under ideal conditions of caving most of

the roof pressure is taken by solid coal and the compacted gob.

Surface

Separation Area of contact

zone of upper strata

Compaction of
aggregates

Fig 2.24 Probable strata condition in a vicinity of the longwall face with a weak
immediate roof (Sweby 1997)

But, when thick and strong strata form the immediate roof, e.g., massive sandstone,

then caving does not occur in the way described above. Deformation of the roof occurs in

the form of periodic breaks and pseudoelastic bending. Observed bending is a result of

micro and macro slippage existing along or occurring in weakened planes. These

slippages must overcome large frictional forees caused by confinement. Such a

mechanism results in the unsteady character of the deformation, which progresses in

steps with shorter or longer rest periods (Unrug 1982). Figure 2.25 shows the caving

process with a strong roof in deep mining situations, large blocks may be interlocked and

create undesirable severe prop pressure on longwall shields props. Stefanko (1983) stated

that with an average overburden and no heavy members in the upper strata, the face



might retreat for nearly 60 to 90 m before there is much caving. With stronger strata, this

distance may increase to 120 to 150 m, contributing to severity of prop loading and

danger of massive collapses.

' A:a' A
.SEVERE! PRESSURf

Fig 2.25 Probable strata condition in a vicinity of the longwall face with a strong massive
immediate roof (Stefanko 1983)

2.3.2 Factors controlling gob forming process

The gob forming process depends on but not limited to the following factors:

1. Seam depth

2. Seam thickness

3. Immediate roof thickness and properties

4. Virgin stress at the mine level

5. Panel width

6. Rate of mining



7. Multi-seam mining

8. Local mine geology

Caving is greatly influenced by the local geology and the material properties. If there

are pronounced sets of cleavages or joints in the roof and longwall face are parallel, a

much easier roof caving is reported. However if the immediate roof is strong, it tends to

break in chunks along the planes of weakness and causes weight problems on the support.

As seam depth increases, the virgin stresses increase causing the tendency of large

blocks in strong roof to interlock and generating severe prop pressure. The thicker the

seam and the taller are the props, the more difficultly is encountered in achieving prop

stability. The immediate roof must be sufficiently thick so that it expands to fill the void

and permits gradual settling of the higher strata, A strong roof under light cover where

there has been little fracturing due to abutment loads requires thicker parts of the roof to

create the volume of gob needed. Other factors kept equal, the lighter the cover or the

thicker the seam, the greater must be the immediate roof thickness (Stefanko 1983). The

faster the face advance the less time exists for troublesome conditions to develop. If

working in a multi-seam mining operation, the areas of stress relief of the previous seams

would affect the shape and magnitude of the mobilized stresses. Caving may occur

sooner with wider panels but some airblasts and vibration may occur from first fall

(Stefanko 1983).

2.3.3 Mapping stresses mobilized bv the gob forming process

The stresses mobilized by the gob-forming process should be portrayed prior to

modeling the process. The gob-forming process theoretically develops areas of distinct

characteristics. These areas practice different degrees of compaction and varied recovered

gob pressures. Unrug (1982) outlines these areas as depicted in Figure 2.26, which shows
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a probable distribution of strata pressure in the vicinity of a longwall face. As seen, there

are five distinct zones identified:

a. Area in the coal seam undisturbed by mining (far from active longwall
process area)

b. Front (Face) and flank (Rib) stresses i.e., front and side abutments

c. Area of exposed roof between coal face and gob line

d. Region of transition in the gob area in which the broken waste is being
compressed, the degree of compaction increase with increasing distance
from the face line

Where the gob is fully compressed, the gob support is equal in magnitude to virgin stress
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Fig 2.26 Probable distribution of strata pressure in a vicinity of the longwall face
(Unrug 1982)
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2.3.4 Modeling stress distribution associated with gobbing

Currently, there are a considerable number of approaches to model gob behavior;

hence estimating recovered stresses at the gob different locations. These methods include

(Unrug 1982):

•  Theoretical models if geological conditions comply with theoretical assumptions

(e.g., Salamon and Terzaghi models)

•  Empirical models (e.g.. South Africa dolerite sill gob model)

• Numerical models that use appropriate constitutive relations {MULSIM/NL,

LAMODEL)

• Measurements, observations and experiences from previous longwall panels

Numerical modeling techniques are currently the most preferred considering the

remarkable improvements in computing capacities of PC's. These techniques use the

simulation program's built-in or modified constitutive relation to force the gob part of a

longwall model to cope with an analytical or empirical gob model. In next sections more

details of current gob modeling practices are discussed.

In-situ measurements or past experiences are still deficient due to limited accessibility

of the harsh gob environment. A few in-situ studies mapped the stress redistributions

associated with the gob-forming process under varying sets of geological conditions.

Whittaker (1974) foimd that the gob pressure builds up and reaches the cover pressure at

a distance of 0.3 to 0.4 times the seam thickness from the solid abutments. Camploi et al

(1993) at 670 m deep Pocahontas No. 3 coal seam, the recorded measurements show full

recovery of the overburden pressure at a distance of approximately 0.2 times the

overburden depth from the longwall face.
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Other researches theoretically developed the gob pressure based on logical

assumptions and supported that with some field observations. Carr and Wilson (1982)

assumed linear distribution for gob stresses with zero stress at the edges and increases to

the original cover pressure at distance of 0.2:0.3 times the overburden depth. Another

important suggestion based on finite element modeling by Trueman (1990) indicates that

the cover load is reached within a fixed distance irrespective of the mining depth and

only the caving height controls that distance.

2.3.5 Theoretical gob models

It is hypothesized that the materials strain-hardening behavior best simulate the

consolidation of gob material. As the gob consolidates under increasing strain, the

reduction in the void spaces makes the stress increase at an exponential rate. This implies

that the slope of the gob stress-strain curve (gob tangential modulus) increases with

increasing gob strain.

The following models define the stress-strain behavior of granular materials based on

different theories developed by Salamon (1990) and Terzaghi (Pappas and Mark 1993).

2.3.5.1 Salamon's gob model

According to Salamon the following constitutive relation describes the compressive

behavior of a backfill material

a = (2.1)

<'-X'/  m

Where: cr = Recovered stress at gob

£  = Current gob strain

E  = Initial gob secant modulus

^m = Maximum gob strain, in/in
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Equation (2.1) describes an exponential stress-strain relation. Three variables are has

to be determined: the gob material secant modulus (e ), maximum strain that could take

place (fm) and an estimate of a gob material strain (f) at various locations in the gob

area.

2.3.5.2 Terzaghi's gob model

Terzaghi's model suggests that the tangent modulus of granular material is a linear

function of the applied vertical stress, expressed by the following equation

T2 x: ,E, —-Eo+acr
as

(2.2)

Where

<T = Applied stress, psi.

S  = Strain, in/in.

Eo = Initial tangent modulus, psi.

a  = Dimensionless constant.

E( = Tangent modulus, psi

Solving equation (2.2) in terms of stress yields:

cT = 5(e»-i) (2.3)
a

Equation (2.3) describes an exponential stress-strain relationship for gob behavior. In

this relation, three parameters are needed: the dimensionless constant (a), the initial

tangent modulus (E) and strain experienced by the gob material (s)
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2.3.5.3 USBM evaluation of gob theoretical models

The USBM investigated the viability of both Salamon's and Terzaghi's gob models

(Pappas and Mark 1993). Laboratory studies were conducted on granular material of

similar size distributions of actual gob materials. The tested roeks included shale, weak-

sandstone and strong-sandstone collected from typical gobs of a Virginia mine and two

sites in eastern Kentucky. The gob materials were compressed at various degrees of

confinement and the stress-strain relationships were developed. Figure 2.27 shows the

result from shale type gob materials stress-strain relationship compared to the theoretical

models of Equations 2.1 and 2.3. The constant in theoretical models was developed by

best fitting the model equation with the laboratory experiment. Figure 2.27 gives an

example of the model constants if the gob consisted of shale only. The USBM

investigation concluded that Salamon's curve follows closely the actual curve of the

laboratory samples, while Terzaghi's curve falls outside the behavior of three of the three

rock types examined.

'  I
Shale'KEY

Laboratory results
Solomon's curve >

l.ilO e

(l-«/(l/2.26))

— Terzaghi's curve
922 (eiMe

0.1 0.2 0.3

STRAIN (e), in/in

Fig 2.27 The stress - strain results of shale gob material versus Salamon and Terzaghi
models (Pappas and Mark 1993)
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2.3.6 Numerical modeling of gob

One of the first attempts to utilize numerical modeling in designing longwall chain

pillars was carried out by Hsuing and Peng in 1985 (Mark 1990). In this approach, the

gob material was simulated as elastic, homogenous, and isotropic material. Then, by

reducing element's elastic properties during iteration, the yielding of the gob element was

achieved. Based on this study a rule of thumb was concluded stating that gob modulus

ranges from 1/100 to 1/57 of the intact roof rock modulus depending upon how well the

gob was packed. With the limited data available, numerical studies used gob modulus

values that ranged from 1,000 psi to over 300,000 psi. Such a wide variation in the

moduli greatly affected the outcome of the numerical model, since the stiffness of the gob

is a major component in overall behavior of the model.

In recent years, a variety of numerical modeling procedures have been developed to

assist longwall mines studies. These methods include both 2D and 3D applications of

finite, distinct, discrete and boundary-element codes, hosting a wide array of hybrid

modeling options (slip elements (interfaces), non-elastic solutions, dynamic analyses,

massive deformation solutions). Two such modeling methods in particular are commonly

used in the US coal industry today: MULSIM/NL, a non-linear multi-seam boundary-

element code developed in the early 90's (Zipf 1992), and LAMODEL, a hybrid of the

MULSIM technology for incorporating bedded units in the overburden developed in the

late 90's (Heasley 1998). The two programs are equiped with material models to simulate

gob behavior including:

(1) Strain-Hardening

(2) Linear-Elastic

(3) Bi-linear Hardening
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The first model {Strain-Hardening) approximates the strain-hardening behavior with a

smooth exponentially increasing modulus. The stress-strain curve starts at zero strain

with a slope of the initial modulus (Figure 2.28) and hardens according to the following

equation:

CT =

Ep — Ej

Ef-E,

-1

where:

Ej Initial tangential modulus > 0

Ep Final tangential modulus

Virgin vertical stress (ultimate stress of the gob)

n  Gob height factor (ratio between height of zone of broken gob fi-agments
and the seam thickness - ranges fî om 2:6 averaged 4)

e  Gob material strain

Strain, 8

Fig 2.28 The stress-strain curve of the gob material using strain-hardening model
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The second model {linear-elastic) defines a straight line relationship between vertical

stress and vertical strain experienced by the gob materials (Figure 2.29)

C/5
C/5

(D

u
C/3

E

1

Strain, £

Fig 2.29 The stress-strain curve of the gob material using linear-elastic model

The model requires stiffiiess of the gob material, which is defined by equation:

K=-l
nt

where:

E  Elastic modulus

K Normal stiffness

n Gob height factor (ratio between height of zone of broken gob fragments
and the seam thickness - ranges from 2:6 averaged 4)

t  Seam thickness

Tjqjical values for in-seam elastic modulus range from 34.5 MPa to 6,900 MPa and

not to exceed 207,000 MPa. Gob height factor is typically from 2:6 and averages about 4.

Poisson's ratio should be in the range from 0.2:0.4.
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The third model (Bi-linear Hardening) approximates the strain-hardening behavior of

gob with a bi-linear stress-strain relationship (Figure 2.30). The curve is initially linear

with a low slope (modulus) for offset stress to occur before the gob material begins

acquiring load. This offset is intended to simulate the roof convergence before the gob

begins to compact and support the overburden. The parameters required to specify the

exact strain-hardening stress-strain curve are the coordinates of the offset point (ctq, Sq)

and the hardening modulus (Eh). For the Bi-linear Hardning model, the hardning

modulus would typically be in the range of 345 to 69,000 MPa and must be greater than

the initial modulus.

C/5
C/5

(D / Eh
/ 1

Strain, 8

Fig 2.30 Stress-strain relationship of the gob material used in the Bi-linear hardning
model

Whittles et al (2001) utilized the FLAG (Itasca 1995) built-in double-yielding

constitutive relation to model the gob material behavior. The area of the caved waste was

directly defined within the model as being two times the height of the extraction

thickness of the coal seam. The relationship between cap pressure and permanent
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volumetric strain used for modeling of gob material is given in Figure 2.31. The values

for the parameters adopted in their study were derived from the experiments undertaken

on stone packs which indicated strain-hardening of the material until compacted to 33 %

of the original volume whereupon no further permanent volumetric compaction occurred

(Truman 1990).

Fig 2.31 Cap pressure versus volumetric strain for the longwall gob (Truman 1990)
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Another approach was used by Morsey and Peng (2002) to incorporate the element

strain energy instead of vertical strain. The gob modulus was adjusted according to

Terzaghi's gob model. The gob material starts with an initial modulus, loaded, the

elements strain energy is estimated and using a relation between strain energy and gob

secant modulus, the modulus is updated. Figure 2.32 outlines the procedures used to

update the gob modulus based on strain energy approach. This approach was

incorporated into the general-purpose finite element program ABAQUS/Standard,

developed by ABAQUS, Inc-USA.

In this verification example the gob height was predefined as six times the seam

thickness. Figure 2.33 shows the simulated gob behavior based in this approach. The

simulated gob material experienced 80% of the virgin stress at 120 m behind the face at a

depth of 670 m. Figure 2.33 also shows that gob material strain at the same location was

1.5 %, which is far less then predicted by the USBM experiment of 40 % or the relation

concluded by Truman (1990) of 33 % (Figure 2.31).

2.3.7 Summarv

The following points summarize the important aspect of the gob-forming process in

longwall mining:

1. The gob forming process is a complex geoteehnieal process that varies

considerably between coal mining regions.

2. Loading of yield pillars is highly dependent on the rate of gob compaction.

3. In the literature, gob compaction is modeled using linear elastic, bi-linear,

exponential and double yielding constitutive relations.

4. Salamon's gob model fits well with USBM experimental results
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Fig 2.32 An algorithm to update the gob modulus (Morsey and Peng 2002)
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Peng 2002)
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2.4 Longwall mines modeling

Uniqueness of longwall mine featvires such as gob, yield pillars, retreating longwalls,

instability, and large mine size, heavily limit available modeling choices. This section

reviews current modeling techniques relevant to deep longwall mining environment.

2.4.1 Modeling approaches and longwall mines

In 2001, Hudson categorized the current wide-spectrum of modeling approaches into

eight approaches based on four methods and two levels as illustrated in Figure 2.34 (Jing

2003). The relevance of the four methods to longwall modeling can be summarized as:

• Methods A and B (Level 1) are applicable to designing and analysing components

of longwall mines (e.g., support requirements, stiff pillar design).

• Methods C and D (Level 1) are highly applicable to develop a qualitative

vmderstanding based on quantitative evaluation for the longwalling process.

• Methods B and D (Level 2) are less likely to be used in a longwall except for

qualitative assessments and few behavior predictions.

• Methods A and C (Level 2) are also very adoptable for a longwall mine design if a

"rich" database is available.

Numerical modeling techniques (Level 1; C and D) appear to be a promising tool to

expand the understanding of the complex geomechanics of longwall mining environment.

Numerical modeling techniques are characterized by the following:

• Well-suited to address complex geometries,

•  Different material models.

•  Study the complex mining procedures.

•  Conduct sensitivity studies.
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•  Conduct numerical experiments for design.

• Develop a qualitative understanding based on quantitative evaluation.

•  Establish the extent of 1:1 mapping of mechanisms and properties.

It should be noted that, while numerical modeling can provide important fundamental

understanding, it should not be used to completely replace the empirical design approaches

of A and C level in figure 2.34.

Site
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igation

7T

Method A

Objective

iz.
Method B Method C

H
Design based on fonvard analysis ^ Design based on back analysis

Method D

Use of
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methods,
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Basic numerical
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standard BEM, DEM,

methods hybrid

1 1

Database

Precedent type Rock mass expert

analyses and classification. systems, &

modifications RMR, Q. GSI other systems
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Extended

numerical

methods,

fully-coupled

models

Integrated

systems

approaches,

intemet-based

Construction

Level 1

1:1 mapping

Level 2

Not 1:1 mapping

Fig 2.34 Basic methods of the rock modeling for engineering design (Jing, 2003)
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2.4.2 Numerical modeling techniques

Numerical models are available for the users in form of computer codes (programs). A

numerical model code is simply capable of: (1) solving the equations of equilibrium, (2)

satisfying the strain compatibility equations, and (3) following certain constitutive

equations - when prescribed boundary conditions are set forth. The code will produce

displacements and stress changes associated in addition to many other quantities of interest

for mine design.

With the current available wide-spectrum of numerical techniques, it is important to

survey these techniques when deciding on the most appropriate for the inherently complex

longwall mine modeling. Currently there are three approaches to model engineering

problems: Continuum, Discrete, and Hybrid. In the Continuum approach, there is no

chance for a failure surface to be explicitly developed since model building blocks

(elements) cannot separate at the boundaries except on pre-defined boundaries like

"interfaces" (Figure 2.35 a, b and d). In the Discrete approach, building blocks (elements)

are ready to separate on boundaries but discontinuity (failure surface) cannot propagate

through the elements, they are still modeled as continuum (Figure 2.35 c). Finally, the

Hybrid approach, as the name implies, incorporates both the Discrete and Continuum

approaches (Figure 2.35 e). The numerical schemes (solution method) for previous

techniques include:

Continuum methods

•  Finite Difference Method (FDM).

•  Finite Element Method (FEM).

•  Boundary Element Method (BEM).

Discrete methods

• Discrete Element Method (DEM).

• Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) methods.
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Hybrid continuum/discrete models

• Hybrid FEM/BEM.

• Hybrid FEM/DEM.

• Other hybrid models.

The way these schemes describe (discretized) the rock mass is graphically depicted in

Figure 2.36.
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Fig 2.35 Numerical approaches to model an excavation in a rock mass (Jing 2003)
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Fig 2.36 Representation of rock mass using different numerical schemes (Jing 2003)

2 4 3 Commercially available mmierical modeling codes

A survey carried out in South Africa (SIMRAC 1999) showed that there are many

numerical modeling codes readily available worldwide for the rock mechanics community

(Table 2.4 top). The survey confirms again that individually none of these programs are

ideally suited to solve all of the rock mechanics design problems. Each of these programs is

tailored to best suit a small sub-set of problems.
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It worthwhile to mention that other numerical modeling programs of general-purpose

nature such as ABAQUS/Standard (ABAQUS, Inc.-USA) are recently exercised for rock

mechanics studies (Table 2.4 bottom).

2.4.4 Numerical codes viable to longwall mine modeling

The longwall mine key features and the code capabilities should coimterpart. Relevant

code(s) must satisfy the following requirements:

1. Three-dimensional modeling capability.

2. Capability of modeling large volumes.

3. Non-linear material behavior.

4. Feature allowing mining in stages.

5. Numerical scheme is stable when the physical system is unstable.

6. Acceptable solution time.

7. Real-time results acquisition.

By reviewing Table 2.4 (top), it can be seen that only teen codes are ready to develop 3D

models. Furthermore, five of these 3D codes are irrelevant for longwall modeling since

they assume only elastic behavior for simulated materials. The only five codes that may be

appropriate for the 3D longwall modeling are Map3D, PFC3D, 3DEC, FLAC3D and

PLAXIS 3D tunnel version. Table 2.5 summarizes the five codes formulation purpose and

applicability to deep longwall mining modeling. As seen the FLAC3D seems to have the

highest potential. FLAC3D is equipped with a solution scheme that can handle non-linear

and highly complex problems such as longwall gob compaction and progressive failure of

yield pillars. The fact that the failure surfaces are difficult to identify with the continuum

approach of the FLAC3D is of trivial importance for longwall mine modeling, especially

when using strain softening failure criterion.
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Program Source Type Use Complexity

BESOL/

MINAP 97

Mining Stress Systems 2D BEM Common Simple

BESOL/MS Mining Stress Systems 3D BEM Common Simple

CSIR

Minap32
CSIR Miningtek 2D BEM Academic Simple

DIGS CSIR Miningtek 2D BEM Research Specialist

Elfen CSIR Miningtek 2D FEM Beta

Testing
Mediocre

Examine''" Rocscience Inc. 3D BEM Rare Mediocre

FLAG Itasca Consulting
Group Inc.

2D EDM Common Advanced

FLAC3D Itasca Consulting
Group Inc.

3D EDM Rare Complex

Map3D Mine Modeling Ltd. 3D BEM Moderate Mediocre

MINIFFT CSIR Miningtek 3D BEM Research Specialist

MINSIM-W CSIR Miningtek 3D BEM Common Simple

PFC2D Itasca Consulting
Group Inc.

2DDEM Rare Complex

PFC3D Itasca Consulting
Group Inc.

2D DEM Rare Complex

Phase^ Rocscience Inc. 3DDEM Rare Simple

3DEC Itasca Consulting
Group Inc.

2D BEM Rare Complex

UDEC Itasca Consulting
Group Inc.

3D DEM Moderate Advanced

WAVE CSIR Miningtek 2D- 3D EDM Research Specialist

PLAXIS Plaxis BY 2D-3D FEM Moderate Moderate

ANSYS ANSYS, Inc. 3D FEM Rare Mediocre

ABAQUS ABAQUS, Inc. 3D FEM Rare Mediocre

ALGOR ALGOR, Inc. 3D FEM Rare Mediocre

o  BEM: Boundary Element Method
o  EDM: Finite Difference Method

o  OEM: Distinct Element Method

o FEM: Finite Element Method

Table 2.4 Commercially available numerical codes for rock mechanics studies (SIMRAC
1999)
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Code Purpose and problem

scale

Applicability for longwall modeling

MapSD
•  Suitable for large tabular

ore bodies and irregular
massive excavations

•  The non-linear behavior is limited to the excavation

surfaces

•  Limited to elastic or elastoplastic (non-softening)
behavior

•  Assumes infinite homogeneous elastic host
rockmass

PFC3D
•  Designed for "Particle

Flow" simulation can

simulate static problem if
particles are glued.

•  Large model size requirement makes use of PFC3D
on a PC impractical.

•  Discontinuity strength parameters are difficult to
estimate

3DEC
•  Designed for regional and

local scale analysis of rock
behavior including multiple
intersecting discontinuities

•  Material properties are difficult to assess.
•  Requires representation of considerable number of

discontinuities for realistic modeling of rock masses

FLAC3D
•  Designed for regional and

local scale analysis of rock
behavior. Suitable for

continuum problems with
interfaces to represent
discontinuities

•  Developed specifically for geomechanics analyses
•  Common material properties are used
•  Comprehensive material model library
•  FISH programming language emulate access to

internal source code and allows to customize

analyses

PLAXIS3D-

Tunnel

version

•  Designed specifically for
tunnel project simulation

•  Untested

Table 2.5 Evaluation of 3D modeling codes for longwall mining modeling
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2.4.5 The FLAC3D program

FLAC3D is a three-dimensional explicit finite-difference program for engineering

mechanics computation. The basis for this program is the well established numerical

formulation used by the two-dimensional program, FLAG (Itasca 1995). The FLAC3D can

model non-linear systems as they evolve in time (Itasca 2002). FLAC3D models are much

complex compared to conventional modeling programs that produce "a solution" at the end

of its calculation phase. Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore the features of the FLAC3D

that are suitable for the longwall mining modeling.

2.4.5.1 FLAC3D formulation

FLAC3D uses an explicit finite difference time-marching scheme to solve the equations

of equilibrium. The equation of motion is solved to drive new velocities and displacements

from stress and forces. Velocities are then used to calculate the strain rates, from there a

new stresses can be calculated through the constitutive equation. These calculations are

carried out over one time step, during which velocities are assumed to be constant. The

advantage of using the explicit formulation is that the numerical scheme stays stable even

when the physical system is unstable. This is particularly advantageous, when modeling

"non-linear", "large strain" behavior and actual "physical instability". The disadvantage of

the time-marching explicit scheme of the FLAC3D is that calculation times can be longer

than those of implicit formulations.

2.4.5.2 FLAC3D constitutive models

The FLAC3D has many constitutive models built in. The user has the option of

choosing the most relevant constitutive model for his problem. Gob and yield pillars are

fundamental components of deep longwall mining method and both have unique material

behavior. The gob material behavior is best described by a "strain hardening" approach.

The yield pillars undergo softening when reaching their post-peak stage; it is
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best described using a "strain softening" approach. The following FLAC3D material

models seem the most appropriate for the unique material behavior of the longwall

features:

•  Elastic, isotropic;

• Drucker-Prager plasticity;

• Mohr-Coulomb plasticity;

•  Strain-hardening / softening Mohr-Coulomb plasticity;

•  Bi-linear strain-hardening / softening ubiquitous-joint plasticity

The Strain Hardening and the Bi-linear strain hardening models have potential interest for

gob modeling. In fact, both are utilized in the well-know MULSIM/NL and LAMODEL

programs for gob modeling (Zipf 1992 and Heasley 1998). Mohr Coulomb Strain

Softening plasticity and Drucker-Prager plasticity models have potentional interest for

simulating progressive failure of yield pillars.

As far as this study is concemed the following constitutive models in FLAC3D code are

useful: Mohr-Coulomb Strain Softening plasticity (MCSS), Elastic-Isotropic, and Mohr-

Coulomb plasticity (MC). For gob modeling, the FISH programming language (Itasca

2002) is preferred to direct the gob material responding according to Salamon's model

(Section 2.3).

2.4.5.3 FLAC3D interface formulation

In longwall mine modeling, interfaces are needed to simulate the important end-

constraint of coal with the surrounding rockmass. There are many theories confirming the

significant role interfaces play in pillar stability (lannacchione 1990). Interfaces can also be

implemented to represent limited number of joints, faults or bedding planes in a geologic

medium. An interface contact is defined by the normal and shear stiffnesses that exist at a

point in space that is in contact with a finite plane. FLAC3D represents the interface
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domain as collections of triangular planes (interface elements) and points in space

(interface nodes). Figure 2.37 illustrates the relation between interface elements and

interface nodes and the representative area associated with an individual interface node.

interface element

node's refMesentaAive area

Fig 2.37 Distribution of representative areas to interface nodes in FLAC3D

The fundamental contact relation is defined between the interface node and a zone

surface face (target face) when they come in contact. The constitutive model is defined by a

'linear Coulomb shear-strength criterion' that limits the shear force acting at an interface

node, a dilation angle that causes an increase in effective normal force on the target face

after the shear-strength limit is reached, and a tensile strength limit. If tension exists across

the interface and exceeds the tensile strength of the interface then the interface "breaks",

and the shear and normal forces are set to zero. The normal and shear forces calculated at

the interface nodes are distributed in equal and opposite directions to both the target face

and the face to which the interface node is connected.

The Interfaces between coal and a rock are generally smooth and are often polished

(lannacchione 1990). The rock mechanics community agrees on principle for some of the

coal-rock interface properties. Although no direct measurement was carried out to estimate

interface properties, the friction angle should range fi-om 10° to 20°, and cohesion should

range firom 0 to 1.05 MPa (lannacchione 1990).
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2.4.6 Interpretation of the FLAC3D models

FLAC3D models are non-linear systems as it evolves in time. The FLAC3D results

interpretation is known to be a difficult task. FLAC3D gives indicators to assess the model

state whether the system is "stable", "unstable", or in "steady-state plastic flow". The

various indicators are described below.

2.4.6.1 Unbalanced force

Each grid point in a model is surrounded by up to eight zones that contribute forces to

the grid point. At equilibrium, the algebraic sum of these forces is almost zero (i.e., the

forces acting on one side of the grid point nearly balance those acting on the other).

Unbalanced forces approaching a constant non-zero value indicate elastic equilibrium and

/or plastic flow occurring within the model. A very low value of unbalanced forces only

indicates that forces balance at all grid points; however, steady plastic flow may be

occurring, without acceleration. In order to distinguish between these two conditions and

"true" equilibrium, other indicators such as those described below should be examined.

2.4.6.2 Grid point velocities

The grid velocities may be assessed either by plotting out the whole field of velocities or

by selecting certain key points in the grid and tracking their velocities with histories.

Steady-state conditions are indicated if the velocity histories show horizontal traces in their

final stages. If they have all converged to "near zero" (in comparison to their starting

values), then absolute equilibrium has occurred. If a history has converged to a "non-zero"

value, then steady plastic flow is occurring at the grid point corresponding to the recorded

history. If one or more velocity history plots show fluctuating velocities, then the system is

likely to be in a transient condition. To confirm that continuing plastic flow is occurring, a

plot of plasticity indicators should be examined.
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2.4.6.3 Plastic indicators

For the plasticity models, the FLAC3D code can display those zones in which the

stresses satisfy the yield criterion. Such an indication usually denotes that plastic flow is

occurring, but it is possible for an element to simply "sit" on the yield surface without any

significant flow taking place. It is important to look at the whole pattern of plasticity

indicators to see if a "failure mechanism" has developed. Two types of failure mechanisms

are indicated by the plasticity state; shear failure and tensile failure. If a condition of

continuing plastic flow has been diagnosed at an artificial boundary (boundary that limits

the size of the grid) then the solution is "not realistic" because the mechanism of failure is

influenced by a non-physical entity, the "artificial boundary". This comment only applies to

the final steady-state solution; intermediate stages may exhibit flow along boundaries.

2.4.6.4 Histories

In any FLAC3D model, there are certain variables that are of particular interest—e.g.,

displacements may be of concern in one problem, but stresses may be of concem in

another. Liberal use should be made of the HISTORY command to track these important

variables in the regions of interest. After some time stepping has taken place, plots of these

histories often provide a way to find out what is happening in the system.

2.4.7 Summary

This section reviewed the current and most relevant techniques for modeling longwall

mines. Numerical modeling seems the most plausible choice to best understand the

mechanisms associated with longwall mining. The numerical modeling techniques relevant

to longwall mining are briefly reviewed. FLAC3D is chosen as the principle modeling code

in this study.
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CHAPTERS

MOHR-COULOMB VERSUS STRAIN-SOFTENING AS A FAILURE

CRITERION FOR COAL PILLARS MODELING

Currently, a considerable number of numerical codes "programs" are available based

on various mathematical schemes. Few are capable of handling complex geometries

using non-linear material constitutive laws. Regardless of the program mathematics,

numerical models are dependent on the constitutive law used. Suitability of the

constitutive law for a specific modeling application is always an addressed issue to gain

reasonable results out of a numerical study. For decades, Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion

(MC) has been used for coal pillars modeling and in recent years Mohr-Coulomb Strain

Softening failure criterion (MCSS) is strongly gaining groimd. In this chapter the two

failure criterions are examined for versatility and applicability for coal pillar modeling

emphasized in yield pillar practices in deep coal mining situations. The ultimate aim is to

make a decision for best the failure criterion that is suitable for modeling deep coal mine

pillars.

3.1 Mohr-Coulomb versus Mohr-Coulomb Strain Softening

In FLAC3D the basic plasticity model is termed as "Mohr-Coulomb" (Itasca 1995).

As the name implies, this is based on the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (Figure 3.1).

The FLAC3D plasticity models are characterized by their yielding ftmction,

hardening/softening ftmctions, and flow rule. The Mohr-Coulomb model in FLAC3D is

an elastic-perfectly plastic material model. The input parameters needed are the density,

the bulk and shear modulus, cohesion, friction angle and dilation angle. Also, the MC

model is an elastic-plastic model; it is the most computationally efficient plasticity model
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FLAC3D has. The other plasticity models in FLAC3D require increased memory and

additional time for calculations.

= tan^^45 + ̂ j
cr^ =2ctan|^45 + ̂2

r = c + ucr

Fig 3.1 Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion as defined in (left) and t-o (right) (e.g.
Ozbay 2004)

Griffiths (1981) stated that (The significance of the strain softening portion of a stress-

strain curve may not be important if small shear displacement are anticipated in a given

field problem. If this is not the case however, it would be unconservative to rely on peak

strengths in design). Based on Griffiths's statement and yield pillar ftmctionality,

softening of yield pillar must be account for.

The FLAC3D strain-hardening/softening model is a particular form of Mohr-Coulomb

model in which some or all of the zone yielding parameters (cohesion, friction, dilation

and tensile strength) can be modified after the onset of plasticity, according to piecewise

linear laws specified beforehand in terms of pre-defined hardening parameters (see e.g.

Griffiths 1981). Plastic strain (shear and tensile) is retrieved at each time step, and the

model yielding parameters are then adjusted to confirm to the user-defined functions

(Figure 3.2 left). The Mohr-Coulomb Strain-Softening model (MCSS) utilizes three

phases (Figure 3.2 right). The initial phase is the elastic phase, and its limiting strain is

calculated using elasticity and the compressive strength of the material. The second phase
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is the strain-softening phase. The strain-softening mechanism in FLAC3D is a series of

tables of the strength parameters. Each table defines one of the four physical properties at

various plastic shear-strains, and the code adjusts the material yielding parameters

according to these tables. It is assumed that the property varies linearly between two

consecutive parameter entries in the table (Itasca 1995). The last phase is the perfect

plastic deformation phase, in which the material properties are at residual strength value.

The user-defined ftmctions for zone-yielding parameters can be determined by back-

analysis of the post-failure behavior of simulated rock.

c A
CT f

^Elas. 'Plas

Elastic —l^onening-i—RgJ"®; J
region I reaion ' 'region

Residual
strength
region

Fig 3.2 Coal stress-strain curve with corresponding phases of FLAC3D MCSS model
(right), cohesion (c) and friction angle variation beyond peak strength (left)

3.2 Outlines of the evaluation

A numerical study is carried out to show the potential each failure criterion has. The

study benchmarks the criterion's ability to simulate reasonable pillar peak strength and

realistic post peak behavior. Three independent test-pillar models are developed using the

program FLAC3D. The test-pillar models are Pillar (1), Pillar (2) and Pillar (3). Each

test-pillar simulates the coal pillar in progressively increasing difficulty on the loading
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mechanism and the end constraints. Each test-pillar runs using the MC and MCSS

criterion to simulate different w/h ratio pillars. The outlines of each test-pillar are briefly

highlighted in the following:

•  Pillar (1) model is close to the unconfined compression test of a laboratory
prismatic shape specimen. The model has one domain "coal" which is loaded with
a constant displacement rate at its top with completely constraint footage and
freed ribs.

•  Pillar (2) model reflects a pillar situation in a room and pillar mine at
development. The model has two different domains: coal seam and elastic
massive floor. The coal is separated from the floor by M-C interface. The model
is loaded again using constant displacement applied at the pillar's top zones.

•  Pillar (3) model simulates the chain pillars of the two-entry longwall mine
gateroad. The model has two domains: coal seam and elastic roof. The coal pillars
are separated from the roof with M-C interface. The pillar loading is
accomplished by roof convergence due to entries development and longwall
mining.

Each test-pillar model is prepared as a template, which facilitates easily examining

different w/h ratios for pillars. The FLAC3D data files of these models are at Appendix

(A). The properties of the model domains (coal, floor and roof) are kept unchanged for all

test-pillar models. The same peak strength parameters (i.e., cohesion, friction and

dilation) are used to run both MC and MCSS models. For MCSS modeling, the post-peak

strength parameter (i.e., cohesion drop rate) is kept at a very conservative value of 35

MPa/strain. Later the procedures used to estimate coal post-peak strength parameters for

MCSS modeling will be discussed (Chapter 4).

3.3 Pillar (If model

Pillar (1) model is developed mainly for reconnaissance tasks. The model is

intentionally simple thus reducing the solution time and easing results interpretation.

Pillar (1) model is a 3D domain simulates prismatic - shape coal pillars as shown in

Figure 3.3. Pillars of w/h ratio range from 1 to 11 are simulated. The number of FLAC3D
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zones used to build all w/h ratio models is kept a constant 1000 zone and 10 zones for

each principle axis. Boundary conditions are fully fixed at the pillar bottom and freed on

the pillar sidewalls. Since the model is loaded using fixed displacement at its top zones,

different loading rates are examined. The suitable rate is the one that reduces the model-

unbalanced forces to a minimum hence maintaining equilibrium during the pillar loading

process. Accordingly, a loading rate of 2*10'^ m per FLAC3D step that satisfies the

previous criterion is used. No virgin stresses are developed in models similar to the

assumptions for laboratory specimen testing. The run starts with the MC or MCSS

material model assigned. The behavior of the model during the run is monitored by mean

of recording histories of vertical stress and deformation of five strategic zones

(benchmarks) located at the pillar top as shown in Figure 3.4. The recorded histories are

used to plot the stress-deformation curve of each benchmarked zone. Then, histories are

averaged to develop the average pillar stress-deformation curve. The coal properties and

strength parameters used to run the Pillar (1) model are shown in Table 3.1. Since the

model is always in a state of equilibrium due to the applied loading rate, the model run

has to be manually stopped. It was decided to stop the run when approximately all

benchmarks at the pillar show yielding.

Displacement
Loading

Friction less ,

Fixed type boundary

Fig 3.3 Pillar (1) model geometry and boundary conditions (w/h = 7 model)
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Fig 3.4 The benchmarked zones at the pillar top

Property Values

Elastic modulus 3e9 Pa

Poisson's ratio 0.25

Density 1313 kg/m^

Strength parameters
(MC/MCSS)
Peak cohesion 2.2e6 Pa

Peak friction angle 30°

Peak dilation angle 15°

Post-peak parameters ̂
(MCSS)

Cohesion Table ̂ 0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.060357,1.05e5 0.11,1.05e5
Friction Table 0,23 0.0005,30 0.0078,30
Dilation Table 0.0005,15 0.006,15 0.009,5

' See Chapter (4) for the procedure used in developing the strength parameter tables
^ Strength parameter table units (plastic strain, cohesion "Pa" or friction and dilation "degree")

Table 3.1 Coal properties used for Pillar (1) model
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3.3.1 Pillar (1) observations

Since this model was developed for reconnaissance tasks, observations rather than

results are the expected outcomes. The observations organized in Table 3.2 point to areas

of potential interest. These will be carefully monitored in the Pillar (2) and (3) models.

MCSS models MG models

Observation Figures Observation Figures

All the five benchmarks

show smooth post-peak
behavior with reduced

strength after post peak and
finally maintain low residual
strength.

Fig. 3.5 All the five benchmarks show

smooth post-peak behavior
and maintain high residual
strength.

Fig. 3.6

Two interesting observations
are noticed, the post peak
slope of smaller w/h pillar
(e.g., 1, 2) is shallower than
the higher w/h ratio pillars.
The second observation is

that there is steep strength
loss after reaching the peak
strength of pillars at w/h ratio
more than 5.

Fig. 3.7
No steep strength loss after

reaching the peak strength is
noticed, w/h ratio 1 and 2
pillars show nearly perfect
plastic mode of failure while
larger w/h ratios continue to
harden.

Fig. 3.8

Models matched well the

empirical pillar strength
formulae in terms of pillar
strength increasing trend and
absolute strength values.

Fig. 3.9 Models overestimate pillar
peak strength. The hardening
of higher w/h ratio models
make it impractical to identify
the peak strength of the pillars
beyond w/h = 4.

Fig. 3.9

Table 3.2 Summary of Pillar (1) model observations
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Fig 3.5 Benchmarks vertical stress against average pillar deformation for w/h - 3 pillar using MCSS material
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Fig 3.6 Benchmarks vertical stress against average pillar deformation for w/h = 3 pillar using MC material
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Figure 3.7 MCSS pillars averaged vertical stress against deformation using Pillar (1) model
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3.4 Pillar (2) model

This model simulates a single pillar in an assumed large room and pillar mine. The

Pillar (2) model is a sequential improvement of the Pillar (1) model. This model includes

an elastic floor domain and an interface and maintains a constant zone aspect ratio of

unity. The model benchmarks all zones at the pillar's mid-height to map the pillar

behavior. Various symmetry planes are identified in a room and pillar mine layout; the

symmetry planes are shown in Figure 3.10. The Pillar (2) model simulates the quarter of

the lower half of the pillar setting on the elastic floor. A M-C interface as shown in

Figure 3.11 separates the pillar from the floor domain. To maintain the unity zone aspect

ratio, the number of zones keeps changing for each w/h ratio model while maintaining an

absolute zone-side length of 0.11 m. The pillar height is kept constant at 1 m while the

pillar width changes to simulate the different w/h ratio pillars. A constant entry and

crosscut width of 6.5 m is used. The boundary conditions are specified as frictionless for

all model vertical planes except pillar ribs facing entries, which are free of any imposed

stress or displacement. The vertical displacement at the bottom of the model is fixed. The

model is loaded using the constant displacement rate of 2*10'^m per FLAC3D step acting

on the model's top nodes. The behavior of the model is monitored by means of recording

histories of vertical stress and deformation at all the zones located at the top of the model

(pillar mid-height). The FISH (FLAC3D built-in programming language) is used to

develop an algorithm for real-time calculations of the average pillar stress-deformation

curve using all pillar top zones histories.

The Pillar (2) model is assumed to have zero virgin stresses before being loaded. The

simulation procedure starts with an elastic run to develop the contact stresses on the

interface elements. After reaching equilibrium, the coal pillar is assigned even MC or

MCSS material model while the floor remains elastic. The entry and crosscuts are mined

all at once and the constant displacement loading of 2*10'^ m per FLAC3D step is
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immediately applied. The run is stopped manually when most of pillar zones experience

considerable yielding. The coal strength parameters, floor and interface properties are

shown in Table 3.3. The post peak strength parameters for MCSS modeling are the same

as those used for Pillar (1) model.

3.4.1 Pillar (2) model results

•  The stress-average pillar deformation relationship for w/h ratio 2 pillar diagonal

zones using both MC and MCSS is depicted in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. As seen,

all diagonal benchmarks show smooth post-peak behavior for both criterions.

MCSS models show reductions in the zones' strength beyond the peak strength

while MC model zones maintain considerable residual strengths and show no sign

of significant strength drops beyond the peak strength. The boundary benchmarks.

No's. 1, 2, and 3 failed at early loading stages with No. 1 demonstrating the

shallowest post-peak slope in the MCSS model.

•  The average pillar stress-deformation curves for all examined w/h pillars are

depicted in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 for both criterions. In the case of MCSS models,

the post peak slope of w/h 1 and 2 pillar is shallower than the w/h ratio 3 pillar;

also there is a noticeable strength drop after passing the peak starting at w/h ratio

4 pillar. For MC models no significant strength drops are noticed after the peak,

w/h ratio 1, 2 pillars show nearly perfect plastic behavior while larger w/h ratios

continue to harden. The hardening of higher w/h ratio MC models makes it

impractical to identify the peak strength of the pillars beyond w/h ratio 2 pillar,

within the deformation range imposed and the used strength parameters.
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Property Values

Floor properties

Elastic modulus 20e9 Pa

Poisson's ratio 0.25

Density 2500 kg/m^
Coal properties

E (Elastic modulus) 3e9 Pa

Poisson's ratio 0.25

Density 1313 kg/m^
Strength parameters (MC/MCSS)

Peak Cohesion 2.2e6 Pa

Peak friction angle 30°

Peak dilation angle 15°

Post-peak parameters (MCSS)'
Cohesion table ̂ [0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.060357,1.05e5

0.11,1.05e5]
Friction table [0,23 0.0005,30 0.0078,30]
Dilation table [0.0005,15 0.006,15 0.009,5]

Interface properties

Type Mohr-Coulomb type interface
Cohesion angle 0.5e6 Pa

Friction angle 20°

^ See Chapter (4) for the procedure used in developing the strength parameter tables
'y

Strength parameter table units (plastic strain, cohesion "Pa" or friction and dilation "degree")

Table 3.3 Properties of coal, floor and interface for Pillar (2) model.
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•  To evaluate peak strength estimation using MC and MCSS, the models peak

strength is plotted against empirical pillar strength formulae of Salamon and

Bieniawski using a K value (coal cubic strength) of 9 MPa. As shown in Figure

3.16, MC models strength tend to increase rapidly while MCSS models have

reasonable agreement in terms of absolute pillar strength and the strength increase

trend.

3.4.2 Comments on Pillar (2) model runs

Although the same strength parameters were used in all models, MC models tend to

overestimate the pillar strength while MCSS models maintain reasonable agreement with

the empirical strength estimators. MC model was not successful in reproducing post-peak

behavior of coal pillars, while MCSS model did. The previous results confirm most of the

pillar (1) observations. MCSS models average stress-deformation relationships show

discrete stress drops after yielding similar to the noticeable ones in the Pillar (1) runs. The

Pillar (2) model stress drops are less obvious compared to Pillar (1) models since all

zones at the model top are averaged and the number of zones keeps increasing as pillar's

w/h ratio increases. The stress drop phenomenon still emerges at a specific w/h ratio, in

this case w/h ratio 4 pillar.
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3.5 Pillar O') model

The Pillar (3) model simulates the case of chain pillars in horizontally lying two-

entry longwall mines. This model is a progressive improvement of the previous two

models. Roof convergence due to entries development and longwalling loads are also

accounted for in this model. The model intentionally simulates 680 m deep coal seam.

At that depth virgin stresses are nearly twice the cubic strength of coal, and pillar rib

failure is imminent. A suitable failure criterion should be able to provide similar

behavior for pillar ribs. Three symmetry planes are identified within the longwall

layout, one horizontal plane at the mid- height of the seam (assuming identical roof

and floor sandwiching the seam), and the other two are vertical planes at the center of

the longwall panels. The model simulates half-height of the seam with two adjacent

halves of the longwall panels all covered by an elastic roof separated by M-C

interface at the area where the chain pillars are formed. The pillar half-height is kept

constant at 1.5 m and pillar width changes to simulate different w/h ratio pillars. The

longwall panel half-width is kept constant at 110 m. The overall length and thickness

of the model is 134 m and 220 m. This model length facilitates the development of

four chain pillars; each has a constant 26 m length. The crosscut and entry width is

fixed at 6.5 m for all w/h ratio pillar examined. The model has an equal dimension

zone scheme at the pillar area while outer areas use extending meshing scheme. The

dimensions of the FLAC3D zones used to simulate the pillar are kept constant at 3 x 1

X 0.5 m in length, width and height for all simulated w/h ratio pillars. The geometry

and dimensions of the w/h = 3 model is shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. The

boundary conditions are specified as ffictionless for all vertical planes and fixed

displacement at the bottom of the model.

Since the model thickness is 220 m and the seam depth is 680 m an additional

vertical stress is applied at the top of the model to compensate for the overburden

above the model's thickness. Initially the elastic run is carried out to develop the

required lithological stress field of 17 MPa at the coal seam level and to develop the
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contact stresses on the coal-roof interface. Then, the coal seam changes to even MC or

MCSS material to start the development stage. The development stage is carried out

using the following pattern:

1. The right entry is mined to lead the left entry by 9 m then both entries keep

advancing with a fixed mining step of 3 m.

2. The cross-cuts are developed after the closest development face travels 9 m

ahead of the crosscut location.

This development pattern continues until the development is completed. After each

development cut, the model is brought to equilibrium. Following the completion of

the development stage, the longwall mining stage starts. The right panel is mined first

with constant mining step of 9 m. The area behind the advancing longwall face is

assigned a gob compaction behavior (see Chapter 6). The same longwall mining

scheme is repeated for the left panel. After each longwall mining cut, the model is

brought to equilibrium. Figure 3.19 shows the mine layout during the development

stage and longwalling.

A chain pillar behavior is monitored by means of recording histories for vertical

stress and deformation of all zones located at the top of the second developed pillar.

The recorded histories are used to explore individual zones vertical stress against

average pillar deformation. By retrieving the values of the pillar average stress and

deformation each time the model reaches equilibrium after a cut (development or

longwalling), the average stress - deformation curves of pillars are developed. The

material properties for the model are shown in Table (3.4).
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Material Property Value

Coal elastic modulus 3e9 Pa

Coal strength 7.6e6 Pa

Coal poisson's ratio 0.25

Coal density 1313 kg/m^
Cohesion table (MCSS) [0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.060357,1.05e5 0.II,1.05e5]
Friction table (MCSS) [0,23 0.0005,30 0.0078,30]
Dilation table (MCSS) [0.0005,15 0.006,15 0.009,5]
Peak cohesion (MC) 2.2e6 Pa

Friction angle (MC) 30"

Dilation angle (MC) 15°

Floor elastic modulus 20e9 Pa

Floor poisson's ratio 0.25

Floor density 2500 kg/m^
Interface type Mohr-Coulomb type interface
Interface cohesion 0.5e6 Pa

Interface friction angle 20°

See Chapter (4) for the procedure used in developing the strength parameter tables
^ Strength parameter table units (plastic strain, cohesion "Pa" or friction and dilation "degree")

Table 3.4: Properties of coal, floor and interface for Pillar (3) model
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Model during development stage

Model during longwalling stage

Fig 3.19 Pillar (3) geometry during development and longwalling stage
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3.5.1 Pillar G) model results

The vertical stress versus average pillar deformation relationship using MC

and MCSS for the w/h = 3 pillar is depicted in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. As seen,

all diagonal benchmarks show descending post-peak behavior when pillar is

modeled as MCSS material, while MC models maintain considerably high

residual strength and show insignificant strength loss beyond the peak

strength. The boundary benchmarks, i.e.. No's. 1 and 9 fail at early loading

stages with No. 1 demonstrating the shallowest post-peak slope in the MCSS

model. The MC boundary benchmarks No's. 1 and 9 maintain a 12.5 MPa as

residual strength; this residual strength is higher than the coal cubic strength of

9 MPa. The high residual strength indicates that the MC modeling is not

realistic. On the other hand MCSS boundary zones yield and maintain residual

strength of 5 MPa i.e., less than the cubic strength of modeled coal.

The average pillar stress versus deformation graphs for some of examined w/h

pillars modeled using both MC and MCSS are compared in Figure 3.22. An

interesting observation for MCSS models is that the post peak slope of smaller

w/h pillar is shallower than the higher w/h ratio. For MC models no significant

strength loss is noticed after the peak strength, w/h ratio 1 and 2 pillars show

nearly perfect plastic behavior after the peak strength while larger w/h ratios

continue to harden.

Figure 3.23 compares the pillar peak strengths from modeled pillars against

those predicted by empirical formulae. MC models' strength tends to increase

asymptotically while MCSS models have reasonable agreement with the

empirical formulae predictions.
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3.6 Results and comments

The following is a summary of the outcomes from the test-pillar runs:

1. Mohr-Coulomb pillars at the examined w/h pillar range indicate the following

consistent behavior:

•  The pillar's strength is overestimated when compared to the empirical

pillar strength formulae.

•  The trend of strength increases is almost asymptotic compared to the

linear and power trends of Bieniawski and Salamon strength formulae.

•  Pillar rib zones maintain high residual strength that exceeds the cubic

strength of coal.

2. Strain-Softening pillars at the examined w/h ratios indicate the following

important behavior:

•  The pillar strengths compare well with the empirical strength formulae.

• Rib zones of a pillar have low residual strength, less than the cubic
strength of coal.

It can be argued that changing the coal strength parameters assigned for the MC

models would result in better pillar strength correlation with the empirical strength

formulae. Even so, the post peak behavior of MC pillar did not show any strength loss

hence overestimating pillar's residual strength. Additionally, a softening type constitutive

model is essential if the behavior of the pillars in post peak regime is to be considered,

which is often the case for the deep coal seam pillars.
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As a result of this evaluation study, it is decided to use MCSS model as the default

choice for the numerical exercises that are discussed in the rest of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPEMENT OF COAL STRENGTH PARAMETERS FOR STRAIN-

SOFTENING MODELING

An important, yet difficult, part of building a FLAC3D longwall model is the

determination of the constitutive parameters of the coal seam. In addition to the strength

parameters of cohesion, friction angle, and dilation angle in the Mohr-Coulomb (MC)

model, the Mohr Coulomb Strain Softening (MCSS) model requires parameters that

describe the rate of cohesion and friction drop as a function of plastic strain. Generally,

the determination of rock mass strength parameters is a difficult task. In the case of coal

pillars, determination of strength parameters can be done with much better accuracy than

other rock mass types through calibration against the well-established empirical pillar

strength formulae. This chapter discusses the development of the strength parameters

needed for modeling the coal seam as a MCSS material. The approach is based on back

analysis of the empirical pillar strength formulae and in-situ experimentations.

4.1 Coal strength parameters determination approach

The strength parameter determination is based on the assumption that the two most

commonly used pillar strength formulae of Salamon (1967) and Bieniawski (1984) are

the valid estimators of the in situ strength of coal pillars. The post-peak behavior as an

integrated part of pillar performance is verified by back analysis of in-situ pillar

experimentations performed in the past

The coal strength parameters are organized in form of combinations. A combination

includes entries for cohesion, fnction angle, and dilation angle. The process of
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developing the values of optimum coal strength parameters combination is carried out in

three stages:

•  Stage 1: Based on most applicable strength parameters for U.S. coal seams, 18

different strength parameter combinations are prepared. Each combination has a

different cohesion value. The values of the friction and dilation parameters are

the same for all the combinations.

•  Stage 2: to run a standalone FLAC3D model with 18 combinations, first the pillar

peak-strength is estimated for pillars having w/h ratios 1, 2, 3 and 4. Then the

strength parameters obtained are compared to the empirical pillar strength

formulae estimates. The best strength combinations with the highest correlation

are identified.

•  Stage 3: To validate the strength parameters in representing the post peak regime,

two in-situ experiments: Wagner (1974) and CSM pillar (Wang et al 1976) are

back analyzed. The results on the in-situ post-peak modulus and residual strength

are compared.

An outline of the procedures used to determine the most applicable strength

parameter combinations is shown in Figure 4.1.
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4.2 Stage 1: Preparing strength parameter combinations for MCSS modeling

Lee (2000), after reviewing the available strain softening constitutive models,

concludes that the Vermeer model is the most suitable for brittle rock masses. Vermeer

softening model, which is based on the Mohr-Coulomb (MC) constitutive model, is also

used in this study.

The Mohr-Coulomb strain softening (MCSS) model is a built-in feature in the

numerical code FLAC3D. To nm a MCSS based model, the strength parameters are

expressed in the form of "tables". These tables instruct FLAC3D to continuously update

the zone strength parameters based on current plastic strain at each zone (element). Each

table contains a number of points and each point has a pair of values, one for the plastic

strain and the other for the strength parameter. FLAC3D uses linear interpolation to

estimate the strength parameters between the points. To facilitate the organization of

results in this study, a particular table entry is named referring to the peak cohesion and

cohesion drop rate per plastic strain increment, e.g., (2.2-35) combination refers to the

cohesion table having 2.2 MPa for peak cohesion and 35 MPa cohesion drop per plastic

strain in the post peak regime.

4.2.1 The strain-softening friction and dilation strength parameters

As has been tested for a longtime, the fnction angle of coal ranges from 20° to 30°

degrees, using this range of values the friction parameter table is suggested as follows;

[0,23 0.0005,30 0.0370,30] (Plastic strain (Sp), Degree (°))

In this table, the friction angle increases from 23° to 30°. This increase is suggested to

account for the stress-strain relationship non-linearity close to the material peak strength,

sometimes refer to as "friction hardening region".
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The coal dilation angle ranges from 5° to 15° as has been measured in laboratory.

Utilizing these values the dilation parameter table is suggested as follows:

[0,0 0.0005,15 0.010,15 0.030,5] (Sp, °)

4.2.2 The strain-softening cohesion strength parameter

The development of cohesion parameter needs comprehensive considerations since it

would predominate the pillar post peak behavior. Figure 4.2 shows a generic form of the

cohesion drop plot used in this study. There are four key points defining the cohesion

softening in the softening regime. The peak cohesion determines FLAC3D zone peak

strength (points 1 and 2). The cohesion drop rate determines the zone post-peak slope

(points 2 to 3). The residual cohesion determines the zone residual strength (points 3 and

4). This behavior holds at an individual zone level. The pillar behavior would be a

collective behavior of the individual zones composing it.
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By assigning reasonable values for the four key points of Figure 4.2, a cohesion
parameter table is developed. Using the cubic strength of coal (K = 6.2 MPa) as defined
by Bieniawski's pillar strength formula and 20° to 30° coal friction angle, the coal peak-
cohesion will vary from 1.5 MPa to 2.5 MPa. Therefore point (1) and (2) of Figure 4.2
will have a cohesion value ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 MPa. The associated plastic strain
value for point (1) will be zero and for point (2) will be 0.0005. Point (3) corresponds to
the coal residual cohesion. This cohesion value is suggested to be constant value - 5 % of

average coal peak cohesion of 2 MPa, i.e. 0.1 MPa. The residual cohesion is represented
by a horizontal line that needs a plastic strain value to conclude the plastic strain drop at
Point (3). In determining the plastic strain for Point (3), Point (2) acts as a pivot to
develop different cohesion drop rates (slopes) as shown in Figure 4.4. The cohesion drop

rate used in this thesis ranges from a steep slope of 100 MPa/sp to a very shallow slope of
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35 MPa/Sp. Point (4) sets on the same residual cohesion loci with increasing plastic

strain. Table 4.1 summarizes the cohesion tables used in this thesis.
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Cohesion table
Peak Coh. - Coh. Drop rate

(MPa - MPa/sp)

Cohesion Table records

(sp, Pa)

2.5-100 ' 0.0,2.500e6 - 0.0005,2.500e6 - 0.02445,1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

50 0.0,2.500e6 - 0.0005,2.500e6 - 0.04841,1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

35 0.0,2.500e6 - 0.0005,2.500e6 - 0.06892,1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

2.2-100 0.0,2.200e6 - 0.0005,2.200e6 - 0.02145,1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

50 0.0,2.200e6 - 0.0005,2.200e6 - 0.04241, 1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

35 0.0,2.200e6 - 0.0005,2.200e6 - 0.06035, 1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

2.0-100 0.0,2.000e6 - 0.0005,2.000e6 - 0.01945, 1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

50 0.0,2.000e6 - 0.0005,2.000e6 - 0.03842, 1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

35 0.0,2.000e6 - 0.0005,2.000e6 - 0.03842, 1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

1.8-100 0.0,1.800e6 - 0.0005,1.800e6 - 0.01745, 1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

50 0.0,1.800e6 - 0.0005,1.800e6 - 0.03443, 1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

35 0.0,1.800e6 - 0.0005,1.800e6 - 0.04892, 1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

1.6-100 0.0,1.600e6 - 0.0005,1.600e6 - 0.01545, 1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

50 0.0,1.600e6 - 0.0005,1.600e6 - 0.03041, 1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

35 0.0,1.600e6 - 0.0005,1.600e6 - 0.04321, 1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

1.5-100 0.0,1.500e6 - 0.0005,1.500e6 - 0.01445, 1.050e5 -0.100,1.050e5

50 0.0,1.500e6 - 0.0005,1.500e6 - 0.02842, 1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

35 0.0,1.500e6 - 0.0005,1.500e6 - 0.04035, 1.050e5 - 0.100,1.050e5

Table 4.1 Cohesion tables used for developing MCSS parameters

4.3 Stage 2: Coal strength parameters based on emnirical pillar strength formulae

The coal strength parameters determination is based on the assumption that the two

most commonly used pillar strength formulae of Salamon (1967) and Bieniawski (1984)

are valid estimators of the in situ strength of coal pillars. A stand-alone FLAC3D model

of a test pillar was developed and used to perform parametric studies to establish coal

strength parameters that best represent the western US coal seams.
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4.3.1 Test - pillar model description

The test-pillar model is exaetly the same as Pillar (2) model discussed in Chapter (3).

The model simulates a single pillar in a wide room and pillar mine (Figure 4.5). The

width to height ratio of the pillar varies from 1 to 4, each with particular strength

parameters combination. The stress-deformation curves are developed using same

procedures as in Pillar (2) model. The coal strength parameters, floor and interface

properties are given in Table 4.2.

h = 0.5 m

Interface

w = varied / elements
Loading

3.25 m

\  Pillar

Crosscut

\ /
?V""" f/H

i I
loor

5 m

Fig 4.5 The block model of the test-pillar (w/h = 9)

4.3.2 Stage (2) outcomes

The following points highlight the effect of the peak cohesion, cohesion drop rate and

pillar w/h ratio on the pillar peak strength and post-peak behavior. The example graphs

are also presented to better illustrate the results.

1. Pillar peak strength increases as:

i. Peak cohesion increases (Figure 4.6)
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ii. Cohesion drop rate decreases (Figure 4.7).

2. The post peak modulus increases as the w/h ratio increases for a given strength

combination (Figure 4.8).

The strength values established from the test pillar simulations are plotted together

with the empirical pillar strength formulae using coal cubic strength (K) of 9 MPa, which

is believed to be more appropriate for the stronger western coal seams

As seen, the strength parameters combination (2.0-35) in Figure 4.9 and combination

(2.2-50) in Figure 4.10 follow the empirical strength formulae for all tested w/h ratios.

Figure 4.11 show that no combination using the cohesion drop rate of 100 MPa/Sp

followed the empirical strength formulas for any of the tested w/h ratio pillars. Based on

the relationships in these plots, it is concluded that the strength combinations of (2.0-35)

or (2.2-50) are suitable for the modeling of yield chain pillars.

Property Value

Coal elastic modulus 3e9 Pa

Coal strength 7.6e6 Pa

Coal Poisson's ratio 0.25

Coal Density 1313 kg/m^
Cohesion Table Table 4.1

Friction Table Section 4.2.1

Dilation Table Section 4.2.1

Floor elastic modulus 20e9 Pa

Floor poisson's ratio 0.25

Floor density 2500 kg/m^
Interface type Mohr-Coulomb

Interface cohesion 0.5e6 Pa

Interface friction angle 20°

Table 4.2 Properties of coal, floor and interface for back analysis runs
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Fig 4.6 The effect of peak cohesion on pillar peak strength
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Fig 4.7 The effect of cohesion drop rate on pillar peak strength and post peak behavior
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4.4 Stage 3: Verifying strength parameters based on in-situ pillar experimentations

Currently, limited information is available on coal pillar post-peak behavior. There

are two well-established experiments known to the author. The first experiment was

carried out by Wagner (1974) in South African coal mines. The second experiment is

performed by the Colorado School of Mines "CSM" (Wang et al 1976) in a room and

pillar coal mine in Virginia. FLAC3D models are constructed for these two in-situ

experiments (Appendix A). The strength parameter combination required to

satisfactorily simulate the complete in-situ pillar stress-deformation curve is developed

by trial and error and then compared to the strength parameters combinations developed

on Stage (2).

4.4.1 Modeling of Wagner's experiment

This experiment aims at determining the complete stress-displacement

relationships of coal pillars (see Section 2.2.4.1). The tested pillars were cut from existing

pillars in extensively developed room and pillar workings. Only, the structurally

competent part of the in-situ pillars was tested by loading it with a constant displacement

applied by hydraulic jacks in a horizontal slot cut at the mid-height of the pillar. The

information gathered from the jacks' loads and stroke lengths was used to develop the

stress-displacement curves. The tested pillars have constant height of 2 ft (0.66 m). The

pillars have a sidewall lengths ranging from 0.6 to 2.0 m (width to height ratio 0.6 to 2.2).

The complete stress-displacement relationships of three different pillar sizes (w/h = 1,1.8

and 2) were published in 1976.

4.4.1.1 FLAC3D modeling of Wagner's w/h =1.8 pillar

The model geometry is similar to the pillar model described in 3.2.1. The pillar half

height changed to 0.33 m. The pillar zone sides have 0.11 m in length and the zones

aspect ratio is fixed to unity for all examined w/h ratios. The FLAC3D model is shown in
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Figure 4.12, the three pillars (w/h ratios 1, 1.8 and 2) are simulated by changing only the

pillars width.

Loading
3.25m

Floor

Fig 4.12 FLAC3D model of Wagner's experiment (w/h ratio 2 pillar)

4.4.1.2 Peak strengths and post-peak modulus evaluation

•  w/h =1.8 pillar model

The in-situ pillar stress-strain relationship showed that the pillar elastic modulus was

4 GPa. Using a trial and error approach a strength combination was developed. The

model properties and the suggested strength combination are given in Table 4.3. The

dilation and the friction angle table were the same as the starting combination in Section

4.3. The coal peak cohesion was 2.1 MPa and the cohesion drop rate was 20 MPa/plastic

strain.

The complete pillar stress-deformation relationship for both in-situ and simulated

pillar is shown in Figure 4.13. As seen a very reasonable match is achieved using the
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strength combination suggested. Recalling the strength combinations of Stage (2), the

two best combinations have cohesion tables of (2.2-35) and (2.0-50), if compared to the

model's combination of (2.1-20), they are in an acceptable match.

Property Value

Pillar modulus 4e9 Pa

Friction Table [0,23 0.0005,30 0.0370,30]

Dilation Table [0,0 0.0005,15 0.010,15 0.030,5]

Cohesion Table [0,2.1e6 0.0005,2.1e6 0.0682,0.791e6 0.1236,0.105e6 0.1398,0.105e6]

Table 4.3 Coal properties and the most acceptable strength parameters combination

Simulation

(2.1 MPa-20 MPa/sp)

10 15 20

Pillar compression (mm)

25 30

Fig. 4.13 In-situ versus simulated pillar stress-deformation curve for w/h = 1.8 pillar
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• w/h = 1 pillar model

The in-situ pillar stress-strain relationship shows that the pillar's deformation

modulus is 1 GPa. All properties shown in Table 4.3 stay the same except the elastic

modulus. Figure 4.14 shows the complete stress-deformation relationship of both in-situ

and the simulated pillar. As seen the stress-deformation curve has a reasonable match.

Both pillars have 10.8 MPa peak strength and nearly the same post-peak slope.

12

10

0) 6
55
TO
g
t

^ 4

0

Simulation

/
U  In-situ

/  (2.1 MPa-20MPa/Sp)

6  8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Pillar compression (mm)

Fig. 4.14 In-situ versus simulated pillar stress-deformation curve for w/h - 1 pillar

• w/h = 2 pillar model

This model uses the same strength parameters of the previous two pillars except that

the pre-peak deformation modulus is taken as 4 GPa. The results show that the simulated

peak strength is nearly 20 MPa compared to approximately 14 MPa in-situ strength

(Figure 4.15). Also the model post-peak slope looks steeper. The residual strengths look
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similar. Looking back at the pillar of w/h =1.8 having 17 MPa strength, the strength of

w/h = 2 pillars would be expeeted to be higher. The behavior observed in Figure 4.15 is a

good reminder of the inherent variability in situ rock mass strength.

Simulation

5  10 15

Rllar compression (mm)

20 25

Fig. 4.15 In-situ versus simulated pillar stress-deformation eurve for w/h = 2 pillar

4.4.1.3 Wagner's experiment simulation outeomes

In general the results from Wagner's experiment simulation using the strength

parameter combination 2.1 MPa — 20 MPa/cp compared well with the measured pillar

behavior. The large difference in the strength of w/h=2 pillar could be due to this pillar

being structurally less competent than the other two tested pillars.
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4.4.2 CSM pillar experiment simulation

In 1976, two pillars were heavily instrumented in the Pocahontas No. 3 coal seam in

Virginia (see Section 2.2.4.2). The pillars were in the 5-Left section of the Keystone #1

mine. The depth of cover was in the range of 244 m to 262 m. Figure 4.16 shows the

mine map and the instrumented pillars. The pillar simulated is the pillar A in Figure 4.16.

The initial pillar size was 24 m x 24 m with 6.1 m wide entries. Pillar stress

measurements started when the pillar had entries on its two and one-half sides. The

initial average pillar vertical stress as calculated from the tributary area load due to 244 m

of overburden was 7.2 MPa (Wang et al 1976).

Stress changes in a selected pillar were recorded during pillar recovery. The stress

measurements continued as the size of the instrumented pillar was reduced. Figure 4.17

shows the beginning, intermediate, and ending sequence of the recovery of pillar A. In

this figure, the points within the pillar corresponding to vibrating wire stressmeter

locations. In Figure 4.17, the points external to the pillar are roof-to-floor convergence

stations.

Right panel mined out

I jgr— ly
f  1400 ft _i fcr

ioooaoocJOoaoooaooaoQEOSDpp
inoaoQOOooDaQoaooooaacnaaDO
JaaoaSa DQoaoQ ooaa ooaacnaaoa

" iQOnQQOQOQOOO OODQOO0^0Q0000

IRK Breakthrough Bleeders foii

Fig 4.16 Mine map and instrumented pillars of the CSM experiment
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4.4.2.1 FLAC3D modeling of CSM experiment

The mine layout (Figure 4.16) contains an active panel (right panel) and an inactive

panel (left panel). Due to the large extent of the mining geometry, only the test-pillar is

fine meshed relative to the rest of the pillars. The area at the mined-out panel has an

outward extending mesh. A MC interface is used at the test pillar - roof contact. The

model length, width and thickness are 266, 264 and 121 meters respectively (Figure

4.18). The model vertical planes are set as being frictionless (i.e., symmetry planes). The

bottom of the model is located at the mid-height of the 3 m coal seam and has a fixed

vertical displacement boundary condition. Additional vertical stress field is applied at the

top of the model to compensate for the rest of the overburden load.

The simulation process is divided into five phases:

•  Phase 1: the model is brought to equilibrium elastically to develop the lithological

stresses field and contact stresses at the interface elements.

•  Phase 2: the inactive panel is assigned a gob behavior (Chapter 6). The coal seam

changes to an MCSS material. The model runs to equilibrium (Figure 4.19).

•  Phase 3: the active panel openings are developed all at once. The model runs to

reach equilibrium (Figure 4.20).

•  Phase 4: the active panel pillar rows are extracted in sequence (Figure 4.21). The

model runs to reach equilibrium after extraction of each row.

•  Phase 5: The test-pillar is mined. The pillar size is reduced from 24.4 x 24.4 m to

8.5 X 8.5 m in five steps (Figure 4.22). After each step, the model is brought to

equilibrium.

During the runs, the vertical stress and deformation are recorded at similar locations in

the in-situ pillar using a FISH routine developed for this purpose. The average pillar
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stress-deformation relationships are developed from these records. The material

properties used for the CSM experiment simulations runs are given in Table 4.4

The results from modeling using two different cohesion drop rates of 300 and 35

MPa/8p are presented in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24, respectively. The strength

combination of (2.2-300) produces a better fit to the in situ pillar's stress - deformation

behavior, although the post peak slope of the (2.2-35) pillar is also in good agreement

with the in situ post peak behavior.

Considering that the Pocahontas seam has weaker cubic strength (~4.3 MPa) than the

other coal seams in the US, reducing peak cohesion and keeping the cohesion drop rate at

30 to 50 MPa/Sp levels is another, if not better, option that needs to be investigated.

Material Property Value

Coal elastic modulus 3e9 Pa

Coal strength 7.6e6 Pa

Coal Poisson's ratio 0.25

Coal Density 1313 kg/m^
Starting cohesion table ' [0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.060357,1.05e5 0.11,1.05e5]
Final Cohesion table [0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.07,0.15e6 0.0078,0.05e5]
Friction table [0,23 0.0005,30 0.0078,30]
Dilation table [0.0005,15 0.006,15 0.009,5]
Roof elastic modulus 20e9 Pa

Roof poisson's ratio 0.25

Roof density 2500 kg/m^
Interface type Mohr-Coulomb type interface
Interface cohesion 0.5e6 Pa

Interface friction angle 20°

' Strength parameter table units (plastic strain, cohesion "Pa" or friction and dilation "degree")

Table 4.4 Properties of coal, floor and interface for CSM experiment model
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Fig 4.19 Phase 2, the left panel gob forming.

Fig 4.20 Phase 3, active panel development
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Fig 4.22 Phase 5, mining of the test pillar
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Fig 4.23 The in-situ and simulated pillars stress-deformation curves using the strength
parameter combination (2.2-300).
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Fig 4.24 The in-situ and simulated pillars stress-deformation curves using the strength
parameter combination of (2.2-35).
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4.5 Conclusions

Back analyses of the most commonly used empirical strength formulae show that (2.0

MPa - 35 MPa/Cp) and (2.2 MPa - 50 MPa/Sp) MCSS strength parameter combinations

representing the most suitable peak cohesion and cohesion drop rate values. Examination

of these combinations against two comprehensive in-situ experiments produce overall

good agreements between the modeled and in situ behavior of pillars. For the relatively

stronger western U.S coal seams, the (2.2 MPa - 50 MPa/Sp) combination appears to be

the most suitable. Further validation for this combination is carried out when conducting

back analysis studies of an actual mine in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 5

COAL PILLARS INSTABILITY USING THE

STRAIN-SOFTENING MODELING

Coal pillar instability (unstable failure / bumps) is a major safety hazard that

noticeably increases with the mining depth. Both yield and stiff coal pillars may

experience instabilities. Yield pillars are generally small in size therefore cannot sustain

considerable instability event, although they may suffer complete bearing capacity loss

when experiencing an instability event.

In this Chapter, failure of coal pillars in deep longwall mines is investigated using the

FLAC^'^ code. The coal seam is modeled as an MCSS material. Some particular locations

on the pillar demonstrate unique modes of failures when compared to the rest of the

pillar. When examined using different end-constraint conditions, the unique failure

modes show consistency in location and dependency on pillars w/h ratio. Three in-situ

studies dealing with the analysis coal pillars instability agree that the models unique

failure modes are most likely represent physical instability.

5.1 Background

It is obvious to experienced imderground miners that the sudden or violent events

represent the most serious hazard since they occur unexpectedly, without warning. Coal

pillar instability (bumps and bounces) can occur when the load exceeds the strength of

coal material and is a serious safety hazard in the longwall gateroads. It was discovered in

the mid 1960's (Cook 1965 and Deist 1965) that rocks could sustain loads beyond its

maximum resistance, or strength. Studies have revealed (Starfield and Fairhurst 1968 and

Salamon 1970) that the mode of the rock failure strongly depends on the stiffiiess of the
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loading rockmass and the slope of the descending branch of the rock's stress-strain curve.

This slope, or the rate of a rock's strain softening, is a measure of the substance's

brittleness. If the loading system is stiff relative to the rock's rate of strain softening, the

failure of the rock will be gradual or stable (Figure 5.1). Conversely, if the loading

system is soft relative to the rock, the failure will be violent or unstable. Thus, rocks in

their descending or strain-softening branch are only conditionally stable (Salamon 2003).

Stress

Ultimate strength

Released strain

energy

Strain

Fig 5.1 Stable and unstable failure of materials (Brady and Brown 1992)

Significant fractions of the available progresses in this area are related to the global

stability of pillar workings. These analyses are global in a sense that individual pillars

are treated as single units without regard to the distribution of stress and strain in them.

This approach provides an explanation of catastrophic collapses involving many,

sometimes even hundreds of pillars. However, this approach does not consider the
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mechanisms involved in localized failures, such as the bumping of coal from the side of a

pillar or roadway. If progress is to be made, it is necessary to evolve methods of

analyzing the behavior of pillars, up to the moment of instability, taking into account the

detailed distribution of stress and strain in and around them (Salamon 2003).

5.2 Tnstabilitv models based on post-peak response

Failure modes (post-peak response) at different parts of a coal pillar can be examined

numerically using suitable softening constitutive relation. In that area of numerical

studies, code stability becomes a concern as it can eventually alter the true post-peak

response. When numerical stability is maintained, the steepness and smoothness of post-

peak behavior would deliver insight on true failure modes. Consequently, smooth and

well-behaved post-peak response may indicate stable failure while sudden and steep

strength loss may indicate an emerging unstable failure mode.

In this Section, the. three FLAC3D models (Pillar (1), Pillar (2) and Pillar (3))

discussed in Chapter 3 are used to examine the coal pillar modes of failure. To get a

better appreciation of the behavior of these pillars a closer examination was performed.

The stress-deformation relations of zones along the diagonal of the pillars are examined

at different width to height ratios. The pillars stress-strain relationships are retrieved

using a command called "HISTROY" in FLAC3D. This command is set to record the

state of stress and strains each 10 FLAC3D steps. The resulting stress-deformation

relation reflects both the transitional and equilibrium states of the pillar. When the model

reaches equilibrium then the true model state is depicted. Using very small loading

increments to minimize model disturbance would maintain its equilibrium (stability). For

Pillar (1) and (2) models, a very low loading increment (2*10"^ m per FLAC3D step) is

utilized to always maintain equilibrium by applying steady displacement loading

conditions. These two models stress-deformation relations always stable due to constant

rate of displacement loading. In case of Pillar (3) model, maintaining system equilibrium
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is governed by roof convergence induced by mining. The equilibrium is achieved by

allowing the model to step (run) after been disturbed by a change in geometry (mining

cut).

5.2.1 Pillar (11 model failure modes

This model is close to the uniaxial testing of laboratory square shape samples as shown

before in Chapter 3. The coal pillar is modeled as MCSS material. The pillar is loaded

with constant displacement at its top zones with complete constraint at the bottom and

free ribs. The hypothetic nature of these boundary conditions significantly reduces the

values of the model outcomes. Even so, the model as will be seen illustrates significant

changes in failure modes.

■ ■1 i

1

I

Fig 5.2 Pillar (1) model monitored zones
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The behavior of five zones (Figure 5.2) is closely monitored to map details of the

pillar failure modes. An average pillar stress - deformation relation is concluded based

on averaging the behavior of these five zones only. The material properties of the model

are identical to the one used in Chapter 3.

The FLAC3D 'HISTORY' command develops the stress-deformation relations of the

five zones for each w/h ratio pillar. The examining of developed relations revealed the

following failure modes:

1. For w/h < 5 models, all five zones stress-deformation curves showed smooth post-

peak behavior (Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). The boundary zones (1, 2, and 3) failed

first at early loading stages. Zone 1 demonstrated the shallowest post-peak slope.

2. For w/h > 5 models, the inner zones (4 and 5) demonstrate steep strength loss

after reaching their peak strengths (Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9). The only

exception was benchmark 5 at w/h = 9 pillar that continued to harden.

3. The steep strength loss occurred at the examined five zones reflected on the

average pillars stress-strain curves as shown in Figure 5.10

It seems that the width to height ratio is the most important factor influences pillars

behavior. Specifically speaking narrow pillars (< 5) seems to yield smoothly while larger

w/h ratio pillars demonstrate different kinds of steep strength loss.
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Fig 5.3 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h =1)
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Fig 5.4 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h - 3)
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Fig 5.5 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h = 5)
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Fig 5.6 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h = 6)
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Fig 5.7 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h - 7)
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Fig 5.8 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h - 9)
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Fig 5.9 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h - 11)
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Fig 5.10 Average pillars vertical stress versus deformation for pillar (1) model
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5.2.2 Pillar (2Y model failure modes

This model, as illustrated in Chapter 3, simulates a single pillar in a room and pillar

mine. The material properties are identical to the one used in Chapter 3. The zones

located at the diagonal of the pillar mid-height are monitored and its stress-deformation

curves are developed. Pillars having different width-to-height ratios, ranging from 1 to 9,

are examined. The locations of diagonal zones across one quarter of the pillar for

different w/h ratio pillars are shown in Figure 5.11. The following results summarize the

failure modes of pillars:

1. For w/h =1,2 and 3 pillars, the stress-deformation graphs show smooth post peak

behavior for all diagonal zones as shown in Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14.

2. For w/h = 4 pillar, zones 17, 18, 19, and 20 show a tendency for steep strength

loss as shown in Figure 5.15.

3. In the range 5 < w/h < 9, a band of the diagonal zones close to the pillar side show

noticeable steep strength loss. The steep strength loss practiced by these band of

zones is specific in the following ways:

a) The zones involved have the same relative location from pillar side.

Specifically speaking, zones involved are number 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 as

shown in Figures 5.16, 17, 18 and 5.19. Accordingly, the highly stressed area

that later practiced steep strength loss is located at 1:1.5 times the height of

the pillar.

b) When the steep strength loss occurred, the maximum stress experienced by the

concerned zones and the average pillar displacement were almost constant.

For example, zone 14 showed the following status at different w/h pillars:
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W/h Zone peak stress Zone compression

(MPa) (m)

5  64 0.0125

6  60 0.0123

7  59 0.0124

8  58 0.0125

4. W/h ratio 5 pillar has noticeably different mode of failure when compared to w/h

ratio 4 pillar. The w/h ratio 4 pillar completely yielded while w/h ratio 5 pillar

partially yielded and the pillar core became highly stressed.

5. For w/h = 9 pillar; different mode of failure is detected. The highly stressed area

that later practiced steep strength loss moved inward and now located at 1.4 to 2

times the pillar height (Figure 5.20). Zone 14, the first to practice steep strength

loss, showed a 38 MPa peak strength that is noticeably lower than an average of

60 MPa for w/h 5 to 8 pillars range.

6. The steep strength loss at the specified band of zones induced similar response at

the average pillar stress-deformation curves (Figure 5.21). The impact is discrete

since large numbers of zones (all top pillar zones) are included on the averaging

process.
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Fig 5.13 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h = 2)
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Fig 5.17 Benchmarked zones vertical stress versus average pillar deformation (w/h = 6)
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5.2.3 Pillar (3) model failure modes

Pillar (3) considers chain pillars in a two-entry longwall layout. Pillar loading is

activated by roof convergence due to entries development and longwall mining. Different

w/h ratio pillars, ranging from 1 to 6 are simulated. The model maintains all geometrical

features and material properties of Pillar (3) model discussed before in Chapter 3. In

order to simulate different pillar w/h ratios only pillar width increases. The dimensions

of the pillar zones are 0.5 x 0.5 x 3 m in width, height and length respectively. The model

simulates a coal seam at the depth of 670 m in a 17 MPa hydrostatic virgin stresses

environment. All models first simulate the development stage and then longwalling.

(Figure 5.22).

Fig 5.22 Pillar (3) model after development and right longwall mind (w/h = 6 pillar)

The interpretation of Pillar (3) model is more complicated compared to Pillar (1) and

(2). The stress-deformation curves of the pillar zones represent mostly 'transit' states. It

is only when model reaches equilibrium the true pillar states becomes available. The

benchmarked zone states were closely observed when equilibrium is reached following a

mining cut. A plan view for benchmarked zones for each w/h ratio pillar is shown on the

following graphs as (a) while the stress-average pillar strain relations are shown with

extension (b). The following summarize the failure modes of examined w/h ratios:
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1. For w/h = 1, 2 and 3 pillars, the stress-average pillar strain graphs show smooth

strength loss at the post-peak region for all diagonal zones as shown in Figures

5.23,5.24 and 5.25.

2. For w/h = 4 pillar, zones number 6, 7, 8, and 9 at either sides of the pillar (R or L)

show a tendency for steep strength loss compared to surrounding zones (Figure

5.26). It also worth to mention that all zones across the pillar diagonal completely

yielded after the 1^' longwall is mined thus leaving no elastic pillar core.

3. In the range w/h = 5 and 6, a band of diagonal zones show noticeable steep

strength loss. The behavior of these zones is specific in the following ways:

i. The zones having steep strength loss are the same in both pillars and have

the same relative location from the pillar side. Specifically speaking, zones

involved are numbers 7, 8 and 9 (Figures 5.27 and 5.28). As the height of

the pillar (h) is 3 m and the depth of the band (L) ranges from 3.5 to 4.5 m

(zone width is 0.5 m), the highly stressed area that later practiced steep

strength loss is located at 1.1:1.5 times the height of the pillar.

ii. The status of w/h = 5 pillar diagonal zones are shown in Figure 5.27. As

seen, there are three distinct areas of failure modes: rib failure, steep

strength loss, and highly stressed core. The pillar zones number 14,15 and

16 maintain a considerable high residual strength similar to its peak

strengths. Pillar of w/h = 6 showed similar response (Figure 5.28).

4. The pillar of w/h ratio 5 demonstrated completely different mode of failure when

compared to w/h ratio 4 pillar. The w/h ratio 4 pillar yielded completely (Figure

5.26) while w/h ratio 5 pillar partially yielded and its core elements became

highly stressed (Figure 5.27).

5. The steep strength loss for w/h 5 and 6 pillars reflected on the average pillar

stress-strain curves by inducing similar but discrete strength loss (Figures 5.28).
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Fig 5.23 Benchmark zones vertical stress - average pillar strain for w/h = 1 pillar
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Fig 5.24 Benchmark zones vertical stress- average pillar strain for w/h = 2 pillar
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Fig 5.25 Benchmark zones vertical stress- average pillar strain for w/h = 3 pillar
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Fig 5.26 Benchmark zones vertical stress- average pillar strain for w/h = 4 pillar
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Fig 5.27 Benchmark zones vertical stress- average pillar strain for w/h = 5 pillar
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5.2.4 Pillar modes of failure summary

This section summarizes the pillar modes of failure and geometrical aspects of the

steep strength loss band of zones at different w/h ratio pillars (Figure 5.30)

1. Narrow size pillars of less than w/h ratio 4 fully yielded showing no sign
of steep strength loss.

2. Intermediate size pillars (w/h ratio 4 and/ or 5 to 8) experienced steep
strength loss with a repeatable pattern.

3. Pillars of w/h ratio 9 and higher are not immune against steep strength loss
of their sides

4. The band of zones experiencing steep strength loss for intermediate pillar
sizes is essentially in a fixed position relative to an edge of the pillar

5. The band of zone experiencing steep strength loss in case of high w:h ratio
pillar sizes move inward towards the pillar core (see Figure 5.20)

I  I I I I I I I I I-
23 456 789 10 11

W/h ratio

I  I Sloughed

Steep strength loss

High stress

H Moderate stress

"h" pillar height

Fig 5.30 Pillars mode of failure aecording to w/h ratio
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5.3 Failure mode versus pillar instability

This section discusses if there is any correlation between the failure modes of modeled

and in-situ pillars. Two geometrical aspects of modeled pillars are investigated: the pillar

w/h ratios when steep strength loss bands occurred and the relative locations of the steep

strength loss band. Three different instability related studies are considered for the

required correlation:

1. The drilling-yield technique

2. Conceptional diagram of the critical pillar proposed by De Marco (1996)

3. Empirical approaches for yield pillar sizing (Schissler 2002)

The studies will be briefly discussed and the geometrical considerations concluded for

location of instable parts of in-situ pillar will be used for correlation with models.

5.3.1 Drilling-vield technique

A method was discussed by Peng (1986) on assessing probability of coal bump

occurrence from the rate of recovery in the holes drilled into pillar rib side. The drilling

recovery (cuttings) increases at highly stressed zone due to borehole walls failure. By

correlating the location of the highly stressed zone with bumps occurrence, a 'pattern' of

bump probability is concluded. The method was utilized at the Western European coal

mines and a bump probability pattern was concluded. If the highly stressed zone is

located at a depth (L) from rib exceeding three times pillar height (h), a "favorable"

situation is present and mining can take place. If the highly stressed zone depth (L) is

less than 3 times the pillar height a 'dangerous' situation is present, and destressing

techniques are utilized. A more comprehensive study was conducted by USBM (Haramy

1985). The USBM bump probability pattern subdivided the European 'dangerous'

situation into 'critical' and 'dangerous' situation. If the depth of highly stressed zone (L)

compared to pillar height (h) is less than 1.5, a 'critical' situation is present and bumping
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condition exists. If the L/h ratio is at 1.5 to 3.5, it is a 'dangerous' situation, and pillars

must be monitored. If the L/h ratio exceeds 3.5 it's a 'favorable' situation, it is imlikely

to have bumps. It is worthwhile to mention that, since geological conditions and rock

physical properties vary in different mines, these results may need further refinement for

a specific mine.

Comparing the L/h ratio for Pillar (1), (2) and (3) models with European and US bump

probability patterns (Figure 5.31), the following similarities reveal:

1. Pillars of w/h 1 to 4, a "steep strength loss band" is absent, thus this pillar w/h

range can be excluded from possibilities of generating unstable event (bumps).

2. For pillars of w/h = 5 to 8 the critical L/h ratio in the models was 1:1.5.

According to the USBM (1988) studies, the most critical bumps occur at the L/h

ratio of 1:1.5 and at L/h less than three for western European mines (Peng,

1987). Therefore, w/h range of 5 to 8 is possibly highly bump prone.

3. The w/h > 9 pillar models have L/h ratio ranged from 1.4 to 2. Since the L/h

ratio only marginally exceeds the "dangerous" limit of L/h = 1.5 for the US

cases, and it is less than the L/h = 3 for the western European experience, it can

be assumed that these pillar sizes would be less problematic compared to the

range of w/h = 5 to 8

Therefore, it can be concluded that, the relative locations of the high stress / steep

strength band of elements in the models compare well with the relative location of the

high stressed areas of the in-situ pillars in the US and European coal mines.

5.3.2 Conceptional diagram of the critical pillar

DeMarco in 1996, after surveying coal pillar sizes of the US deep longwall mines,

published a chart showing the pillar's practical sizes that maintain serviceability of its

entries as long as mining activity is needed (Figure 5.31). According to DeMarco the

successful cases caused no major 'instability' while unsuccessful cases did. The chart
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showed that the pillars are categorized into three groups: stable yielding (w/h ratio 3:5),

unstable critical (w/h ratio 5:10) and stable abutment pillar (w/h ratio 10 and higher).

Comparing the outcomes of the modeling studies with DeMarco pillar groups, the

following significant similarities reveal:

1. For pillar models of w/h ratio ranging from 1 to 4, no high stress / sudden strength

loss band is generated; DeMarco's graph indicates that pillars in this range are

successful and excluded from the possibility of generating unstable events.

2. Pillar models of w/h ratio 5 to 9 exhibit a high stress / steep strength loss band.

DeMarco's graph indicates that this w/h ratio range is critically sized and

unsuccessful.

3. The w/h > 9 pillar models showed that the location of the high stress / steep

strength loss band forms deep into the pillar. The increased confinement at that

deeper location may lead to better stability. DeMarco graph indicates that at w/h

ratio 10, pillar develops stability.

According to a study carried out by Haramy (1988) on testing coal pillar models from

15 different US coal seams, the models of w/h ratio 8.5 failed and bumped violently.

Haramy's conclusion supports the models' behavior at w/h ratio 9, where steep strength

loss still occurring but expected to cause less unstable pillar performance since it occurs

deeper in the pillar and confinement may sustain stability.

5.3.3 Empirical approach of US vield pillar sizing

Schissler (2002) critically reviewed the performance of 38 cases of chain coal yield

pillars in the US. The review categorized the cases as successful or unsuccessful. The

successful pillar design cases clustered around width to height ratios from 2.8 to 6.0 with

concentration in the range from 3.0 to 5.5, and shed at least 92% of their load.
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The pillars having w/h > 6 were all unsuccessful (Figure 2.22). Schissler's (2002)

study correlates to the numerical modeling outcomes as the following:

1. Schissler's review indicates that pillars with w/h 3 to 5.5 are successful, which

supports the findings of the modeling studies that the stable pillars fall into the

range 1 < w/h < 4

2. The pillar models with w/h ratios of 1 to 4 largely yield and maintain low residual

strength implying that their load shedding is in the order of 90 to 98% as suggested

by Schissler.

3. Pillar models of w/h ratio from 5 to 9 exhibit sudden stress drop band. Schissler's

review concludes that no yield pillars cases were successful (unstable) at w/h > 6

4. The presence of elastic, highly stressed core in the large w/h ratio pillars implies

that the load shedding is much less in these pillars than the 92 to 96% of full

capacity. These pillars categorized as unsuccessful having w/h > 9.

5.4 Conclusions

This Chapter describes the numerical modeling approach developed to analyze and

predict coal pillar instability. The FLAC3D program utilizing MCSS failure criterion can

capture particular coal pillar modes of failure that correlate well with the in-situ

instability studies and observations. From the design point of view, the most important

factor influencing pillar failure modes is the width to height ratio. At low width to height

ratios (1 to 4) the pillar deformation is controlled, the yielding zones progress towards

the center of the pillar smoothly and a pillar that is yielding throughout its width can be

created readily. Pillars with intermediate width to height ratios (5 to 9), cannot be

brought into a fully yielding state since their failure being unstable at a certain depth of

yield penetration. This instability may induce a coal bump like event and even a total

collapse of the pillar, with the concomitant hazards of such eventualities. While large
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widths to height ratio pillars (>9) are unlikely to suffer total collapse, they are not

immune to sudden failure of their sides.

Part of the importance having a method to predict pillar local instabilities is the fact

that none of the current yield pillar design approaches have the ability to predict or

account for instability. Future areas of research would include the validation of MCSS

model mesh dependency and the implementation of the rockmass load lines to quantify

severity of the instability events.
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CHAPTER 6

LONGWALL GOB SIMULATION

The gob-compaction process is an integral part of longwall mining geomechanics.

Longwall face advance and back area compaction are interrelated and thus have to be

accounted for when modeling longwall mining. The gob compaction process can only be

depicted adequately using 3D modeling environment. Large loads are redistributed

around a longwall mine as the face advances, gob caves in, and compacts. Chain pillars

are at the frontline facing the redistributed loads. Current pillar design approaches

considers the gob loads as static front and side abutment loads. In these approaches the

dynamics of load transfer is relatively irrelevant for the stiff large-sized coal pillars. The

failure modes of the yield pillar are known to be heavily affected by the dynamics of

transferred loads. Since this thesis is concerned with yield pillar design, satisfactory

representation of the longwall gob-compaction process is critical in visualizing its impact

on yield pillar responses.

In this Chapter the longwall gob-compaction process is modeled using the FLAC3D

program. Salamon (1990) theoretical gob compaction model is used as the governing

constitutive behavior for the gob material. Two different approaches are developed to

implement this model in FLAC3D environment. The formulation of these two approaches

and the FLAC3D - FISH codes developed for numerical modeling analysis are described.

These approaches are verified against anal5dical gob compaction models. Further

verification using in-situ measurements is presented in Chapter (7).

6.1 Background

It is hypothesized that the strain-hardening constitutive law best simulates the

compaction in the gob area. As the gob consolidates under increasing strain, the reduction
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in the void spaces makes the stress increase at an exponential rate. This implies that the

slope of the gob stress-strain curve (tangential modulus) increases with increasing gob

strain. Both Salamon (1990) and Terzaghi (Pappas et al 1993) base their gob models on

strain hardening behavior. According to Salamon the following constitutive relation

describes the compressive behavior of a backfill material

F *F

(1-^)

where a is the recovered stress at gob, s is the current gob strain, Eq is the initial gob

secant modulus and is the maximum gob strain.

Terzaghi's model suggests that the tangent modulus of granular material is a linear

function of the applied vertical stress, expressed by the following equation

C  17 ,E,- —= Eo + ocr
as

where a is the applied stress, s is the strain, is the initial tangent modulus, o is a

dimensionless constant andE, is the tangent modulus.

Due to increasing interest in gob behavior modeling, the USBM researchers (Pappas

et al 1993) investigated the viability of both Salamon and Terzaghi models using

laboratory compaction tests. They found that Salamon's model closely predicts the

behavior of the three rock types examined, while Terzaghi's model is less accurate in

predicting two of the three rock types. Therefore, in this thesis, Salamon theoretical gob

model (1990) is used as the governing constitutive model in developing the gob material

behavior in longwall environment.
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6.2 Development of the FLAC3D gob models

Two different approaches were developed and tested for implementing Salamon's

gob model in FLAC3D. First approach incorporates the gob model into a FLAC3D

routine. This routine increases the forces at the grid nodes as mining progresses. In the

second approach, the coal seam bulk modulus is increased with increasing strain. A

separately developed FISH function is used to implement this approach (FISH is a

programming language used in FLAC). These methods are called "Grid Force" and

"Modulus Updating", respectively, and described in detail in the following sections.

6.3 Grid Force method for gob modeling

In this model, the roof above the gob area is supported by upwardly applied grid

forces. The magnitude of a grid force is calculated based on the roof convergence

induced at the grid point. The Salamon's model is adjusted to limit the roof convergence

to 50 % of the excavated height (H). The vertical stress generated by the gob material at

this convergence is equal to the virgin vertical stress (Figure 6.1).

Virgin stre_ss

H = Excavated height

Gob roof convergence

Note: arrow size indicates applied force magnitude

Fig 6.1 Grid Force gob modeling method outlines



6.3.1 Grid Force algorithm

According to Salamon (1990), the following constitutive relation describes the

compressive behavior of a backfill material

(j= " " (6.1)

(1-—)

where:

: Recovered stress at gob

8^: Current gob vertical strain

Eo: Initial gob secant deformation modulus
ff m: Maximum gob strain

Equation (6.1) could be re-written as follows:

(Tv = ^ (6.2)

where a: Deformation modulus of the gob material

b : Maximum gob strain, which is set at 50% of gob thickness

Based on the USBM study (Pappas et al 1993), the 'a' and 'b' parameters are equal

to 3.5 MPa and 0.5, respectively, hence

3.5*8^
<^v=7r^^ (6.3)

0.5-8^

Equation (6.3) produces an asymptotic increase in gob vertical stress when the gob

material compacts to 50% of its original height. Theoretically, the gob-recovered stress at

that moment would be equal to the virgin stress at the gob depth.
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6.3.2 Grid Force FLAC3D code development

The compaction load is represented as upward forces applied at the grid points of the

gob roof behind the longwall face. After a mining step, vertical displacements at gob roof

grid points are retrieved and divided by the seam height to calculate the vertical strain

(e^) at each grid point. The vertical stress (ct^) at any grid point is estimated using

Equation 6.3. The grid point force 'P' is calculated by multiplying the vertical stress at

the grid point by the influence area 'A' as shown in Figure 6.2.

P = A* cj

Fig 6.2 Grid Force 'P' and influence area 'A'

Five steps needed to code this method into FLAC3D environment (Figure 6.3) are:

1. Identify and index the roof grid points overlying the gob area

2. Excavate the coal seam at the gob area

3. Calculate and apply grid forces

4. Repeat step 3 to update "grid force" at each 10 FLAC3D solution steps.

5. Check system equilibrium and step more if required

These steps are translated into FLAC3D code using 'FISH' as shown in Figme 6.4.
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Construct the model

Index gob areas roof points
(say areas A, B .. .etc)

Excavate area 'A'

Run the 'Grid Force' routine to

update grid forces at area 'A' roof

Update grid forces each number
of steps e.g. 10 steps

Check system equilibrium if reaching
the unbalanced force ratio of 10'^

No IF Yes

Execute next area 'B'

and continue update
grid forces at area 'A'

Loop until last gob area is excavated
and model reach equilibrium

Fig 6.3 Steps used to build the FLAC3D-FISH code for Grid Force method
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Def findadd

head = null;

P_gP =gP_head;
Loop while p_gp # null;
z_pos =gp_zpos(p_gp);
if z_pos = 3.0 then;

new = get_mem(2);
mem(new) = head;
niem(new+l) = p_gp;

head = new;

endif

P_gP =gP_next(p_gp);
endloop

end

findadd

m n range group GOB;

def appforce;
hh=1.5;

ad = head;
loop while ad # null
p_gp = mem(ad+l);
PO=gpJd(p_gp);
go= gp_zdisp(p_gp);
cl= go/hh;
clos=-l*cl;
Zindst= -l*2*cl*le6/(0.5-clos);
command

Apply zforce Zindst range id PC;
endcommand

ad = mem(ad);
endloop
end

def S tepping;
command

step 10;
endcommand

appforce
end

LINKED LIST BUILDING (index grid points)
First place in the first column in linked list(always)
The first place in second column in linked list
Search for qualified GP according to the incoming IF statement
defining Z position indexing (p_gp) is a pointer for GP's
Point (p_gp) place locator - 3 m in z-direction
To assign places in FISH memory array
First column in memory array will be for function 'new'
Second column in memory will be assigned to p_gp
To repeat the choose of places inside the array in first place

To repeat the choose of places inside array in second place

EXCA VA IE THE GOB AREA

APPLY FORCES ON THE LINKED LIST GRID POINTS

Half height of the coal seam
Start of the first array column in linked list

Call the second column in the array to be assigned for p_gp
Changing of the pointer p_gp into an actual GP id.
Displacement of each GP in the linked list
Closure of the gob area (roof dis./half height)
Changing sign for the formula
Total force applied (calc.stress* rep.area)

Apply forces on the linked list GP

Repeat procedures using next grid point in the linked list

NUMBER OF STEPS TO CALL GRID FORCE ROUTINE

Number of steps to update grid forces [changeable]

A

d)
a
• ̂

o

rv

d>
o
Uh

o
(Jh

'C
o

def D uring;

ggg=i
loop while ggg=I
S_tepping

if ratio>le-5 then;

ggg = 0
endif

endloop
end

D URING

EQUILIBRIUM CRITERION TO MEET

Equilibrium if unbalanced forces ratio is le-5

J

Fig 6.4 The FLAC3D-FISH routine for Grid Force gob modeling method
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6.3.3 Grid Force method numerical exercise

A large longwall model with two-entry gate roads, similar to the Pillar (3) model in

Chapter 4, is used to examine the performance of the Grid Force method. The model

dimensions are 1000 m in length, 240 m in width and 240 m in height. An equal

dimensions footprint for gob roof zones is used (Figure 6.5). The model has 52,000

zones. The coal seam is modeled as MCSS material and the roof rock is elastic. The

material properties are the same as used in Pillar (3) model in Chapter 4. The coal seam is

at a depth of 700 m and the stress field is uniform (gz = a* = ay = 17 MPa). The longwall

face advances 100 m / per cut. The distribution of the grid forces at right panel after

mining is shown in Figure 6.5. The gob recovered vertical stress is compared well with

Salamon model as shown in Figure 6.6.

Note: Arrow length indicates grid force magnitude

Fig 6.5 The grid forces distribution at the gob area after two longwall cuts
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Fig 6.6. Gob compaction - Salamon and Grid Force numerical models

6.3.4 Grid Force method evaluation

The implementation of the Grid Force method in FLAC3D has the following
disadvantages:

1. Mesh grading in the gob area is difficult to implement - an equal dimension
footprint zones have to be used rendering the model size excessive.

2. Long run time - simulation of mining one panel takes 3 days.

3. The gob resolution is distorted at the longwall face line due to forced use of large

zone sizes (Figure 6.5)

It is concluded that, although the method models gob compaetion with aeeeptable

accuracy, its application to a representative longwall mine is impractical due to its
excessive run-time requirement.
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6.4 Modulus Updating method for gob modeling

In this model, the elastic bulk modulus (K) of gob zones is updated continuously

according to the vertical strains induced during roof convergence. The Salamon's model

adjustment is the same as used in the Grid Force method: the maximum roof convergence

is set to 50 % of the excavated height (H) (Figure 6.7).

Virgin stress

Gob compaction

K  K K K kTk Th
,  1., L ■■ ■ -■ ■■ L ' -■ -I ■ ■ ■ ■

Ws ■ s .•■W-sV ■ sVsV\V%VvV%\s ts\s -s ■■■

Note: 'K' size indicates relative modulus value

Fig 6.7 Modulus Updating gob modeling method outlines



6.4.1 Modulus Updating algorithm

The constitutive relation for the gob compaction is the same as that used for the Grid

Force method, i.e.

a *8^
^  MPa

b-8.,

In FLAC3D, the elastic constants are entered as bulk and shear modulus (K, G). Re
writing vertical stress in K and G gives:

<t.=(K + ̂)»8, (6.4)

Assuming that v = 0.2, then G = (3/4) K. Substituting these in equation (6.4) gives

4  3
K+-*-*K

3  4
* s

=

a, =2K*8,

Equations (6.5 and 6.6), both describe the vertical stress build-up in the gob, thus:

2K*8,=^ (6-6)
b-8,

0.5*a

V

The value of K in Equation 6.7 needs to be updated to a value of AK after a change

A8 occurs, which can be estimated by differentiating Equation (6.7):

0.5 *0.5* a
=  ̂ , or

(b-Sv)
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0-25* aAK=- ^ (6.8)
(b-Sv)

Equation 6.8 is used to update the value of K according to a gob zone vertical strain

Sv induced by the roof convergence.

6.4.2 Modulus Updating FLAC3D algorithm

The steps needed to code this method into FLAC3D environment are (Figure 6.8):

1. Identify and index gob zones in a linked list

2. Change gob zones from elastic to non-linear elastic material

3. Assign an initial tangential modulus of K for the gob zones (Equation 6.7)

4. Run the model to equilibrium

5. Retrieve current gob zones strain and calculate AK (Equation 6.8)

6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 using AK

After achieving equilibrium in the first longwall cut, the next panel cut is assigned its

gob properties. The first cut continues to act as gob material during the solution of the

next cut. The FLAC3D code used to run the Modulus Updating method of gob

compaction is shown in Figure 6.9.
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No Yes

Construct the model

Change gob area 'A' to an elastic behavior

Excavate next area 'B'

and continue Updating
area 'A' modulus

Update 'K' each number of
steps (e.g. 10 steps)

Run the 'Modulus Updating'
routine to update K at area 'A'

Check equilibrium by unbalanced
force ratio of 10'^

Build linked list to index gob areas
(Mining steps, A, B ...etc)

Loop until last gob area in the panel is
excavated and model reach equilibrium

Fig 6.8 Algorithm used to build the FLAC3D code for Modulus Updating method
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deffindaddl;
headl = null;
p_gpl = zonehead;
loop while p_gpl # null;
x_posl =z_xcen(p_gpl);
y_posl =z_3'cen(p_gpl);
z_posl =z_zcen(p_gpl);

ifx_posl >=130.5 then;
if yjDosl <=200 then;

if z_posl=0.75 then;
newl = get_mem(2);
mem(newl) = headl;
mem(newl+l) = p_gpl;
headl = newl;

endif

endif

endif
p_gpl =z_next(p_gpl);

endloop
end

find addl

LINKED LIST BUILDING (index zone)
First place in the first column in linked list(always)
The first place in second column in linked list
Search for qualified GP according to IF
(p_gp) Is a pointer for zone
(p_gp) is a pointer for zone
(p_gp) is a pointer for zone

Changeable (zones location in x direction)
Changeable (zones location in y direction)
Changeable (zones location in z direction)
To assign places in memory array
First place in memory array will be for function 'new'
Second array place will be assigned to p_gp zone
To repeat the choose of places inside array in first place

To repeat the choose of places inside the array

def ModulusI; MODULUS UPDATING ROUTINE
command

group GOBI range x = 130.5,240 y = 0,200 z = 0,1.3; Specifying the a gob area
m e range group GOB I; Naming / model gob area
prop bulk=A 116 shear=A 126 density=A 176 range group GOB I;

endcommand
FSTOP = 200;
array arrl(6);
ad=neadl

loop while ad # null;
pgpl = mem(ad+I)

Length of cut from panel s

A

tart
Routine array
First pointer m array
Loop to index gob element

00 =z_fsi(p gpl,arrl)
strainZ = -arrl(3);
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb
modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gpI,'bulk') = modulus
zj3rop(p_gpI,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z szz(p gpl) =-aa * (1.0/denom) * StrainZ ;
a(r= mem(ad)

endloop
end

def SteppingI;
command

ModulusI
step numb I;

endcommand
end

Strain of zone p_gpl at the array
Calculating denominator in Eq. (6.9)

Calculating gob modulus
Update 'Iv modulus of zone p_gpl
l^date 'shear' modulus of zone p gpl
Zrstress at zone for its actual value

Loop to the end of the array 'arri'

NUMBER OF STEPS TO MODULUS UPDATING ROUTINE

[changeable]

(D

a

"W)
a

"O

xn

I
O

def DuringI;

^oop while ggg=I
S teppingl
if mech_ratio< GBR then;
ggg=0

end_if
endloop

end
DuringI

EQUILIBRIUM CRITERION TO MEET

GBR usually assigned a value of Ie-5

J
Fig 6.9 The FLAC3D-FISH routine for Modulus Updating gob modeling method
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6.4.3 Modulus Updating method numerical exercises

Several small exercises were examined to debug the Modulus Updating code. One

of these small exercises is shown in Figure 6.10. In this exercise, the coal seam is

modeled as MCSS in a virgin stress field of az = Ox = cjy = 17 MPa. The distribution of

the gob area bulk modulus, after implementing the Modulus Updating method, is shown

in Figure 6.11. The model demonstrates the build up of abutment loads within the

unmined regions in the north and east side of the model (Figure 6.11). As seen, each

zone has its own shear modulus. The vertical stress recovered in the gob area versus gob

compression is shown in Figure 6.12. The gob recovered vertical stress reaches 17 MPa,

which is the same as the virgin vertical stress magnitude at the coal seam level. The graph

also shows that the gob behavior is similar to the adjusted analytical model given by

Equation 6.2.
Applied

vertical stress

az= 17MPa

Note: Dimensions are in meters

Coal seam ttiickness 1 m

Fig 6.10 Block model of a small exercise
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Block Property Bulk

1.2528536+007

1.2551376+007

1.2576646+007

1.2618676+007

1.2693066+007

1.2784216+007

1.2882916+007

1.2998366+007

1.3135276+007

1.3136596+007

1.3162956+007

1.3181766+007

11.3207636+007

Unmined Coal

Fig 6.11 Distribution of gob material bulk modulus using Modulus Updating method

Vertical stress (Pa) x 10e7

Virgin stress 17 MPa

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

DIsplacment (m) x10e-1

Fig 6.12 The gob recovered stress versus gob compression
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An additional simulation was carried out using the two-entry longwall model

developed for the Pillar (3) modeling studies in Chapter 4. All the properties and

geometrical features of original model are maintained. The longwall model results are

similar to those of the previous small exereise model as can be noted from Figures 6.13

and 6.14.

Block Property Bulk
n 1.2528536+007

1.2551378+007

1.2576646+007

1.2618676+007

1.2693066+007

1.2784216+007

1.2882916+007

1.2998366+007

1.3135276+007

1.3136596+007

1.3162956+007

1.3181766+007

1.3207636+007

Fig 6.13 Distribution of gob material bulk modulus using Modulus Updating method
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Fig 6.14 Comparison of analytical and Modulus Updating gob compaction models

6.4.4 Modulus Updating method evaluation

The Modulus updating method is found to have the following advantages:

1. Mesh grading can be implemented, thus enabling use of small number of zone
in the model.

2. The run time is 50 % of the Grid force method.

3. Smooth transition and interaction among the model parts.

6.5 Conclusion

Based on the evaluation of the two gob modeling methods using numerical exercises,

it is concluded that the Modulus Updating method is more efficient in terms of run time
and provides a smoother interaction among the various material components of the
model.
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CHAPTER 7

BACK ANALYSIS OF YIELD PILLARS PERFORMANCE IN US WESTERN

MINES USING NUMERICAL MODELING

This chapter describes the development and applications of a comprehensive PLACS D

numerical model of a longwall mine. The coal seam and gob area are modeled as MCSS

and Modulus Updating materials, respectively. The model is described through an

example back analysis of the stress and displacements measured around an advancing

longwall panel at a typical deep longwall mine in Utah.

7.1 Willow Creek coal mine

Willow Creek was a deep longwall mine located in Price, Utah (Figure 7.1). It

employed two-entry yield pillar gate roads to serve a 250 m wide longwall face. The

mine production began in September 1996. Depth of cover ranged from 305 m to 838

m. Significant lithology included laminated mudstones having uniaxial compressive

strength of about 84 MPa and 122 m thick massive sandstone called the Castle Gate

sandstone beginning 152 m above the seam. Mains and bleeder pillar sizes were 30.5 m

X 36.6 m and were sized using the conventional stability factor approach. Yield pillars

had solid-to-solid dimensions of 8.5 m x 30.5 m. Coal laboratory strength averaged 28.5

MPa.

The mine was instrumented in the gate road section during the development stage.

Comprehensive stress and strata movement measurements were carried out using a

combination of stress and displacement instruments. The instrumentation plan is shown

on Figure 7.2. A pillar was instrumented in Section D-1 head gate between crosscut 48

and 49. This pillar was 8.5 m x 30.5 m under 698 m cover. BPCs were embedded also
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on both sides of the panel. Convergence was measured using a surveyor's rod between a

roof bolt head and a metal rod grouted into the floor. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the results

of the instrumentation averaging the BPC readings in the yield pillar and the convergence

readings around the yield pillar (Schissler 2002).
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^
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JC f j f \Book Cliffs
j l |f ̂ UcGalc#5v )(Waiow Creek

L P PiliaacleitApea v SokJierCaayoa v
mfoMm )lr&>«lc«Creek#2 XDusoulCaoro.
Whit Oak #1 r Gordon Creek #3

S

Whitf 05
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\  Wasatch
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afPeanl#!
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in^.5j6 A n iawatha

,X Tfait Canyc nJ  \^/\ *»««* "HuaUf^to lyon X v
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Cotloawood ilberg)
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Fig 7.1 Willow-Creek coal mine location (Arabasz et al 2001)
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Figure 7.2. Willow Creek instrumentation plan for the yield pillar at 48 to 49 crosscut,
D-1 head gate section (Schissler 2002)
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Fig 7.3 Changes in average pillar vertical stress versus longwall face location (Schissler
2002)
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Fig 7.4 Willow Creek yield pillar average stress-deformation curve (Schissler 2002)
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7.2 Willow Creek FLAC3D model

In order to keep the size of the model manageable, number of assumptions had to be

made. These assumptions are addressed in the model construction sections. The FLAC3D

data file of this model was prepared as a template to be used for different gate road

layouts and listed in Appendix A.

7.2.1 Model outlines

Figure 7.5 shows the full model (top) and the gate road layout with chain pillars

(bottom). The working height is 3 m and the panel width is 220 m. It is assumed that an

infinite number of parallel panels exist and the pattern of these panels and developments

are uniform. This means that the vertical planes coinciding with the centerlines of each

panel represent planes of symmetry. In the central 'core area' (Figure 7.5 - bottom), the

mesh size is made finer to improve the calculation resolution in the pillars. The region

outside the core area is referred as the 'shell area', in which the mesh size increases

outward. Four central pillars consist of equally dimensioned small zones as depicted in

Figure 7.6. The pillars have a width-height ratio of 2.8. The dimensions of each zone

comprising the pillars are 3 m, 1 m and 0.5 m. In the core area, the pillar - roof contact is

modeled as a Mohr-Coulomb interface. The boundary conditions for all vertical planes

of the full block are specified as fiictionless and displacements are permitted only in the

vertical direction. Additionally, vertical displacements are fixed along the base of the

model, which coincides with the mid-height of the coal seam. A monitoring algorithm

built into the model keeps a record of the stress and displacement histories for designated

zones (see the scanline 8 zones in Figure 7.6). The same algorithm averages zones stress

and displacement histories to develop the average pillar response curves.
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Dimensions; as shown

No of elements: 50,000

Layers: Coal + roof
Interface: pillar / roof
Material model: MCSS and Elastic

Gob compaction: active
Development: right entry head the
left with 9 m

Longwall: right and left face mining
step 9 m

240 m

m

Figure 7.5. The overall dimensions of the longwall (top), the coal seam level at the
completion of development (bottom) (Badr et al 2003a)
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Dimensions m meters

Fig 7.6 Perspective view of the entry system geometry after development

7.2.2 Model solving procedures

The model is brought to equilibrium elastically to set up a lithostatic virgin stress of 17

MPa at the seam level (Figure 7.7). Following stress initialization, the coal seam is

switched to MCSS material, wherein load-bearing eapacity reduces as a function of

plastic strain increment. The roof material remains elastic during all stages of mining.

The entry development is carried out by having the right entry leading the left entry by 9

m (Figure 7.8). Both entries advanee at eonstant 3 m wide mining cuts and a cross-cut is

mined after the closest entry advanced 9 m. After each 3 m development cut, the model is

brought to equilibrium before applying the next cut.

Mining starts at the right longwall panel and then moves to the left panel (Figure 7.9).

The longwall face advances initially with large cuts reducing to 9 m within the 'core

area'. After each longwall advance, the area behind the longwall face is converted to gob

material.
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Overburden

Coal seam

Block Contour of SZZ Stress1-1.70256+007 to-1.69756+007
-1.69756+007 to-

-1.69506+007 to-

-1.69256+007 to-

-1.69006+007 to-

-1.68756+007 to-1.68506+007

-1.68506+007 to -1.68256+007

-1.68256+007 to-1.68006+007

-1.68006+007 to -1.67986+007

Int6rval = 2.5e+004

1.69506+007

-1.69256+007

-1.69006+007

-1.68756+007

Fig 7.7 Initializing virgin and interface contact stresses
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Fig 7.8 Entry development, Left; in progress; Right: completed

Block Model: Mechanical

I Gob
H MCSS

Fig 7.9 Final face positions at the coal seam level
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7.2.3 Material properties

An important objective of the back analysis studies is to examine the strong and weak

coal strengths predicted for the Willow Creek coal seam. As seen in Table 7.1, both coal

types have the same parameters except the cohesion drop rate is of 50 MPa/plastic strain

for the strong coal and 300 MPa/plastic strain.

Property Value

Coal properties
Elastic modulus

Poisson's ratio

Unconfined cubic strength
Coal Density

3.0e9 Pa

0.25

9.0e6 Pa

1313 kg/m^

Coal strength parameters '
1. Strong coal (2.2-50)
2. Weak coal (2.2-300)
Friction table

Dilation table

0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.04242,1.05e5 0.11,1.05e5
0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.007,0.15e6 0.0078,0.05e6
0,23 0.0005,30 0.0078,30

0.0005,15 0.006,15 0.009,5

Roof and floor properties
Elastic modulus

Poisson's ratio

Density

20.0e9 Pa

0.25

2500 kg/m^

Interface properties
Slip criterion
Cohesion

Friction angle

Mohr-Coulomb

0.5e6 Pa

20°

Strength parameter table units (plastic strain, cohesion "Pa" or friction and dilation "degree") ̂

Table 7.1 Material properties used in the Willow Creek model
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7.3 Willow-Creek simulation results

The results of the Willow Creek comprehensive model are categorized according to

the mining stages of development and longwalling. The model is examined using both

traditional MC and MCSS material for comparison purpose. Additionally, Willow Creek

gateroads are simulated in 2D environment (FLAC) to benchmark the differences with

the 3D modeling environment.

7.3.1 Preliminarv Exercises

In this section the yield pillars are examined using 2D and 3D modeling environments.

Also the pillars behavior is examined using MC and MCSS constitutive relations.

7.3.1.1 2D versus 3D modeling

The 2D modeling of Willow Creek chain pillars as MCSS material was reported in

previous studies (e.g. Lee 2000 and Ozbay 2001) (Figure 7.10 a). Since longwall face

advance and subsequent gob compaction cannot be cannot be adequately modeled in 2D,

the model examines only the development stage. The 2D model right entry is fully

developed ahead of the left entry. The entry development is simulated using the Fish

function 'ZONK'. This function relaxes the virgin stress within the boundaries of the

entry in a stepwise manner to maintain system stability and reduce the system shock

effects (Figure 7.10 b). Both 2D and 3D models are examined using the weak coal

properties at a depth of 680 m with typical pillar dimensions.

Figure 7.11 shows the 2D and 3D pillar responses. It shows the averaged stress-strain

values recorded at each of the eight scanline elements (Figure 7.6). Both 2D and 3D

pillars show a small stress increase at the beginning. This is due to averaging element

stresses before the development reaches the scanline. When fully formed, both 2D and

3D pillars are at their residual strengths. The larger peak strength and shallower post
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peak curve of the 2D pillar is possibly due to confinement effect introduced by the plane

strain condition assumed in the FLAC2D.

Left Pillar Right
Entry Entry

K^IRY

Fig 7.10 The Willow Creek 2D model, (a) Mesb (b) 'Zonk' function (Lee 2000)
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7.3.1.2 MC for pillar modeling

In this series, both 2D and 3D models assume MC failure criterion for the coal seam.

The cohesion and friction angle values for the coal seam are 2.2 MPa 23°. Figure 7.12

shows the response of coal pillars to the development excavations. As seen, both pillars

show an increase in strength contrary to in situ observations of a 2.8 w/h ratio coal pillars

in a 17 MPa virgin stress field. The stresses in the fully formed pillars are more than the

pillar empirical strength of 8 MPa estimated. These results confirm the limited

applicability of MC in simulating pillar behavior.
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Fig. 7.12. Comparison of 2D and 3D pillar stress-strain curves obtained using Mohr-
Coulomb criterion
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7.3.1.3 MCSS for yield pillar modeling

In this exercise, the response of MC and MCSS pillars to development excavations is

examined in a 3D environment. The weak coal properties (Table 7.1) are used. Figure

7.13 shows the vertical stress histories of chain pillars against the development face

location. As seen, the MCSS pillar experiences softening while the MC pillar hardens as

development face passes it.
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7.3.2 Willow Creek model at development stage

This section examines the effects of coal strength parameters and the lead-lag

configuration at development on the failure modes of coal pillars.

7.3.2.1 Effect of the strength parameters on pillar failure mode

The effect of strength parameters on pillar response is investigated using MCSS

modeling by considering the full longwall mining process. Both the strong and weak coal

strength parameters of Table 7.1 are examined.

First, the strong coal strength parameters are examined. The FLAC3D 'HISTORY'

command is used to record the stress-strain relations for the eight individual zones across

the scanline (Figure 6.7). This command stores the transit model state. Model is assumed

to have achieved a static equilibrium when the unbalanced force reaches a predefined

magnitude. A simple procedure is introduced to pick up the stress-strain magnitudes at

each equilibrium state. Figure 7.14-a shows an example of equilibrium stress-strain

points superimposed on the history record. The unbalanced force is at its lowest value at

the toe of each mining step introduction. At each toe, a straight vertical line intercepts the

stress-strain history of the pillar. When the intercepting points are connected, a pillar

stress-strain curve is concluded as shown in Figure 7.14-b.

The average pillar stress-strain relationships for the strong and weak coal strength

parameters in Figure 7.15 show that the strong coal pillar continues to harden as

development progresses while the weak coal pillar fails as soon as it is formed.

Figure 7.16 details the behavior of the scanline points for the cases of weak and strong

coal. The following points are significant for the weak pillar case (Figure 7.16 top):

•  Zone 1 fails as soon as the advancing left entry exposes it. Zone 2 fails when the

development face is next to it.
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Fig 7.15 Pillar stress-strain relation using strong / weak coal properties after development

Zones 3 and 4 fail as the entry face passes the scanline, but failure is less drastic

compared to the failures in Zones 1 and 2 due to higher confinement.

Zone 5 undergoes yielding before the left development face reaches its location.

Zone 8 continues to harden and then fails. It has the steepest slope so far.

Zones 7 and 6 fail as the right entry face passes the scanline position having

nearly the same slope of the zone 8.
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When the pillar is fully formed, all the zones are at their residual strength. The central

zones bear higher residual strength than the side zones. The steep stress-drop of element

8,7 and 6 imply instability, as discussed in Chapter 5.

The following points summarize strong pillar elements modes of failure (Figure 7.16

bottom):

•  Zone 1 starts failing before the right development face reaches the scanline and

completely yields as soon as it is exposed. Its failure triggers initial yielding of

Zone 2 when the development face is next to the scanline.

Zones 3 and 4 do not fail while right development face is passing the scanline due

to the higher confinement in their location.

• Also, the four inner zones 5,6,1 and 8 do not fail and continue to harden.

•  The stress in Zone 8 first increases and then drops as the right entry face passes it.

The post peak slope of this zone is steepest compared to the surrounding zones.

•  Zone 7 shows some yielding since it lost some confinement during zone 8 failure.

Finally zones 6 and 5 do not move into post peak state due to confinement

provided by the adjacent zones.

When the pillar is fully formed, only zones 1 and 8 are at their residual strength, while

zones 2 and 7 show some yielding. The pillar core zones 4, 5, and 6 bear higher stresses

than the side zones and continue hardening.
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1322 Entries development configuration

There is a noticeable highly stressed and partially failed region generated ahead of the

advancing entry faces as shown in Figure 7.17. This region is named as the "process

zone". The extent of this process zone is affected by the lead-lag pattern of the entry

faces as explained below.
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Fig 7.17 The process zone accompanying the development face

Results from four simulation using lead-lag cases of right entry leading the left entry

by 0, 3, 6 and 9 m are summarized in Figures 7.18 through 20. The weak coal properties
are used for these runs. Table 7.2 compares the pillar average stress at the 3 m and 9 m

lead-lag pattern.
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Development face
location compared to scan

line location in meters

Pillar average stress
with 3 m- leading case

(MPa)

Pillar average stress
with 9 m- leading case

(MPa)

-3.0' 22.4 21

0.0 6.44 2.2

+3.0^ 0.24 0.21

(+) sign- development face is outby the scanline ̂

Table 7.2. The stress developed on pillar due to the development

The lead-lag pattern alters the pillar's failure modes in the following marmers:

•  The 9 m lead gives less peak pillar strength compared to the 3 m lead

•  The 9 m lead has less average pillar stress when the face was at scanline location

•  Both cases end up with pillars having similar residual strengths.

The delayed forming of the pillar in 9 m lead case gives chance to the process zone to

generate considerable yielding ahead of the face. This explains why 9 m lead case pillar

demonstrates lower peak strength as soon as it is uncovered on one side.

It is clear that the entry development sequence significantly affects the stress and

failure regime ahead of development face. This property potentially offers an

opportimity to sequence the entry face advances to create the least bump prone conditions

in the process zone.
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Fig 7.18 Pillar response for 3 m and 9 m leading distance when the pillar is developed at
one side
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7.3.3 Willow Creek model at longwalling stage

The longwall face advance is introduced initially at 208 m long steps in the 'shell area'

and gradually reduced to 9 m in the model 'core area'. Both strong and weak coal seam

properties are examined in this exercise. To preserve the front abutment stresses, the

longwall faces are stopped before reaching the end of the model.

7.3.3.1 Gob performance

Figure 7.21 shows the vertical stress build up at the center of the first longwall gob

area. The first longwall produces about 15 % closure in the back area. The vertical stress

magnitude is 1.8 MPa at this stage. The second longwall produces a greater closure at the

same point reaching 43 % (Figure 7.21) of the mined seam height. Such high closure rate

is due to the merging effect of the two panels and horizontal symmetry imposed along the

vertical sides of the model. The vertical stress magnitude in the gob is 18 MPa at this

stage. The overall gob response is an exponentially increasing vertical stress,

approaching the virgin stress levels, as the gob compacts. The 1 MPa difference from the

17 MPa virgin stresses is possibly caused by the slow rate of invoking the Modulus

Updating routine. This routine is invoked at each 50 FLAC3D steps while FLAC3D

updates status at every 10-solution step. The slower 'calling rate' can accumulate small

errors in the nearly 145000 solution steps required to solve the model. This compromise

is acceptable in favor of reducing the model solving time to a reasonable level.

7.3.3.2 Front abutment stress

The front abutment stresses caused by the right longwall face are mapped for the weak

and strong coal scenarios. Figure 7.22 shows the front abutment stresses at the centerline

of the right panel. It is clear that the strong and weak coal cases demonstrate similar

responses. The front abutment stress reaches its peak value of 44 MPa at 19.5 m ahead of
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the face position. The front abutment after mining the left panel is shown in Figure 7.23

for the strong coal case. In this case, the gob stress reaches 60 MPa at a distance of 28 m

from the final face position.
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Fig 7.21 The gob material stress-closure relation during longwalling stage
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1.3.3.3 Side abutment stress

The side abutment stress produced at the completion of the right panel is retrieved

across a scanline parallel to the longwall face for the strong coal case (Figure 7.24). The

peak side abutment stress reaches 90 MPa at 4 m from the rib of the left entry. Such

unrealistically high side abutment stress magnitude is most likely due to use of the small

mesh size in the rib area. The low gob stress (1.8 MPa) is due to the stiff roof

transferring large loads to the unmined panel. Better gob resolution could be achieved by

increasing the mesh density, which would render the model size excessively large to

handle.
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Fig 7.24 Side abutment stress after mining first panel
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7.3.3.4 Chain pillars response

The responses of yield ehain pillars are presented in Figure 7.25. The weak coal pillar

reaches its residual strength during the development stage. Once the longwall face is

sufficiently away from the pillar location, the yielded pillar stress is not affected by the

advancement of longwalls. This is due to the plastic treatment of residual strength in the

MCSS model. The weak pillar continues to compress reaching 43 percent of its original

height at the end of longwalling.

The strong coal material pillar continues hardening during and after development.

Their sides fail and shed load to the adjacent ribs and pillar center. As the right longwall

face advances, the pillars show signs of yielding when the longwall face is 148 m before

the seanline as shown in Figure 7.26. These pillars yield fully when the longwall face is

10 m from reach the seanline location. The strong coal pillar is compressed also to 43

percentage of its original height at the end of longwalling.
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Fig 7.25 Strong / weak coal pillars responses during longwalling
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Fig 7.26 Overall response of the strong coal pillar for mining

7.4 Willow Creek model verification

In this section, the in situ instrumentation data from Willow Creek mine monitoring

program is used to validate the numerical model. Only the strong coal case is examined.

Since the measurements started 3 days after forming the test pillar, the in situ response of

the pillar to development excavations is not known. Therefore, the verification presented

is limited to the pillar response at the longwaliing stage.

7.4.1 Pillar loading

Figure 7.27 shows the readings from the three BPCs (Borehole Pressure Cells)

installed in the pillar. One BPC is at the pillar centerline and the other two are at 2.1 m

from each pillar rihs. The pillar width is 8.5 m. The BPC readings are plotted against

time. The raw data of BPC 3Y-7 at the rib facing the left panel show severe stress drops

soon after its installation, possibly due to coal failure at this location and/or damage to the
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instrument. The average in situ pillar stress quoted in this section is obtained from the

stresses measured by the other two BPCs.

Figure 7.28 shows the variation of model and in-situ pillar average vertical stresses

against the longwall face position. Before the start of longwall mining, the model pillar

stress is 22 MPa while the in-situ pillar stress is at 16 MPa, which is the stress level

manually set in the BPCs after installation. A noticeable change in pillar stress begins

when the longwall face is nearly 150 m from it. Pillar responses match well when the

longwall face approaches the pillar. The model shows that the pillar reaches its residual

strength of about 4 MPa, which is very close to 4 MPa measured in the in situ pillar when

the longwall face was 10 m behind the measurement point.
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Fig 7.27 BPC stress measurements as function of time (Schissler 2002)
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2003b)

7.4.2 Pillar compression

The in-situ closure values were measured near the pillar ribs at both entry and crosscut

sides. The values were averaged to provide an estimate of the amount of compression

experienced by the instrumented pillar. The in-situ pillar compression versus face

location relationship was then developed. Figure 7.29 shows the in-situ pillar and the

model pillar compression against longwall faee location. The responses of the model and

in situ pillars to the approaching longwall face are in a good match. The position of the

longwall face when significant pillar compression took place is similar for both in-situ

and modeling. After completion of the first longwall, both measured and modeled pillar

compression is about 20 cm.
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Fig 7.29 In situ pillar compression versus strong coal pillar model after the first longwall

7.4.3 Panel response to front abutment

Three BPCs installed at D1 location in the first panel to be mined (Figure 7.2)

monitored the stress changes as the longwall face approaches. The deepest BPC (3P1-65)

is 20 m from the rib side and reaches its peak of 58.6 MPa when the longwall face is a

few meters away from it (Schissler 2002). The model shows that the peak stress is 60

MPa at 5 m ahead of the face location. When the longwall face stops, the peak stress is

43.1 MPa at 28 m ahead of the longwall face (Figure 7.22). The location of peak stress in

this case is dictated by the mesh size in 'shell area'.
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7.5 Conclusions

Some key aspects of modeling a longwall mine is investigated through a series of back

analysis studies. It was found that the use of traditional Mohr Coulomb failure criterion

numerical modeling results in unrealistic pillar responses. The strain softening Mohr

Coulomb failure criterion on the other hand gives encouraging results particularly for the

modeling of post-peak behavior of pillars.

The gob model described in Chapter 6 adequately simulates the gob material

compaction and interaction between the longwall panels.

The numerical model revealed the effect of the lead-lag geometry on the stress and

failure conditions ahead of the development face. This important property needs to be

ftirther explored for its use in mitigating coal bump events in deep longwall mines.

The verification studies showed reasonable matches between model results and in-situ

measurements, suggesting a general validity of the approach. Further verifications would

ftirther advance the capabilities of the model as a stress analysis tool in designing

longwall mines.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn from the study:

1. The plastic Mohr-Coulomb constitutive law is of limited importance in

modeling of coal pillars. Instead, efforts should be put into using a Strain-

Softening constitutive law to capture a more realistic response of pillars to

loading.

2. The coal strength parameter combination of 2.2 MPa cohesion and 50 MPa

per plastic strain cohesion drop rate (Chapter 4) can be used as the base-case

for Strain-Softening modeling of the US western coal seams.

3. Numerical modeling studies using Strain Softening show that:

• Coal pillars of low width to height ratio (1 to 4) yield in a stable manner.

Coal pillars of intermediate width to height ratio (5 to 8) yield in an

unstable maimer, i.e. may collapse totally and uncontrollably.

Coal pillars of large width to height ratio (>8) are unlikely to fail

completely, however, they are not immune to sudden failme of their

sides.

4. Use of longer lead-lag distance during entry development appears to be a

viable means of mitigating instabilities (bumps) at deep longwall mining

practices.
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8.2 Deep Innpwall mine gate roads design recommendations

The recommendations deduced from the study can be summed up in the following:

1. Two-entry yield pillar layout is the most successful and commonly preferred gate

road design among the deep longwall operators in the western US. The three-

entry yield-stiff gates follow this choice.

2. Good roof conditions (CMRR>50) are a prerequisite to the application of two-

entry yielding gate roads.

3. It is suggested that the yield pillars should be designed within a width to height

ratio range of 3 to 5.

4. Use of a comprehensive numerical modeling, such as the one described in this

thesis, can be a useful tool in assessing and comparing the performance of

different longwall layout designs.

5. Evidence indicates that yield pillars can perform adequately from a depth of-400

m up to -800 m. Alternative layouts, e.g. European single-entry gate road design,

need to be evaluated for their applicability for mining at deeper levels.

An algorithm is suggested for use as a global design framework for deep coal longwall
mines (Figure 8.1).

8.3 Future work

1. Further back analyses studies of longwall mining cases are necessary to "fine

tune" the proposed strength parameters to improve the reliability of the numerical

model when applied to individual mines.

2. Future modeling studies incorporating inhomogeneous roof and floor strata and
caving mechanisms would further contribute to the effectiveness of numerical
modeling applications to longwall mine design.
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3. The instabilities conceptualized from the thesis's numerical modeling studies

need to be verified, e.g. against mining induced seismicity data.

4. Further studies are required to evaluate the single entry gate roads for the

longwalls at depths of about 800 m and more.
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Appendix A

The Thesis' data files listed on the following appendices are built with the intention
of frequent use. The aim is to develop a template to carry out parametric studies and
iterations for design. Users can utilize the same data files and change the inputs through a
friendly input interface to develop different models. The input interface allow the user to
control various setting e.g., mesh size, model dimensions and material properties while
maintaining the same context of the original model geometry. For example Pillar (3)
model data file that develops a two-entry longwall model can be utilized to develop a
two-entry longwall model that has different pillar dimensions, material properties and
mesh size at different model domains.
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A. 1 Miscellaneous FISH functions
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FLAC3D can be run interactively or from an input 'data file' in command-driven

mode. An input data file may be created using a text editor. This file contains set of

commands just as they would be entered in the interactive mode. The data files can vary

from simple structure to highly nested one.

Some of the functions included in the thesis data files are developed utilizing the

FLAC3D build in programming language (FISH). FISH enables the user to define new

variables and customize his runs. Appendix A contains some of the important FISH

functions of the thesis.

•  'Input Interface' FISH function

To avoid inappropriate changes to the nested FLAC3D data files, an 'input interface'

build by FISH is developed. The interface is based on question / answer dialogue. The

user gives answers or accepts the default values. The input interface is used to assign

model's key elements e.g., geometry, material properties, solving controllers and naming

model stages saved files (Figure A.l).

There are number of error traps if user gives inappropriate input type e.g., string

instead of numerical input. Finally, the complete input session is recorded on file

(*** log), the user assign the log file name to later check his inputs especially if carrying

parametric studies. An example of log file is shown in figure A.2.
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,IDJx|fjFLACSD 2.10-242
Display Opbons Plot Wrdow Help

m

_JCommand Window - File STEPl-2.2-50-appfendix.t)rt

Flac3D>lllodel_data; DATA INTERY INTERFACE
NUMBER OF PILLARS .1=4,2=B,4=16(default:1)

SHEEL LONGISALL STEP (default: 50) :

CORE LONGBALL STEP(default; 20):

DEF PILLAR RATIO(default: 1.2300e+000):

DEF GOB RATIO(default: 1.5000e+000):

MODEL DEPTH{d6fault:680):

COAL HALF THICKNESS(default: 1.5000e+000):

COAL PILLAR HALF WIDTH(default:4):

CXJAL HLIAR LENGTH(clefault26)J

Fig A.l An example of input interfaee dialogue
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Log File Started 17:13:32 Wed Jul 07 2004
Using FLAC3D version 2.10-202
By: MINING ENG. DEPT.
GSM

Job:

NUMBER OF PILLARS .l=4,2=8,4=16(default:I):
SHEEL LONGWALL STEP(default:50):
CORE LONGWALL STEP(default:20):
DEE PILLAR RATIO(default: L2300e+000):
DEF GOB RATIO(default: 1.5000e+000):
MODEL DEPTH(default:680):
COAL HALF THICKNESS(default: 1.5000e+000):
COAL PILLAR HALF WIDTH(default:4):
COAL PILLAR LENGTH(default:26):
DRIFT WIDTH(default: 6.5000e+000):
RDRIFT EXCAVITION ADVANCE(default:10):
CROSS CUT WIDTH(default: 6.5000e+000):
CORE MINING STEP(default:IO):
SHILL MINING STEP(default:50):
COAL ELASTIC MODULUS(default: 3.0000e+009):
COAL POISSONS RATIO(default: 2.5000e-001):
COAL LAYER TENSILE(default: 1 .OOOOe+009):
COAL LAYER COHESION(default: 1.5000e+006):
COAL LAYER DILATION(default:10):
COAL LAYER FRICTION(default:30):
COAL LAYER DENSITY(default:1313):
NO. FIRST ROOF LAYERS.(default:0):
FIRST LAYER THICKNESS 0=1 layer(default: 2.3850e+002):
LAYER ELASTIC MODULUS(default: 2.0000e+010):
LAYER POISSONS RATIO(default: 2.5000e-001):
FIRST LAYER TENSILE(default: 2.0000e+006):
FIRST LAYER COHESION(default: 1 .OOOOe+006):
FIRST LAYER DILUATI0N(defeult:15):
FIRST LAYER FRICTION(default:35):
FIRST LAYER DENSITY(default:2500):
GOB INITIAL MODULUS(default: LOOOOe+006):
LIMITS OF GOB MECH-RATIO(default: 1 .OOOOe-005):
GOB FUNCTIONCALL FOR LONG-GOB(default:50):
GOB FUNCTION CALL FOR SHORT-GOB(default:20):
Fish>set log off

Fig A.2 An example of input log files
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•  'Input type control' FISH function

This function specifies the input type also works as an error trap (Figure A.3). The

command type (xx) = 1, 2 or 3 specifies the type of input expected at the keyboard (see line

3). If the user used inappropriate input an error message results (Figure A.4)

1  def in_def
2  XX = in(msg+'(' +'default:'+string(default)+'):')
3  if type(xx) = 3; 1 specify an integer type input, 2 float type and 3 string type;
4  in_def = default
5  else

6  in_def =xx
7  endif

8  end

Fig A.3 The input type control function

Fig A.4 Error notification if input error trap is activated
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•  'Linked List' FISH function

The function is used to identify and recorded the indices of specific zones of a model

to be retrieved later during solution course for specific usage (Figure A.5). The function

searches by means of a 'loop' through the model zones (line 4); the zones that satisfy

certain criterion are kept in an array. In given example the zone center location defined at

lines 5 to 10 is the criterion used to collect indices of particular zones. The zones satisfy

the 'location criterion' is kept at an array called headf (line 12). The array has two

columns, the first is the indexing number 0,1, 2, 3 etc and the second is the indices of the

zones P_gp1 (line 13) satisfy the 'location criterion'. This array (headl) will be used later

during the 'modulus updating' gob modeling method at section 1.4.

1  deffind_add1
2  headf = null; first place in the first column in linked list (always)
3  P_gp1 = zone_head; contents of the second column in linked list are p_gp1
4  loop while p_gp1 # null; search for qualified zones
5  x_pos1 =z_xcen(p_gp1); x_xcen is the zone center at x direction
6  y_pos1 =z_ycen(p_gp1); y_xcen is the zone center at x direction
7  z_pos1 =z_zcen(p_gp1); z_xcen is the zone center at x direction
8  if x_pos1 >=130.5 then; 'location criterion' at x direction
9  if y_pos1 <=200 then; 'location criterion' at y direction
10 if z_pos1 = 0.75 then; 'location criterion' at z direction
11 newl = get_mem(2); to assign two places in fish memory array (newl)
12 mem(newl) = headl; memory array will be for indexing
13 mem(new1+1) = p_gp1; second array column will be assigned to (p_gp1)
14 headl = newl; to go back and repeat the choose of places
15 endif

16 endif

17 endif

18 P_gp1 =z_next(p_gp1); to repeat the choose of places inside array in
19 endloop
20 end

Fig A.5 Linked list FISH function
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•  'Modulus updating' gob algorithm FISH function

This function implements Salmon's gob compaction model into a model volume

(GOBI) defined before using the 'linked list' function (Figure A.6). The volume (GOBI)

is defined as an elastic material and its properties are assigned (lines 3, 4, and 5). The

strain tensor of the model zones is retrieved outside the internal FLAC3D memory at

array arr1(6) (line 11). The z strain of zone p_gpl (saved by linked list as in 1.3) is

retrieved from the third column of the strain tensor kept in arr1(6) (line 12). The z strain

then used by lines 13, 14, and 15 to calculate a new zones' bulk modulus modulus (line

16) and the shear modulus (line 17). The vertical strain at the specified zone is also

adjusted via line 18. The (line 19) restart the previous procedures for the next p_gpl.

1  def Moduiusf

2  command

3  group GOBI range x=130.5,240 y=0,200 z=0,1.3
4  me range group GOBI
5  prop bulk=1e9 shear=3e9 density=2.5e3 range group GOBI
6  endcommand

7  array arr1 (6)
8  ad=head1

9  loop while ad # null
10 P_9P1 = mem(ad+1)
11 00 = z_fsi(p_gp1 ,arr1)
12 strainZ =-arr1(3)
13 denom = bb - strainZ; bb
14 clos=strainZ/bb

15 modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
16 z_prop(p_gp1,'bulk') = modulus
17 z.propfP-gp'l,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
18 z_szz(p_gp1) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
19 ad = mem(ad)
20 endloop
21 end

Fig A.6 'Modulus updating' gob algorithm FISH function
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•  'Z0NK3D' FISH function

This function reduces the shock of a system (3D model) caused by mining (Figure

A.7). The model walls encapsulating a mined out area is relaxed in a controlled way. A

perpendicular stress is applied to these walls as soon as mining is carried out then its

magnitude is reduced stepwise to ease the inertia effects. The given example is applied at

the walls of a pillar after the gate road is mined. The values of the applied stress are

developed and kept in table 4 (line 1). The walls location is defined via (K1, K2, K3 and K4

(lines 3 to 6). The groups 44, 33 and 22 represent the gate roads and cross cuts domains,

they are mined (lines 8 to 10). Then a perpendicular stress syy and sxx from table 4 are

applied on the walls. The model steps after each reduction in applied stresses for certain

number of steps ZS1 that will satisfy model equilibrium.

1  table 4 0,TOP ZS,0; applied stress values saved in a table
2  Def R_elax
3  K1=EW+0.1 ; wall location
4  K2=P0P1+0.05 ; wall location
5  K3=POP-0.05 ; wall location
6  K4 =P0P2+EW ; wall location
7  command

8  m null range group 44 ; wall group to mine
9  m null range group 33 ; wall group to mine
10 m null range group 22 ; wall group to mine
11 apply syy 1 his table 4 range x=0,POP1 y=0,K1 z=5,5.67; pillar
12 apply sxx 1 his table 4 range x=K2,K3 y=EW,K4 z=5,5.67: pillar
13 stepZSI ; steps to reach equilibrium
14 endcommand

15 end

16 R elax

Fig A.7 The'Z0NK3D' FISH function
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A.2 WAGNER model data file

The same file Is used to develop Pillar (2) model in Chapter (3)
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.**************************************************************************************************************

; STAGE (1)
.**************************************************************************************************************
J

;  In this stage the model geometry, properties, gob area linked lists and run controllers are
developed. That stage is followed by the gate roads development (STAGE 2)

; SECTION 1: DATA INPUT INTERFACE

def in_def1
XX = in(msg+'(' +'default:'+string(default)+'):')
in_def1 =xx
end

def MODEL DATAL

default=3

msg='PRINT LOG FILE NAME'
PPO= in_def1: GIVEN FROM THE INPUT LINE

default=3

msg='SAVED FILES NAME'
PP1= in_def1: GIVEN FROM THE INPUT LINE

END

MODEL DATAL

def XXX

name1 = PPO +'.iog'
name2 = PP1+'elastlc'+ '.sav'

name3 = PP1+'S-S'+ '.sav'

end

XXX

def in_def

XX = in(msg+'(' +'default:'+string(default)+'):')
if type(xx) = 3; type(xx), 1 integr, 2 float, 3 string)
in_def= default
else

in def=xx
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endif

end

I

def model_data

command

set logfile=name1
set log on

endcommand

default=0.03

msg='FINAL COMPRESSION (m)'
PC= in_def;

default=10000

msg='COMPRESSION STEPS'
NC1=in_def:

default=10000

msg='ZONC STEPS'
ZS= in_def;

default=0.6

msg='PILLAR HALF WIDTH'
P0P1= in_def;

default=1

msg='PILLAR HALF LENGTH'
P0P2= in_def;

default=0.335

msg='PILLAR HALF HEIGHT'
P0P3= in_def;

default=3.25

msg='HALF ENTRY WIDTH'
EW= in_def:

default=1e11

msg='INTERFACE STIFFNESS'
NS= in_def;

default=30

msg='INTERFACE FRICTION'
NF= in_def:

default=0.5e6: changer march 27
msg='INTERFACE COHESION'
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NC= in_def;

default=3e9

msg='COAL ELASTIC MODULUS'
CYM= in_def;

default=0.25

msg='COAL POISSONS RATIO'
CPS= in_def;

default=1e9

msg='COAL LAYER TENSILE'
A136= in_def

default=1.5e6

msg='COAL LAYER COHESION'
A166= in_def

default=10

msg='COAL LAYER DILATION'
A146= in_def

default=30

msg='COAL LAYER FRICTION'
A156= in_def

default=1313

msg='COAL LAYER DENSITY'
A176= in def

default=20e9

msg='FLOOR ELASTIC MODULUS'
LYM= in_def:

default=0.25

msg='FLOOR POISSONS RATIO'
LPS= in_def:

default=2500

msg='FLOOR LAYER DENSITY'
A13= in def

command

set log off
endcommand

END

model data
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K and G CALCULATION

def C_drive
Y_mod=CYM
p_ratio=CPS
A126 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p_ratio)); SHEAR MODULUS
A116 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1 -0 - 2.0 * p_ratio)): BULK MODULUS
end

C drive

def L_drive
Y_mod=LYM
P_ratio=LPS
A12 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p.ratio)); SHEAR
A11 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1.0 - 2.0 * p_ratio));BULK
end

L drive

LOADING RATE PREPERATION

def L_oad
DRL1=PC/NC1

DRL= -1 *DRL1; cm into meter
end

L_oad

************************* E|sj0 OF SECTION 1 — STAGE 1 ********************************

: SECTION 2: BUILDING GEOMETRY

GENERATING THE FLOOR BLOCK

DEF GEN_RAT0R1

N1=10*POP1:X element COAL AND LOWER
N2=10*POP2;Y elements COAL AND LOWER
N3=10*POP3:Z elements COAL AND LOWER
P22= EW+P0P2

P23=POP1+EW

P24=5.1+POP3; END COAL AT Z FOR COAL
P25=5+POP3: END OTHER AT Z FOR ALL EXCEPT COAL

COMMAND
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gen zone brick size N1,N2,5 PO 0,EW,0 P1 POP1,EW,0 P2 0,P22,0 &
P3 0,EW,5 rat 1,1,0.6 group 1; under pillar

gen zone brick size 7,N2,5 PO POP1,EW,0 PI P23,EW,0 P2 POP1,P22,0 &
P3 P0P1,EW,5 RAT 1.5,1,0.6 group 2; right part 1.6

gen zone brick size N1,7,5 PO 0,0,0 PI POP1,0,0 P2,0,EW,0 &
P3 0,0,5 rat 1,0.65,0.6 group 3; straight part left 0.6

gen zone brick size 7,7,5 pO pop1,0,0 pi p23,0,0 p2 pop1,EW,0 &
p3 pop1,0,5 rat 1.5,0.65,0.6 group 4; mid part

ENDCOMMAND

END

GEN RAT0R1

GROUPING AND PROPERITES FOR THE FLOOR

group FLOOR range x=0,p23 y=0,p22 z= 0,5
m e range group FLOOR
prop bu=A11 sh=A12 den=A13 range group FLOOR

GENERATING COAL BED

DEF GEN_RAT0R2

COMMAND

gen zone brick size N1,N2,N3 P0 0,EW,5.1 PI P0P1,EW,5.1 P2 0,P22,5.1 &
P3 0,EW,P24 rat 1,1,1 group COAL; pillar

Gen zone brick size 7,N2,N3 PO P0P1,EW,5.1 PI P23,EW,5.1 P2 POP1,P22,5.1 &
P3 POP1,EW,P24 RAT 1.5,1,1 group 22; right part ( coal UP )

Gen zone brick size N 1,7,N3 PO 0,0,5.1 PI P0P1,0,5.1 P2 0,EW,5.1 &
P3 0,0,P24 rat 1,0.65,1 group 33; straight part left (coal UP )

gen zone brick size 7,7,N3 pO popi,0,5.1 pi p23,0,5.1 p2 pop1,EW,5.1 &
p3 pop1,0,P24 rat 1.5,0.65,1 group 44; mid part (coal UP )

ENDCOMMAND

END

GEN RAT0R2
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: GROUPING AND PROPERITES

m e range group 22
prop b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 range group 22

m e range group 33
prop b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 range group 33

m e range group 44
prop b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 range group 44

m e range group COAL
prop b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 range group COAL

INTERFACE

int 1 face range z=5.05,5.15 ;x= 0,POP1 y=EW,P22: 5cm thick IF

in! z add -0.1 range group COAL ; (P05) 5cm movement down word
in! z add -0.1 range group 22 ; (P05) 5cm movement down word
in! z add -0.1 range group 33 ; (P05) 5cm movement down word
in! z add -0.1 range group 44 ; (P05) 5cm movement down word

int 1 prop Kn=NS Ks=NS fr=NF Coh=NC dil=10 ten=0; TEN=was 0.5e6Pa
Coh=0.5e6

VIEW PLOT

plot set rot 20 0 30
plot set center 3.85 4.25 2.1
plot set magn 1.2
pi con zdisp outi on shade on

MODEL BOUNDRY CONDITION

DEF CON_DITION

POP11=POP1+EW+0.1;X
POP12=POP1+EW-0.1:X
POP21=POP2+EW+0.1; Y
POP22=POP2+EW-0.1 ;Y
POP31=POP3+5+0.1

POP32=POP3+5-0.1

BOT=DEP*(-0.025e6)
TOP=BOT+(2.5e4)*(5+POP3); ACTIVE
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BZ1=5+POP3+0.1

BZ2=5+POP3-0.1

COMMAND

fix X range x=-0.1,0.1
fix X range x=P0P11,P0P12; OK
fixy range y=-0.1,0.1
fix y range y=P0P21 ,POP22
fix z range z=-0.1,0.1
;THE FOLLOWING NOT ACTIVE
ini szz=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4
ini sxx=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4
ini syy=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4

ENDCOMMAND

END

CON DITION

HISTORY RECORDER (1) [MID]

DEF Av_disp1

EW1=EW+0.5*POP2

EW2=EW+POP2

AH1=0.5*POP1

AH2= P0P1

pp11=gp_near(0,EW,5.37): first base line
pp12=gp_near(AH1 ,EW,5.37)
pp13=gp_near(AH2,EW,5.37)
pp14=gp_near(0,EW1,5.37)
pp15=gp_near(AH1 ,EW1,5.37)
pp16=gp_near(AH2,EW1,5.37)
pp17=gp_near(0,EW2,5.37)
pp18=gp_near(AH1 ,EW2,5.37)
pp19=gp_near(AH2,EW2,5.37)

pno11=gp_zdisp(pp11); transfer first base line into Zdis values
pno12=gp_zdisp(pp12)
pnol 3=gp_zdisp(pp13)
pno14=gp_zdisp(pp14)
pnol 5=gp_zdisp(pp15)
pno16=gp_zdisp(pp16)
pnol 7=gp_zdisp{pp17)
pnol 8=gp_zdisp(pp18)
pnol 9=gp_zdisp(pp19)

Sumpno1=(pno11+pno12+pno13+pno14+pno15+pno16+pno17+pno18+pno19)/9
Avdefor1=sumpno1;:sumpno1/POP3 (to activate average strain if needed)
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end

Av_disp1

HIS Av_disp1; has to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avdeforl; history of the fish symbol

HISTORY RECORDER AT PILLAR FOOTAGE

def Av_Str1

EW3=EW+0.05

EW4=EW+POP2-0.05

AH22= POP1-0.1

zp11=z_near(0.1,EW3,5.37); first base line
zp12=z_near(AH1,EW3,5.37)
zp13=z_near(AH22.EW3,5.37)
zp14=z_near(0.1 ,EW1,5.37)
zp15=z_near(AH1 ,EW1,5.37)
zp16=z_near(AH22,EW1,5.37)
zp17=z_near(0.1 ,EW4,5.37)
zp18=z_near(AH1 ,EW4,5.37)
zp19=z_near(AH22,EW4,5.37)

zno11=z_szz(zp11); transfer first base line into Zdis values
zno12=z_szz(zp12)
zno13=z_szz(zp13)
zno14=z_szz(zp14)
zno15=z_szz(zp15)
zno16=z_szz(zp16)
zno17=z_szz(zp17)
zno18=z_szz(zp18)
zno19=z_szz(zp19)

SumZnol=zno11+zno12+zno13+zno14+zno15+zno16+zno17+zno18+zno19
Avstressi =0.1111111 *SumZno1; average stress along the pillar high of (1 / 5)
end

Av_Str1

HIS Av_Str1; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avstressi; history of the fish symbol

HISTORY RECORDER AT PILLAR TOP

DEF Av_disp2
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EW1=EW+0.5*POP2

EW2=EW+POP2

EW5=EW+0.2

AH1=0.5*POP1

AH2= POP1-0.2

AH3=P25

AH4=P25-0.1

pp11=gp_near(0,EW5,AH3); first base line
pp12=gp_near(AH1 ,EW5,AH3)
pp 13=g p_near(AH2, EW5, AH 3)
pp14=gp_near(0,EW1,AH3)
pp15=gp_near(AH1 ,EW1 ,AH3)
pp16=gp_near(AH2,EW1 ,AH3)
pp17=gp_near(0,EW2,AH3)
pp18=gp_near(AH1 ,EW2,AH3)
pp19=gp_near(AH2,EW2,AH3)

pno11 =gp_zclisp(pp11); transfer first base line into Zdis values
pno12=gp_zdisp(pp12)
pno13=gp_zdisp(pp13)
pno14=gp_zdisp(pp14)
pno15=gp_zdisp(pp15)
pno16=gp_zdisp(pp16)
pno17=gp_zdisp(pp17) •
pno18=gp_zdisp(pp18)
pno19=gp_zdisp(pp19)

Sumpno1=(pno11+pno12+pno13+pno14+pno15+pno16+pno17+pno18+pno19)/9
Avdefor2=sumpno1;:sumpno1/POP3 (to activate average strain if needed)
end

Av_disp2

HISAv_disp2; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avdefor2: history of the fish symbol

; HISTORY RECORDER AT PILLAR MID HIGHT

def Av_Str2

EW3=EW+0.05

EW4=EW+POP2-0.05

AH22= POP1-0.1

zp11=z_near(0.1,EW3,AH4); first base line
zp12=z_near(AH 1, EW3, AH4)
zp13=z_near(AH22,EW3,AH4)
zp14=z_near(0.1 ,EW1 ,AH4)
zp15=z_near(AH1 ,EW1 ,AH4)
zp16=z_near(AH22,EW1,AH4)
zp17=z_near(0.1 ,EW4,AH4)
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zp18=z_near(AH 1, EW4, AH4)
zp19=z_near(AH22,EW4,AH4)

zno11 =z_szz(zp11); transfer first base line into Zdis values
zno12=z_szz(zp12
zno13=z_szz(zp13
zno14=z_szz(zp14
zno15=z_szz(zp15
zno16=z_szz(zp16
zno17=z_szz(zp17
zno18=z_szz(zp18
zno19=z_szz(zp19

SumZnol=zno11+zno12+zno13+zno14+zno15+zno16+zno17+zno18+zno19
Avstress2=0.1111111 *SumZno1; average stress along the pillar high of (1 / 5)
end

Av_Str2

HIS Av_Str2; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avstress2; history of the fish symbol

Qp 3EQYI0N 2 STAGE 1 *********************************

: SECTION 2: SOLVING

SOLVE ELASTICALLY

his

unbal

SOLVE

SAVE name2

STRAIN-SOFTENING COAL AND MINING

APPLY REMOVE SZZ RANGE Z=BZ1,BZ2
ini xdisp=0 ydisp=0 zdisp=0
apply zv DRL range Z=BZ1 BZ2

STRAIN-SOFTENING MODEL PROPERITES

table 1 0,2.1e6 0.0005,2.1e6 0.0682,7e5 &
0.0832,4.54e5 0.0994,1.74e5 0.1079,1 e5 &
0.12,5e4 0.1398,5e4

table 2 0,23 0.0005,30 0.037,30
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table 3 0,0 0.0005,15 0.010,15 0.030,5

m ss range group COAL
prop ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
ctab=1 ftab=2 dtab=3 range group COAL

m ss range group 22
prop ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
ctab=1 ftab=2 dtab=3 range group 22

m ss range group 33
prop ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
ctab=1 ftab=2 dtab=3 range group 33

m ss range group 44
prop ten=A136 b=Al16 s=A126 den=A176 &
ctab=1 ftab=2 dtab=3 range group 44

ZONK 3D APPLICATION FOR MINING

;(relaxing pillar walls to reduce shock)

table 4 0,TOP ZS,0; steps to reduce ZONC confinement.
Def R_elax
K1=EW+0.1

K2=POP1+0.05

K3=POP-0.05

K4 =P0P2+EW

ZS1=315

ZS2=495

ZS3=452

ZS4=585

ZS5=8154

command

m null range group 44
m null range group 33
m null range group 22
apply syy 1 his table 4 range x=0,POP1 y=0,K1 z=5,5.67; pillar
apply sxx 1 his table 4 range x=K2,K3 y=EW,K4 z=5,5.67; pillar
step ZS1 ; steps to reach equilibrium
SAVE ZS1.SAV

step ZS2
SAVE ZS2.SAV

STEP ZS3

SAVE ZS3.SAV

STEP ZS4

SAVE ZS4.SAV

STEP ZS5
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SAVE ZS5.SAV

endcommand

end

R ELAX

SAVE names

. ************************* Qp SECTION 3 — STAGE 1 ********************************

RETURN
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A.3 Pillar (3) model data file
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.************************************************************************************************************

; STAGE (1)
.************************************************************************************************************

;  In this stage the model geometry, properties, gob area linked lists and run controllers are
developed. That stage is followed by the gate roads development (STAGE 2)

; SECTION 1: DATA INPUT INTERFACE

def in_def1
XX = in(msg+':')
in_def1 =xx
end

Model run name assignment

def model_data1

default=0

msg='ELASTIC RUN NAME e.g., [ONE-ELASTIC]'
NAMEEL= in_def1:

default=0

msg='PRINT DEVELOPEMNT LOG FILES'
POP= in_def1;

default=0

msg='PRINT DEVELOPEMNT SAVED FILES'
P0P1= in_def1;

default=0

msg='MODEL TYPE e.g.[SS=0 and MC=1]'
mod_el= in_def1;

default=0

msg='RIGHT GOB SAVED FILE NAME e.g.,RG-\/\/T0H1'
NAMERG= in_def1;

default=0

msg='LEFT GOB SAVED FILE NAME e.g.,LG-WT0H1'
NAMERLG= in_def1:

END

model data1
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This function prepare inputs for the model (numbers only)

def in_def

XX = in(msg+'(' +'default:'+string(default)+'):')
if type(xx) = 3; type(xx), 1 integr, 2 float, 3 string)
in_def= default
else

in_def =xx
endif

end

Model geometry

def model_data

default=1

msg='NUMBER OF PILLARS .1=4,2=8,4=16'
Ll= in_def;

default=1.23

msg="DEF PILLAR RATIO'
XP= in_def:

default=1.4; THIS 1.3 IS THE USUAL ONE TO USE(1.5 before)
msg='DEF GOB RATIO'
G0= in_def;

default=680

msg='MODEL DEPTH'
DPT= in_def;

default=1.5

msg='COAL HALF THICKNESS'
CT= in_def;

default=1.5

msg='COAL PILLAR HALF WIDTH'
CW= in_def;

default=26

msg=' COAL PILLAR LENGTH'
PIL= in_def;
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default=6.5

msg=" DRIFT WIDTH'
DRW= in_def:

default=50

msg='SHEEL LONGWALL STEP'
gcs1= in_def;

default=20

msg='CORE LONGWALL STEP'
gcs2= in_def;

default=3

msg='ENTRIES LEADING-3, 6 and 9 or negative'
LDO= in_def:

default=10

msg=' R_DRIFT EXCAVITION ADVANCE'
DA= in_def:

default=6.5

msg=' CROSS CUT WIDTH'
CCW= in_def;

default=10

msg='CORE MINING STEP'
MS= in_def;

default=50

msg='SHILL MINING STEP'
MS1= in_def;

default=3e9

msg='COAL ELASTIC MODULUS'
CYM= in_def;

default=0.25

msg='COAL POISSONS RATIO'
CPS= in_def:

default=1e9

msg='COAL LAYER TENSILE'
A136= in_def

default=1.5e6

msg='COAL LAYER COHESION'
A166= in def

default=10
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msg='COAL LAYER DILATION'
A146= in_def

default=30

msg='COAL LAYER FRICTION'
A156= in_def

default=1313

msg='COAL LAYER DENSITY'
A176= in def

ROOF

default = 0

msg='NO. FIRST ROOF LAYERS.'
NL=in def

default=238.5

msg=' FIRST LAYER THICKNESS 0=1 layer'
TH= in_def

default=20e9

msg='LAYER ELASTIC MODULUS'
LYM= in_def;

default=0.25

msg='LAYER POISSONS RATIO'
LPS= in_def;

:default=2.667e9: it is E=4GPa, and neu=0.25
; msg='FIRST LAYER BULK'
; A11= in_def

;default=1.6e9
: msg='FIRST LAYER SHEAR'
; A12= in_def

default=2e6

msg='FIRST LAYER TENSILE'
A13= in_def

default=1e6

msg='FIRST LAYER COHESION'
A16= in_def

default=15

msg='FIRST LAYER DILUATION'
A14= in def
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default=35

msg='FIRST LAYER FRICTION'
A15= in_def

default=2500

msg='FIRST LAYER DENSITY'
A17= in_def

default=1e6

msg='GOB INITIAL MODULUS'
aa= in_def

default=1e-5

msg='LIMITS OF GOB MECH-RATIO'
GBR= in_def

default=50

msg='GOB FUNCTIONCALL FOR LONG-GOB'
numb1= in_def

default=20

msg='GOB FUNCTION CALL FOR SHORT-GOB'
numb2= in def

if NL< 0 then

ii = out(' Select a different value>0 or more --')
endif

command

set log off
endcommand

end

model_data; DATA INTERY INTERFACE

title jtt

def C_derive
Y_mod=CYM
P_ratio=CPS
A126 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p_ratio)); SHEAR MODULUS
All6 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1.0 - 2.0 * p.ratio)); BULK MODULUS
end

C_derive

def L_derive
Y mod=LYM
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P_ratio=LPS
A12 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p.ratio)); SHEAR
A11 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1 0 - 2.0 * p_ratio)): BULK
end

L derive

def ahmedl; cancel it after restarting the Stepi .txt file
gcs1=50
numb1=GCS1; gob algorithm call

end

ahmedl

def ahmed2; cancel it after restarting the Stepi .txt file
gcs2=20
numb2=GCS2; gob algorithm call

end

ahmed2

pra126a116a11a12 GCS1 GCS2

.  Qp SECTION 1 — STAGE 1 **************************

I

; SECTION 2: model geometry development

; 1- CORE AREA GENERATING (coal layer only)

def griding

NP1=2*CW; O.S.number of elements in x on the pillars
NP2= 0.35*PIL; number of elements in y on pillars
NP3= 2*CT: number of elements in z on pillars, gob and drift

NC1=2*CW; number of elements in x direction for crosscuts
NC2=0.25*CCW; first and last half cross cuts y elements
NC22=0.5*CCW; general Y number of elements for cross cuts

ND1=0.8*DRW: right drift x elements

XP1=120+CW; cross cut x end coordinate
XY1=500+0.5*CCW; cross cut y end coordinate
XD1=XP1+DRW

CT1=CT+0.05

YP1=XY1+PIL; position of gob start x
YP2=YP1+0.5*CCW
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COMMAND

gen zone brick size NC1,NC2,NP3 pO 120,500,0 pi XP1,500,0 &
p2 120,XY1,0 p3 120,500,01 group GOUT; half cross cut

gen zone brick size ND1,NC2,NP3 pOXPI,500,0 pi XD1,500,0 &
p2 XP1 ,XY1,0 p3 XP1,500,CT group DRIFT; drift

gen zone brick size 11,NC2,1 pO XD1,500,0 pi 240,500,0 &
p2 XD1,XY1,0 p3 XD1,500,01 rat G0,1,1 group GOAB; gob1.4;10old

gen zone brick size NP1,NP2,NP3 pO 120,XY1,0 pi XP1,XY1,0 &
p2 120,YP1,0 p3 120,XY1,OT group PILLAR

gen zone brick size ND1,NP2,NP3 p0XP1,XY1,0 pi XD1,XY1,0 &
p2 XP1 ,YP1,0 p3 XP1 ,XY1,0T GROUP DRIFT; drift

gen zone brick size 11,NP2,1 pO XD1,XY1,0 pi 240,XY1,0 &
p2 XD1,YP1,0 p3 XD1,XY1,0T rat GO, 1,1 GROUP GOAB ; gob

gen zone brick size N01,N02,NP3 pO 120,YP1,0 pi XP1,YP1,0 &
p2 120,YP2,0 p3 120,YP1,OT GROUP GOUT; cross cut

gen zone brick size ND1 ,N02,NP3 pO XP1 ,YP1,0 pi XD1 ,YP1,0 &
p2 XP1,YP2,0 p3 XP1 ,YP1,0T GROUP DRIFT; cross cut

gen zone brick size 11,N02,1 p0XD1,YP1,0 pi 240,YP1,0&
p2XD1,YP2,0 p3XD1,YP1,OTratGO,1,1 GROUP GOAB; gob;11 old

ENDOOMMAND

end

GRIDING

2- LAYER GENERATOR

def layersi

loop OIL1(0,NL);two layers only
P03=0IL1 *1000+1000; Layer ID [1000 to stop conflicts/coal bed]
PO1=TH*{OIL1)+(OT)+0.05; FACE SERRATION 5cm
P02=P01+TH; -0.05; Z value for each bed (5m beds)[5cm IF]
P04=P01+ 0.01; Interface lower face
P06= 0IL1+1

P05= (P06)*(-0.05); LAYER MOVMENTS STEPS
NP31 =0.051 *TH

command
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gen zone brick size NC1,NC2,NP31 pO 120 500 P01 pi XP1 500 P01 &
p2 120XY1 P01 p3 120 500 P02 RAT 1,1,1.6; 1.9; 1/2CC over pillar 1st layer;

gen zone brick size ND1,NC2,NP31 pO XP1 500 P01 pi XD1 500 P01 &
p2 XP1 XY1 P01 p3 XP1 500 P02 RAT 1,1,1.6; 1.91/2 CC over drift 1st layer;

gen zone brick size 11 ,NC2,NP31 pO XD1 500 P01 pi 240 500 P01 &
p2 XD1 XY1 P01 p3 XD1 500 P02 rat GO,1,1.6;1/2 CC over gob 1st ;layer;

gen zone brick size NP1,NP2,NP31 pO 120,XY1,PO1 pi XP1,XY1,P01 &
p2 120,YP1,PO1 p3 120,XY1,PO2 RAT 1,1,1.6; over pillar 1st layerl .2

gen zone brick size ND1,NP2,NP31 pO XP1,XY1,P01 pi XD1,XY1,P01 &
p2 XP1,YP1,P01 p3 XP1 ,XY1,P02 RAT 1,1,1.6; over DRIFT 1 st layer

gen zone brick size 11,NP2,NP31 pO XD1,XY1,P01 pi 240,XY1,PO1 &
p2XD1,YP1,P01 p3XD1,XY1.P02 rat GO, 1,1.6; over gob 1st layer

gen zone brick size NC1,NC2,NP31 pO 120 YP1 P01 pi XP1 YP1 P01 &
p2 120 YP2 P01 p3 120 YP1 P02 rat 1,XP,1.6 ;1/2 second CC 1st layer;

gen zone brick size ND1,NC2,NP31 pO XP1 YP1 P01 pi XD1 YP1 P01 &
p2 XP1 YP2 P01 p3 XP1 YP1 P02 rat 1,XP,1.6;1/2 CC over drift 1st layer;

gen zone brick size 11,NC2,NP31 pO XD1 YP1 P01 pi 240 YP1 P01 &
p2 XD1 YP2 P01 p3 XD1 YP1 P02 rat G0,XP,1.6 ;1/2 CC over gob 1st

endcommand

endloop
end

LAYERS1

OTHER SIDE OF CORE GENERATING

gen zone reflect o 120,500,0 n 10,0,0

NUMBER OF PILLARS controlling function

def PJLLARS
loop J(1 ,U); u=indicator for number of pillars
YPP2=J*{PIL+CCW)+500
command

gen zone reflect o 120,YPP2,0 n 0,10,0
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endcommand

end loop
command

gen zone reflect o 120,500,0 n 0,10,0
endcommand

end

P ILLARS

GROUP NAMES

group COAL range x=0,240 y=0,1000 z=0,CT
m e range group COAL
pro coh=A166 ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
dil=A146 f=A156 range group COAL

group MSTONE range x=0,240 y=0,1000 z=P01,P02
m e range group MSTONE
pro coh=A16 ten=A13 b=A11 s=A12 den=A17 dil=A14 &

f=A15 range group MSTONE

attach face range group COAL; be carfual of conflicts with IF

INTERFACE

DEF l_F
XIF1=120+CW+DRW+3

XIF2=120-CW-DRW-3

YP3=2*YPP2-500: 2*(YPP2-500)+500; ID of end y point
YP4=1000-YP3

COMMAND

int 1 face range z=P04,P01 x= XIF2,XIF1 y=YP3,YP4; 5cm thick IF
ini z add P05 range group MSTONE ; (P05) 5cm movement down word
int 1 prop Kn=1.5e11 Ks=1.5e11 fr=20 Coh=0.5e6 dil=10 ten=0; was 0.5e6Pa
attach face range x=0,240 y=0,435 z=0,1.5
attach face range x=0,240 y=565,1000 z=0,1.5
attach face range x=0,XIF2 y=435,565 z=0,1.5: ADJUST THAT LOCATION
attach face range x=XIF1,240 y=435,565 z=0,1.5
ENDCOMMAND

END

I  F

MODEL BC

def CONDITION
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: YP3=2*YPP2-500; 2*(YPP2-500)+500; ID of end y point
:YP4=1000-YP3
6X1=240+0.1

8X2=240-0.1

BY1=YP3+0.2

BY2=YP3-0.2

BY3=YP4+0.2

BY4=YP4-0.2

BZ1=241

BZ2=239

BOT= (-0.025e6)*{DPT)
TOP=BOT+{2.5e4)*(BZ2)

end

condition

fix X range x -0.1,0.1
fix X range x BX1 ,BX2
fixy range y BY3,BY4
fixy range y BY1,BY2
fix Z range z=-0.1,0.1

ini szz=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4
ini sxx=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4
ini syy=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4

apply szz= TOP Range z=BZ1,BZ2

; SECTION 3: right side gob linked lists

LINKED LIST (3)

def find_add3
XGR=120+CW+6.5

head3 = null;
p_gp3 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp3 # null;
x_pos3 =z_xcen(p_gp3);
y_pos3 =z_ycen(p_gp3);
z_pos3 =z_zcen(p_gp3);

if x_pos3 >=XGR then
if y_pos3 <=435 then

if z_pos3 = 0.75 then
new3 = get_mem(2);
mem(new3) = head3;
mem(new3+1) = p_gp3;
head 3 = new3;
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endif

endif

endif

p_gp3 =z_next(p_gp3);

endloop
end

find add3

LINKED LIST (4)

def find_add4
head4 = null;
p_gp4 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp4 # null;
x_pos4 =z_xcen(p_gp4);
y_pos4 =z_ycen(p_gp4);
z_pos4 =z_zcen(p_gp4);

if x_pos4 >=XGR then
if y_pos4 <=445 then

if z_pos4 = 0.75 then
new4 = get_mem(2);
mem(new4) = head4;
mem{new4+1) = p_gp4;
head4 = new4;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp4 =z_next(p_gp4);
endloop
end

find add4

LINKED LIST (5)

def find_add5
head5 = null;
p_gp5 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp5 # null;
x_pos5 =z_xcen(p_gp5);
y_pos5 =z_ycen(p_gp5);
z_pos5 =z_zcen(p_gp5);

if x_pos5 >=XGR then
if y_pos5 <=455 then

if z_pos5 = 0.75 then
new5 = get_mem(2);
mem(new5) = head5;
mem(new5+1) = p_gp5;
head5 = new5;
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endif

endif

endif

p_gp5 =z_next{p_gp5);
endloop
end

find adds

LINKED LIST (6)

def find_add6
heads = null;
p_gp6 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp6 # null;
x_pos6 =z_xcen(p_gp6);
y_pos6 =z_ycen(p_gp6);
z_pos6 =z_zcen(p_gp6);

if x_pos6 >=XGR then
if y_pos6 <=465 then

if z_pos6 = 0.75 then
news = get_mem(2);
mem(new6) = headS;
mem(new6+1) = p_gp6;
heads = newS;

endif

endif

endif

p_gpS =z_next(p_gpS);
endloop
end

find adds

LINKED LIST (7)

deffind_add7
head7 = null;
p_gp7 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp7 # null;
x_pos7 =z_xcen(p_gp7);
y_pos7 =z_ycen(p_gp7);
z_pos7 =z_zcen{p_gp7);

if x_pos7 >=XGR then
if y_pos7 <=475 then

if z_pos7 = 0.75 then
new7 = get_mem(2);
mem(new7) = head7;
mem(new7+1) = p_gp7;
head7 = new7;
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endif

endif

endif

p_gp7 =z_next(p_gp7):
end loop
end

find add7

LINKED LIST (8)

def find_add8
head8 = null;
p_gp8 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp8 # null;
x_pos8 =z_xcen(p_gp8);
y_pos8 =z_ycen(p_gp8);
z_pos8 =z_zcen(p_gp8);

if x_pos8 >=XGR then
if y_pos8 <=485 then

if z_pos8 = 0.75 then
new8 = get_mem(2);
mem(new8) = head8;
mem(new8+1) = p_gp8;
head 8 = new8;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp8 =z_next(p_gp8);
endloop
end

find add8

LINKED LIST (9)

deffind_add9
head9 = null;
p_gp9 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp9 # null;
x_pos9 =z_xcen(p_gp9);
y_pos9 =z_ycen(p_gp9);
z_pos9 =z_zcen(p_gp9);

if x_pos9 >=XGR then
if y_pos9 <=495 then

if z_pos9 = 0.75 then
new9 = get_mem(2);
mem(new9) = head9;
mem(new9+1) = p_gp9;
head9 = new9;
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endif

endif

endif

p_gp9 =z_next(p_gp9):
end loop
end

find add9

LINKED LIST (10)

def find_add10
headIO = null;
p_gp10 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp10 # null;
x_pos10 =z_xcen(p_gp10);
y_pos10 =z_ycen(p_gp10);
z_pos10 =z_zcen(p_gp10);

if x_pos10 >=XGR then
if y_pos10 <=505 then

if z_pos10 = 0.75 then
newlO = get_mem(2);
mem(newlO) = headIO;
mem(new10+1) = p_gp10;
headIO = newlO;

endif

endif

endif

p_9p10 =z_next(p_gp10);
end loop
end

find add 10

LINKED LIST (11)

deffind_add11
headll = null;
p_gp11 =zone_head;
loop while p_gp11 # null;
x_pos11 =z_xcen(p_gp11);
y_pos11 =z_ycen(p_gp11);
z_pos11 =z_zcen(p_gp11);

if x_pos11 >=XGR then
if y_pos11 <=515 then

if z_pos11 =0.75 then
newl 1 = get_mem(2);
mem(new11) = headi 1;
mem(new11+1) = p_gp11;
headll = newll;

endif
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end if

end if

p_gp11 =z_next(p_gp11);
endloop
end

find add 11

LINKED LIST (12)

def find_add12
head12 = null;
p_gp12 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp12 # null;
x_pos12 =z_xcen(p_gp12);
y_pos12 =z_ycen(p_gp12);
z_pos12 =z_zcen(p_gp12);

if x_pos12 >=XGR then
if y_pos12 <=525 then

if z_pos12 = 0.75 then
new12 = get_mem(2);
mem(new12) = head 12;
mem(new12+1) = p_gp12;
head 12 = new12;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp12 =z_next(p_gp12);
endloop
end

find add 12

LINKED LIST (13)

def find_add13
head13 = null;
p_gp13 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp13 # null;
x_pos13 =z_xcen(p_gp13);
y_pos13 =z_ycen(p_gp13);
z_pos13 =z_zcen(p_gp13);

if x_pos13 >=XGR then
if y_pos13 <=535 then

if z_pos13 = 0.75 then
new13 = get_mem(2);
mem(new13) = head 13;
mem(new13+1) = p_gp13;
head 13 = new13;

endif

endif
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end if

p_gp13 =z_next(p_gp13);
endloop
end

find add 13

LINKED LIST (14)

def find_add14
head14 = null;
p_gp14 =zone_head;
loop while p_gp14 # null;
x_pos14 =z_xcen(p_gp14);
y_pos14 =z_ycen(p_gp14);
z_pos14 =z_zcen(p_gp14);

if x_pos14 >=XGR then
if y_pos14 <=545 then

if z_pos14 = 0.75 then
new14 = get_mem(2);
mem(new14) = head14;
nriem(new14+1) = p_gp14;
head 14 = new14;

end if

endif

endif

p_gp14 =z_next(p_gp14);
endloop
end

find add 14

LINKED LIST (15)

def find_add15
head15 = null;
p_gp15 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp15 # null;
x_pos15 =z_xcen(p_gp15);
y_pos15 =z_ycen(p_gp15);
z_pos15 =z_zcen(p_gp15);

if x_pos15 >=XGR then
if y_pos15 <=555 then

if z_pos15 = 0.75 then
new15 = get_mem(2);
mem(new15) = head 15;
mem(new15+1) = p_gp15;
head 15 = new15;
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endif

endif

endif

p_gp15 =z_next(p_gp15);
endloop
end

find add 15

LINKED LIST (16)

def find_add16
headlS = null;
p_gp16 =zone_head;
loop while p_gp16 # null;
x_pos16 =z_xcen(p_gp16);
y_pos16 =z_ycen(p_gp16);
z_pos16 =z_zcen(p_gp16);

if x_pos16 >=XGR then
if y_pos16 <=565 then

if z_pos16 = 0.75 then
new16 = get_mem(2);
mem(new16) = head 16;
mem{new16+1) = p_gp16;
head 16 = new16;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp16 =z_next(p_gp16);
endloop
end

find add16

LINKED LIST (17)

deffind_add17
head17 = null;
p_gp17 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp17 # null;
x_pos17 =z_xcen(p_gp17);
y_pos17 =z_ycen(p_gp17);
z_pos17 =z_zcen(p_gp17);

if x_pos17 >=XGR then
if y_pos17 <=700 then

if z_pos17 = 0.75 then
new17 = get_mem(2);
mem(new17) = head 17;
mem(new17+1) = p_gp17;
head 17 = new17;

endif
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endif

endif

p_gp17 =z_next(p_gp17);
end loop
end

find add 17

; SECTION 4: left side gob linked lists

; LINKED LIST (23)

def find_add23
XGL=120-CW-6.5

head23 = null;
p_gp23 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp23 # null;
x_pos23 =z_xcen(p_gp23);
y_pos23 =z_ycen(p_gp23);
z_pos23 =z_zcen(p_gp23);

if x_pos23 <=XGL then
if y_pos23 <=435 then

if z_pos23 = 0.75 then
new23 = get_mem(2);
mem(new23) = head23;
mem(new23+1) = p_gp23;
head23 = new23;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp23 =z_next(p_gp23);

end loop
end

find add23

LINKED LIST (24)

def find_add24
head24 = null;
p_gp24 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp24 # null;
x_pos24 =z_xcen(p_gp24);
y_pos24 =z_ycen(p_gp24);
z_pos24 =z_zcen(p_gp24);

if x_pos24 <=XGL then
if y_pos24 <=445 then
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if z_pos24 = 0.75 then
new24 = get_mem(2);
mem(new24) = head24;
mem(new24+1) = p_gp24:
head24 = new24;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp24 =z_next(p_gp24);
endloop
end

find add24

LINKED LIST (25)

def find_add25
head25 = null;

p_gp25 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp25 # null;
x_pos25 =z_xcen(p_gp25);
y_pos25 =z_ycen(p_gp25);
z_pos25 =z_zcen(p_gp25);

if x_pos25 <=XGL then
if y_pos25 <=455 then

if z_pos25 = 0.75 then
new25 = get_mem(2);
mem(new25) = head25;
mem(new25+1) = p_gp25;
head25 = new25;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp25 =z_next(p_gp25);
endloop
end

find add25

LINKED LIST (26)

def find_add26
head26 = null;
p_gp26 =zone_head;
loop while p_gp26 # null;
x_pos26 =z_xcen(p_gp26);
y_pos26 =z_ycen(p_gp26);
z_pos26 =z_zcen(p_gp26);

if x_pos26 <=XGL then
if y_pos26 <=465 then

if z_pos26 = 0.75 then
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new26 = get_mem(2);
mem(new26) = head26;
mem(new26+1) = p_gp26;
head26 = new26:

endif

endif

endif

p_gp26 =z_next(p_gp26);
endloop
end

find add26

LINKED LIST (27)

def find_add27
head27 = null;
p_gp27 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp27 # null;
x_pos27 =z_xcen(p_gp27);
y_pos27 =z_ycen(p_gp27);
z_pos27 =z_zcen(p_gp27);

if x_pos27 <=XGL then
if y_pos27 <=475 then

if z_pos27 = 0.75 then
new27 = get_mem(2);
mem(new27) = head27;
mem(new27+1) = p_gp27;
head27 = new27;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp27 =z_next(p_gp27);
endloop
end

find add27

LINKED LIST (28)

def find_add28
head28 = null;
p_gp28 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp28 # null;
x_pos28 =z_xcen(p_gp28);
y_pos28 =z_ycen(p_gp28);
z_pos28 =z_zcen(p_gp28);

if x_pos28 <=XGL then
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if y_pos28 <=485 then
if z_pos28 = 0.75 then

new28 = get_mem(2);
mem(new28) = head28;
mem(new28+1) = p_gp28:
head28 = new28;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp28 =z_next(p_gp28):
endloop
end

find add28

LINKED LIST (29)

def find_add29
head29 = null;
p_gp29 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp29 # null;
x_pos29 =z_xcen(p_gp29);
y_pos29 =z_ycen(p_gp29);
z_pos29 =z_zcen(p_gp29);

if x_pos29 <=XGL then
if y_pos29 <=495 then

if z_pos29 = 0.75 then
new29 = get_mem(2);
mem(new29) = head29;
mem(new29+1) = p_gp29;
head29 = new29;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp29 =z_next(p_gp29);
endloop
end

find add29

LINKED LIST (30)

def find_add30
head30 = null;
p_gp30 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp30 # null;
x_pos30 =z_xcen(p_gp30);
y_pos30 =z_ycen(p_gp30);
z_pos30 =z_zcen(p_gp30);

if x_pos30 <=XGL then
if y_pos30 <=505 then
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if z_pos30 = 0.75 then
new30 = get_mem(2);
mem(new30) = head30;
mem(new30+1) = p_gp30;
head30 = new30:

endif

end if

endif

p_gp30 =z_next(p_gp30):
endloop
end

find add30

LINKED LIST (31)

def find_add31
head31 = null;
p_gp31 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp31 # null;
x_pos31 =z_xcen(p_gp31);
y_pos31 =z_ycen(p_gp31);
z_pos31 =z_zcen(p_gp31);

ifx_pos31 <=XGL then
ify_pos31 <=515 then

if z_pos31 = 0.75 then
new31 = get_menn(2);
mem(new31) = head31;
mem(new31+1.) = p_gp31;
head31 = new31;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp31 =z_next(p_gp31);
endloop
end

find add31

LINKED LIST (32)

def find_add32
head32 = null;
p_gp32 =zone_head;
loop while p_gp32 # null;
x_pos32 =z_xcen(p_gp32);
y_pos32 =z_ycen(p_gp32);
z_pos32 =z_zcen(p_gp32);

if x_pos32 <=XGL then
if y_pos32 <=525 then

if z_pos32 = 0.75 then
new32 = get_mem(2);
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mem(new32) = head32;
mem(new32+1) = p_gp32;
head 32 = new32;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp32 =z_next(p_gp32);
end loop
end

find add32

LINKED LIST (33)

def find_add33
head33 = null;
p_gp33 = zone_head:
loop while p_gp33 # null;
x_pos33 =z_xcen(p_gp33);
y_pos33 =z_ycen(p_gp33);
z_pos33 =z_zcen(p_gp33);

if x_pos33 <=XGL then
if y_pos33 <=535 then

if z_pos33 = 0.75 then
new33 = get_mem(2);
mem(new33) = head33;
mem(new33+1) = p_gp33;
head33 = new33;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp33 =z_next(p_gp33);
endloop
end

find add33

LINKED LIST (34)

def find_add34
head34 = null;
p_gp34 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp34 # null;
x_pos34 =z_xcen(p_gp34);
y_pos34 =z_ycen(p_gp34);
z_pos34 =z_zcen(p_gp34);

if x_pos34 <=XGL then
if y_pos34 <=545 then

if z_pos34 = 0.75 then
new34 = get_mem(2);
mem(new34) = head34;
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mem(new34+1) = p_gp34;
head34 = new34;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp34 =z_next(p_gp34);
endloop
end

find add34

LINKED LIST (35)

def find_add35
head35 = null;
p_gp35 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp35 # null;
x_pos35 =z_xcen(p_gp35);
y_pos35 =z_ycen(p_gp35);
z_pos35 =z_zcen(p_gp35);

if x_pos35 <=XGL then
if y_pos35 <=555 then

if z_pos35 = 0.75 then
new35 = get_mem(2);
mem(new35) = head35;
menn(new35+1) = p_gp35;
head35 = new35;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp35 =z_next(p_gp35);
endloop
end

find add35

LINKED LIST (36)

def find_add36
head36 = null;
p_gp36 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp36 # null;
x_pos36 =z_xcen(p_gp36);
y_pos36 =z_ycen(p_gp36);
z_pos36 =z_zcen(p_gp36);

if x_pos36 <=XGL then
if y_pos36 <=565 then

if z_pos36 = 0.75 then
new36 = get_mem(2);
mem(new36) = head36;
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mem(new36+1) = p_gp36;
head36 = new36:

endif

endif

endif

p_gp36 =z_next(p_gp36):
end loop
end

find add36

LINKED LIST (37)

deffind_add37
head37 = null;
p_gp37 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp37 # null;
x_pos37 =z_xcen(p_gp37);
y_pos37 =z_ycen(p_gp37);
z_pos37 =z_zcen(p_gp37);

if x_pos37 <=XGL then
if y_pos37 <=700 then

if z_pos37 = 0.75 then
new37 = get_mem(2);
mem(new37) = head37;
mem(new37+1) = p_gp37;
head37 = new37;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp37 =z_next(p_gp37);
endloop
end

find add37

LINKED LIST (38)

def find_add38
head38 = null;
p_gp38 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp38 # null;
x_pos38 =z_xcen(p_gp38);
y_pos38 =z_ycen(p_gp38);
z_pos38 =z_zcen(p_gp38);

if x_pos38 <=XGL then
if y_pos38 <=800 then

if z_pos38 = 0.75 then
new38 = get_mem(2);
mem(new38) = head38;
mem(new38+1) = p_gp38;
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head38 = new38;
endif

end if

endif

p_gp38 =z_next(p_gp38):
endloop
end

find add38

LINKED LIST (39)

def find_add39
head39 = null;
p_gp39 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp39 # null;
x_pos39 =z_xcen(p_gp39); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
y_pos39 =z_ycen(p_gp39); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
z_pos39 =z_zcen(p_gp39); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone

if x_pos39 <=XGL then
if y_pos39 <=1000 then

if z_pos39 = 0.75 then
new39 = get_mem(2); to assign to places in fish memory array
mem(new39) = head39; first palce in memory array will be for function new
mem(new39+1) = p_gp39; second array place will be assigned to p_gp
head39 = new39; to repeat the choose of places inside array in first place

endif

endif

endif

p_gp39 =z_next(p_gp39); to repeat the choose of places inside array in

endloop
end

find_add39; for mining of 80% of the lift panel only

10- HISTORY AT THE TOP ZONES OF THE SECOND PILLAR

call historyl .fis
cent

ELASTIC SOLUTION

setgrav 0,0,-10
his n=10

his unbal
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Name for the saved elastic file

defxxJN
name= NAMEEL+'.sav'

end

XX IN

SAVING THE ELASTIC RUN

DEF SOL_UTION
COMMAND

solve

save name

ENDCOMMAND

END

SOL_UTION

CONT

.************************************************************************************************************
j

; STAGE (2): gate roads mining
************************************************************************************************************

INITIATE

ini xdis=0 ydis=0 zdis=0

VIEW PLOT

PLOT CREATE PILLARSNEW

PLOT set plane dip=90 dd=0 origin=0,1.5,0
plot set rot 70 0 40
plot set center 99,474,108
plot set magn 3
plot add cont disp plane Isehind
;plot add bound behind
plot show

MODEL TYPE MC OR SS

defmod orient
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if mod_el=0 then

COMMAND

table 1 0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.060357,1.05e5 0.11,1.05e5
table 2 0,23 0.0005,30 0.037,30
table 3 0,0 0.0005,15 0.010,15 0.030,5
group COAL range x=0,240 y=0,1000 z=0,CT
m SS RANGE GROUP COAL

pro ten=A136 b=A116s=A126den=A176&
ctab=1 ftab=2 dtab=3 range group COAL

ENDCOMMAND

else

M-C MODEL INPUTS

COMMAND

group COAL range x=0,240 y=0,1000 z=0,CT
m m RANGE GROUP COAL

pro ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
coh=2.2e6 fric=30 dil=15 range group COAL
ENDCOMMAND

endif

end

mod orient

MINING OF THE GATE ROADS AND CROSS CUTS

FAST START

def XXX

namel = POP string(n_run) + '.log'
name2 = 'STAGE NUMBER {' + string(n_run)+'}'
name3 = P0P1+'-LD-'+ string(LDO)+'m'+'-'+string(n_run) + '.sav'
end

def r_unners1
loop S(0,DS1)
command

set n run = S
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XXX; XXX
endcommand

DS1=YP4/MS1

PAA3=MSr(S+1)
PAA4=120-(XP1-120)
PAA5=PAA4-DRW

PAA31=PAA3-5

COMMAND

m null range x=XP1,XD1 y=0,PAA3 z=0,CT; main drift step generator(Right)
m null range x=PAA4,PAA5 y=0,PAA31 z=0,CT; main drift step generator(Lift)

;  solve
SET LOG ON

set logfile=name1
title name2

;  save name3
;  save name3
ENDCOMMAND

ENDLOOP

END

r unnersi

SLOW CORE AREA

PILLAR (1)

def r_unners2

loop SPS (0,9)
SPS1 =SPS+10; run name now (SPS+10);no conflect withothers
command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX; XXX
endcommand

S=0

;LD=POPO
PA4=120; coordinate of min x of cross cut
PA5=PA4+CW; x coordinate of the drift start
PA6=PA5+DRW; x coordinate of the drift end
PA7=PA4-CW; x coordinate of the cross cut right end (lift drift)
PA8=PA7-DRW; x coordinate of the cross cut lift end (lift drift)
PA1=YP4 +0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1)+CCW*S; cross cut position start
PA2=PA1+CCW; cross cut end position(y direction)
PA11=YP4-0.5*CCW

PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW

PA3=PA12+15+ 3*SPS; STEP 3 m(0VERWRITE)YP4
PA31=PA3-LDO; 6; NUMBER 9/6 WHEN CHANGE CONTROL THE LEAD

command
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m null range x=PA5,PA7 y=PA11 ,PA12 z=0,CT; CONNECTOR
m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3 z=0,CT; main drift step generator(RIGHT)
m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31 z=0,CT; main drift step generator(LEFT)
solve

set logfile = name1
title name2

save name3

endcommand

endloop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT; cross cut generator
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT; CROSS CUT NEXT PART

endcommand

end

R unners2

PILLAR (2)

def r_unners3

loop SPS (0,10)
SPS1 =SPS+20; run name now (SPS+10);no conflict with others
command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX; XXX
endcommand

S=1

PA1=YP4 +0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1)+CCW*S; cross cut position start
PA2=PA1+CCW; cross cut end position(y direction)
PAi1=YP4-0.5*CCW
PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW

PA3A=PA3+3*SPS; STEP 3 m(0VERWRITE)YP4
PA31 A=PA3A-LD0; NUMBER 9 WHEN CHANGE CONTROL THE LEAD

command

m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3A z=0,CT; main drift step generator(RIGHT)
m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31 A z=0,CT; main drift step generator(LEFT)
solve

set logfile = namel
title name2

save name3

endcommand

endloop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT; cross cut generator
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT; CROSS CUT NEXT PART
endcommand

end
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R unnersS

PILLAR (3)

def r_unners4
loop SPS (0,11)
SPS1 =SPS+32; run name now(SPS+31):no conflict with others

command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX: XXX
endcommand

S=2

PA1=YP4 +0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1)+CCW*S; cross cut position start
PA2=PA1+CCW;cross cut end position(y direction)
PA11=YP4-0.5*CCW

PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW

PA3B=PA3A+3*SPS; STEP 3m(OVERWRITE)YP4
PA31B=PA3B-LDO; NUMBER 9 WHEN CHANGE CONTROL THE LEAD
command

m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3B z=0,CT; main drift step generator(RIGHT)
m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31B z=0,CT; main drift step generator(LEFT)
solve

set logfile = name1
title name2

save name3

endcommand

endloop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT; cross cut generator
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT; CROSS CUT NEXT PART
endcommand

END

R unners4

PILLAR (4)

def r_unners5
loop SPS (0,13)

SPS1 =SPS+44; run name now (SPS+44);no conflict with others
command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX; XXX
endcommand

s=3

PA1=YP4 +0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1)+CCW*S; cross cut position start
PA2=PA1+CCW;cross cut end position(y direction)
PA11=YP4-0.5*CCW
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PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW

PA3C=PA3B+3*SPS; STEP 3m(OVERWRITE)YP4
PA31C=PA3C-LDO: NUMBER 9 WHEN CHANGE CONTROL THE LEAD
command

m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3C z=0,CT: main drift step generator(RIGHT)
m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31C z=0,CT; main drift step generator(LEFT)
solve

set logfile = name1
title name2

save name3

endcommand

endloop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT; cross cut generator
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT; CROSS CUT NEXT PART
endcommand

end

r_unners5

cont

STAGE 2 **********************************

; STAGE 3: GOB COMPACTION

80% MINED R-Face, 70% MINED L-Face

12- APPLICATOR FUNCTIONS (right panel)

plot his -1 vs -2; TO START UP PLOT INTERFACE

his zone szz 0.0,50,0.75; Gob compaction curve (left panel)40
his gp zdisp 0.0,50,1.5; same

his zone szz 240,50,0.75; Gob compaction curve (right panel)240
his gp zdisp 240,50,1.5; same

SET SMALL; recommended by 2D models

GOB ALGORITHM PREPRATION FUNCTIONS

def setup
aa =3.5e6;aa; given /1e6; 3.5MPa INITIAL TANGENTIAL MODULUS
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bb = 0.5

r3d4 = 3.0 / 4.0 ; Note that Szz=(K+4*G/3)*Ezz
Kstart = (aa/bb) ; Hence
Gstart = Kstart * r3d4

aabb = aa * bb

end

setup

GOB ALGORITHM APPLIED (80% RIGHT SIDE)

def Modulus3

XG1=120+CW+6.5; to define the gob start at x for diff w/h
XG2=XG1+110; 109.5
command

group G0B3 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,435 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B3
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B3

endcommand

FSTOP=435

array arr3(6)
ad=head3

loop while ad # null
p_gp3 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp3,arr3)
strainZ = -arr3(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_ap3,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp3,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp3) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping3
command

Modulus3

step numbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring3
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ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepplng3
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 10e-3 then;
ggg=o

endjf
endloop

end

D_uring3

def Modulus4

XG1=120+CW+6.5; to define the gob start at x for diff w/h
XG2=XG1+110.0; 109.5
command

group G0B4 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,445 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B4
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B4

endcommand

FSTOP=445

array arr4(6)
ad=head4

loop while ad # null
p_gp4 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp4,arr4)
strainZ = -arr4(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa/ (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp4,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp4,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp4) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping4
command

Modulus4

step numb2; [changable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring4

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping4
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if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
end

D_uring4

def ModulusS

command

group GOBS range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,455 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBS
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBS

endcommand

FST0P=4SS

array arrS(6)
ad=headS

loop while ad # null
p_gpS = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsl(p_gpS,arrS)
straInZ = -arrS(3)
denom = bb - straInZ; bb
c!os=stralnZ/ bb

modulus = O.S * aa / (denom*denom); slope O.S
z_prop(p_gpS,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gpS,"shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gpS) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * straInZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def SJepplngS
command

ModulusS

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_urlngS

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
SJepplngS
If mech_ratlo<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
end

D_urlngS
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def Modulus6

command

group G0B6 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,465 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B6
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B6

endcommand

FSTOP=465

array arr6(6)
ad=head6

loop while ad # null
p_gp6 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp6,arr6)
strainZ = -arr6(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp6,'bulk') = modulus
zj3rop(p_gp6,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp6) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping6
command

ModulusS

step numb2;
endcommand

[changeable]

end

def D_uring6

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping6
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
end loo p
end

D_uring6
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def Modulus?

command

group GOB? range x=XG1 ,XG2 y=0,4?5 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB?
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A1?6 range group GOB?

endcommand

FSTOP=4?5

array arr?(6)
ad=head?

loop while ad # null
p_gp? = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp?,arr?)
strainZ = -arr?(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp?,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp?,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp?) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping?
command

Modulus?

step numb2: [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring?

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping?
if mech_ratlo<GBR then; ?e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
end

D_uring?

def ModulusS

command
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group GOBS range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,485 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBS
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBS

endcommand

FSTOP=485

array arr8(6)
ad=head8

loop while ad # null
p_gp8 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp8,arr8)
strainZ = -arr8(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp8,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop{p_gp8,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp8) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping8
command

ModulusS

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring8

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
SJeppingS
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop

end

D_uring8

def ModulusQ

command

group G0B9 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,495 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B9
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B9

endcommand
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FSTOP=495

array arr9(6)
ad=head9

loop while ad # null
p_gp9 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp9,arr9)
strainZ = -arr9(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop{p_gp9,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp9,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp9) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping9
command

Modulus9

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring9

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping9
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
end

D_uring9

def ModuluslO

command

group GOBI0 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,505 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB10
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI0

endcommand

FSTOP=505

array arr10(6)
ad=head10

loop while ad # null
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p_gp10 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp10,arr10)
strainZ = -arr10(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp10,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp10,'shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp10) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping10
command

ModuluslO

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring10

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping10
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
end

D_uring10; PAUSED TO MINE 80% OF RIGHT-LONG WALL FACE

def ModulusH

command

group GOB11 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,515 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB11
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB11

endcommand

FSTOP=515

array arr11(6)
ad=head11

loop while ad # null
p_gp11 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp11 ,arr11)
StrainZ = -arr11(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb
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modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp11 ,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp11,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp11) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping11
command

ModulusH

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring11

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping11
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
end

D_uring11;

def Modulus12

command

group G0B12 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,525 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B12
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI2

endcommand

FSTOP=525

array arr12(6)
ad=head12

loop while ad # null
p_gp12 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp12,arr12)
StrainZ = -arr12(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom'^denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp12,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp12,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp12) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
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ad = mem(ad)
endLoop

end

def S_tepping12
command

Modulus12

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring12

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping12
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
end

D_uring12;

def Modulus13

command

group GOBI 3 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,535 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI 3
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI 3

endcommand

FSTOP=535

array arr13(6)
ad=head13

loop while ad # null
p_gp13 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp13,arr13)
strainZ = -arr13(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp13,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp13,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp13) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping13
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command

Modulus13

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring13

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping13
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop
end

D_uring13;

def Modulus14

command

group GOB 14 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,545 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B14
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B14

endcommand

FSTOP=545

array arr14(6)
ad=head14

loop while ad # null
p_gp14 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp14,arr14)
strainZ = -arr14(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp14,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop{p_gp14,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp14) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping14
command

Modulus14

step numbi; [changeable]
endcommand
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end

def D_uring14

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping14
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
end

D_uring14;

def Modulus15

command

group GOBI 5 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,555 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI5
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI5

endcommand

FSTOP=555

array arr15(6)
ad=head15

loop while ad # null
p_gp15 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp15,arr15)
strainZ = -arr15(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp15,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp15,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp15) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping15
command

Modulus15

step numb1;
endcommand

[changable]

end

def D_uring15

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
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S_tepping15
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
end

D_uring15;

def Modulus16

command

group GOBI 6 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,565 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B16
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B16

endcommand

FSTOP=565

array arr16(6)
ad=head16

loop while ad # null
p_gp16 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp16,arr16)
strainZ = -arr16(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp16,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp16,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp16) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endloop
end

def S_tepping16
command

Modulus16

step numb1; [changable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring16

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping16
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
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end

D_uring16;

def Modulus17

command

group GOBI 7 range x=XG1,XG2 y=0,700 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI7
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI7

endcommand

FSTOP=700

array arr17(6)
ad=head17

loop while ad # null
p_gp17 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp17,arr17)
strainZ = -arr17(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp17,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp17,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp17) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping17
command

Modulus17

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

defD_uring17

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping17
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop
end

D_uring17;
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Give complete name for the saved RIGHT GOB FILE

def xx_IN1
namerg= NAMERG+'.sav'
end

XX IN1

11- SAVING THE ELASTIC RUN

DEF SOL_UTIONrg
COMMAND

save namerg

ENDCOMMAND

END

SOL_UTIONrg

CONT

.  STAGE 3 ******************************************

**************************************************************************************************************

; STAGE 4: gob compaction lift panel
**************************************************************************************************************

def Modulus23

XG11=120-CW-6.5; to define the gob start at x for diff w/h
XG21=0: 109.5
command

group GOB23 range x=XG11 ,XG21 y=0,435 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB23
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB23

endcommand

FSTOP=435

array arr23(6)
ad=head23

loop while ad # null
p_gp23 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp23,arr23)
strainZ = -arr23(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb
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modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp23,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp23,'shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp23) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping23
command

Modulus17

Modulus23

stepnumbl; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring23
ggg=l
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping23
if mech_ratio<GBR then
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
end

D_uring23

def Modulus24

command

group GOB24 range x=XG11 ,XG21 y=0,445 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB24
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB24

endcommand

FSTOP=445

array arr24(6)
ad=head24

loop while ad # null
p_gp24 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp24,arr24)
StrainZ = -arr24(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa/ (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp24,'bulk') = modulus
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z_prop(p_gp24,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp24) = -aa * (1 O/denom) strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping24
command

Modulus17

Modulus24

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring24

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping24
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop

end

D_uring24

def Modulus25

command

group GOB25 range x=XG11,XG21 y=0,455 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB25
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB25

endcommand

FSTOP=455

array arr25(6)
ad=head25

loop while ad # null
p_gp25 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi{p_gp25,arr25)
StrainZ = -arr25(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb
modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp25,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp25,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp25) = -aa * (1 .O/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end
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def S_tepping25
command

ModulusU

Modulus25

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring25

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping25
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop

end

D_uring25

def Modulus26

command

group G0B6 range x=XG11 ,XG21 y=0,465 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB26
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB26

endcommand

FSTOP=465

array arr26(6)
ad=head26

loop while ad # null
p_gp26 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp26,arr26)
strainZ = -arr26(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp26,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp26,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp26) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end
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def S_tepping26
command

Modulus17

Modulus6

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring26

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping26
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop

end

D_uring26

def Modulus27

command

group GOB27 range x=XG 11,XG21 y=0,475 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB27
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB27

endcommand

FSTOP=475

array arr27(6)
ad=head27

loop while ad # null
p_gp27 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp27,arr27)
strainZ = -arr27(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp27,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp27,'shear') = modulus r3d4
z_szz(p_gp27) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end
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def S_tepping27
command

Modulus17

Modulus27

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring27

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping27
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop

end

D_uring27

def Modulus28

command

group GOB28 range x=XG11,XG21 y=0,485 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB28
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB28

endcommand

FSTOP=485

array arr28(6)
ad=head28

loop while ad # null
p_gp28 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp28,arr28)
strainZ = -arr28(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp28,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp28,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp28) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping28
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command

Modulus17

Modulus28

stepnumbl; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring28

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping28
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop

end

D_uring28

def Modulus29

command

group GOB29 range x=XG11,XG21 y=0,495 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB29
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB29

endcommand

FSTOP=495

array arr29(6)
ad=head29

loop while ad # null
p_gp29 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp29,arr29)
strainZ = -arr29(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp29,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp29,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp29) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping29
command

Modulus17
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Modulus29

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring29

999=1
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping29
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
999=0

endjf
endloop

end

D_uring29

def ModulusSO

command

group GOB30 range x=XG11,XG21 y=0,505 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB30
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB30

endcommand

FSTOP=505

array arr30(6)
ad=head30

loop while ad # null
p_gp30 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp30,arr30)
strainZ = -arr30(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp30,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp30,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp30) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem{ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping30
command

Modulus17

Modulus30

step numb1; [changable]
endcommand
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end

def D_uring30

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping30
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop

end

D_uring30; PAUSED TO MINE 80% OF RIGHT-LONG WALL FACE

def Modulus31

command

group G0B31 range x=XG11,XG21 y=0,515 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B31
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B31

endcommand

FSTOP=515

array arr31(6)
ad=head11

loop while ad # null
p_gp31 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_g p31, arr31)
strain! = -arr31(3)
denom = bb - strain!; bb
clos=strain!/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp31,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp31,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp31) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strain! ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping31
command

Modulus17

Modulus31

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring31
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ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping31
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
end loop

end

D_uring31;

def Modulus32

command

group GOB32 range x=XG11,XG21 y=0,525 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB32
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB32

endcommand

FSTOP=525

array arr32(6)
ad=head32

loop while ad # null
p_gp32 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp32,arr32)
strainZ = -arr32(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp32,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp32,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp32) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping32
command

Modulus17

Modulus32

step numbt;
endcommand

[changeable]

end

def D_uring32

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping32
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if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop

end

D_uring32;

def Moduius33

command

group GOB33 range x=XG 11,XG21 y=0,535 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB33
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB33

endcommand

FSTOP=535

array arr33(6)
ad=head33

loop while ad # null
p_gp33 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp33,arr33)
strainZ = -arr33(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop{p_gp33,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp33,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp33) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping33
command

Modulus17

Modulus33

step numbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring33

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping33
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end if
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end loop

end

D_uring33;

def Modulus34

command

group GOB34 range x=XG11,XG21 y=0,545 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB34
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB34

endcommand

FSTOP=545

array arr34(6)
ad=head14

loop while ad # null
p_gp34 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp34,arr34)
strainZ = -arr34(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp34,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp34,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp34) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping34
command

Modulus17

Modulus34

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring34

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping34
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop

end

D_uring34;
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Give complete name for the saved RIGHT GOB FILE

def xx_IN2
namelg= NAMELG+'.sav'
end

XX IN2

SAVING THE ELASTIC RUN

DEF SOL_UTIONIg
.COMMAND
save nameig
ENDCOMMAND

END

SOL_UTIONIg

.  STAGE 4 ******************************************

RETURN
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A.4 CSM model data file
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.**************************************************************************************************************

; STAGE (1)
.**************************************************************************************************************
>

:  In this stage the model geometry, properties, gob area linked lists and run controllers are
developed. That stage is followed by the gate roads development (STAGE 2)

: SECTION 1: DATA INPUT INTERFACE

def in_def

XX = in(msg+'(' +'default;'+string(default)+'):')
if type(xx) = 3; type(xx), 1 integr, 2 float, 3 string)
in_def= default
else

in_def =xx
endif

end

def model data

MODEL GEOMETERY INPUTS

default=0

msg='JOP SERIAL NUMBER'
JTT= in_def;

command

set log on
set logfile JTT

endcommand

default=680

msg='MODEL DEPTH'
DPT= in_def;

default=1e11

msg='INTERFACE STIFFNESS'
NS= in_def;

default=30

msg='INTERFACE FRICTION'
NF= in_def:

default=0.5e6; changer march 27
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msg='INTERFACE COHESION'
NC= in_def:

defauit=0.0;
msg='INTERFACE TENSILE'
NT= in_def:

default=3e9

msg='COAL ELASTIC MODULUS'
CYM= in_def:

default=0.25

msg='COAL POISSONS RATIO'
CPS= in_def;

default=1e9

msg='COAL LAYER TENSILE'
A136= in_def

default=1.5e6

msg='COAL LAYER COHESION'
A166= in def

default=10

msg='COAL LAYER DILATION'
A146= in_def

default=30

msg='COAL LAYER FRICTION'
A156= in_def

default=1313

msg='COAL LAYER DENSITY'
A176=in def

IMMEDIATE ROOF LAYERS I/O

default=238.5

msg=' FIRST LAYER THICKNESS 0=1 layer'
TH= in_def

default=20e9

msg='LAYER ELASTIC MODULUS'
LYM= in_def;

default=0.25
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msg='LAYER POISSONS RATIO'
LPS= in_def:

default=2e6

msg='FIRST LAYER TENSILE'
A13= in_def

default=1e6

msg='FIRST LAYER COHESION'
A16= in_def

default=15

msg='FIRST LAYER DILUATION'
A14= in_def

default=35

msg='FIRST LAYER FRICTION'
A15= in_def

default=2500

msg='FIRST LAYER DENSITY'
A17= in_def

if NL< 0 then

11 = outC Select a different value>0 or more -')
endif

command

set log off
endcommand

end

model_data:

title jtt

def C_derive: COAL
Y_mod=CYM
P_ratio=CPS
A126 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p_ratio)): SHEAR MODULUS
A116 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1.0 - 2.0 * p_ratio)): BULK MODULUS

end

C_derive

def L_derive; ROOF
Y_mod=LYM
P_ratio=LPS
A12 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p_ratio)); SHEAR
A11 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1.0 - 2.0 * p_ratio)):BULK
end

L derive
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Qp SECTION 1 — STAGE 1 **************************

: SECTION 2: MODEL GEOMETRY GENERATION

Part 1- pillar

gen zone brick size 24,24,3 pO 66,57,0 p1 90,57,0 &
p2 66,81,0 p3 66,57,0.9 group pillar
gen zone brick size 24,24,7 pO 66,57,1 pi 90,57,1 &
p2 66,81,1 p3 66,57,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group overpillar

Part 2- pillar

gen zone brick size 22,19,1 pO 0,0,0 pi 66,0,0 &
p2 0,57,0 p3 0,0,0.9 group 2
gen zone brick size 22,19,6 pO 0,0,1 pi 66,0,1 &
p2 0,57,1 p3 0,0,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group over2

Part 3- pillar

gen zone brick size 22,8,1 pO 0,57,0 pi 66,57,0 &
p2 0,81,0 p3 0,57,0.9 group 3
gen zone brick size 22,8,6 pO 0,57,1 pi 66,57,1 &
p2 0,81,1 p3 0,57,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group over3

Part 4- pillar

gen zone brick size 22,45,1 pO 0,81,0 pi 66,81,0 &
p2 0,216,0 p3 0,81,0.9 group 4
gen zone brick size 22,45,6 pO 0,81,1 pi 66,81,1 &
p2 0,216,1 p3 0,81,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group over4

Part 5- pillar

gen zone brick size 8,45,1 pO 66,81,0 pi 90,81,0 &
p2 66,216,0 p3 66,81,0.9 group 5
gen zone brick size 8,45,6 pO 66,81,1 pi 90,81,1 &
p2 66,216,1 p3 66,81,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group over5

Part 6- pillar

gen zone brick size 23,45,1 pO 90,81,0 pi 159,81,0 &
p2 90,216,0 p3 90,81,0.9 group 6
gen zone brick size 23,45,6 pO 90,81,1 pi 159,81,1 &
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p2 90,216,1 p3 90,81,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group overS

Part 7- pillar

gen zone brick size 23,8,1 pO 90,57,0 pi 159,57,0 &
p2 90,81,0 p3 90,57,0.9 group 7
gen zone brick size 23,8,6 pO 90,57,1 pi 159,57,1 &
p2 90,81,1 p3 90,57,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group over7

Part 8- pillar

gen zone brick size 23,19,1 pO 90,0,0 pi 159,0,0 &
p2 90,57,0 p3 90,0,0.9 group 8
gen zone brick size 23,19,6 pO 90,0,1 pi 159,0,1 &
p2 90,57,1 p3 90,0,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group over8

Part 9- pillar

gen zone brick size 8,19,1 pO 66,0,0 pi 90,0,0 &
p2 66,57,0 p3 66,0,0.9 group 9
gen zone brick size 8,19,6 pO 66,0,1 pi 90,0,1 &
p2 66,57,1 p3 66,0,120.1 ratio 1,1,2.3 group over9

Part 10- pillar

gen zone brick size 53,5,1 pO 0,-36,0 pi 159,-36,0 &
p2 0,0,0 p3 0,-36,0.9 ratio 1,0.74,1 group 10
gen zone brick size 53,5,6 pO 0,-36,1 pi 159,-36,1 &
p2 0,0,1 p3 0,-36,120.1 ratio 1,0.74,2.3 group overlO

Part 11- pillar

gen zone brick size 5,5,1 pO 159,-36,0 pi 189,-36,0 &
p2 159,0,0 p3 159,-36,0.9 ratio 1.4,0.74,1 group 11
gen zone brick size 5,5,6 pO 159,-36,1 pi 189,-36,1 &
p2 159,0,1 p3 159,-36,120.1 ratio 1.4,0.74,2.3 group overll

Part 12- pillar

gen zone brick size 5,72,1 pO 159,0,0 pi 189,0,0 &
p2 159,216,0 p3 159,0,0.9 ratio 1.4,1,1 group 12
gen zone brick size 5,72,6 pO 159,0,1 pi 189,0,1 &
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p2 159,216,1 p3 159,0,120.1 ratio 1.4,1,2.3 group over12

Part 13- pillar

gen zone brick size 5,5,1 pO 159,216,0 pi 189,216,0 &
p2 159,252,0 p3 159,216,0.9 ratio 1.4,1.4,1 group 13
gen zone brick size 5,5,6 pO 159,216,1 pi 189,216,1 &
p2 159,252,1 p3 159,216,120.1 ratio 1.4,1.4,2.3 group overl3

Part 14- pillar

gen zone brick size 53,5,1 pO 0,216,0 pi 159,216,0 &
p2 0,252,0 p3 0,216,0.9 ratio 1,1.4,1 group 14
gen zone brick size 53,5,6 pO 0,216,1 pi 159,216,1 &
p2 0,252,1 p3 0,216,120.1 ratio 1,1.4,2.3 group over14

Part 15- pillar

gen zone brick size 6,5,1 pO -75,216,0 pi 0,216,0 &
p2 -75,252,0 p3 -75,216,0.9 ratio 0.74,1.4,1 group 15
gen zone brick size 6,5,6 pO -75,216,1 pi 0,216,1 &
p2-75,252,1 p3-75,216,120.1 ratio 0.74,1.4,2.3 group overl5

Part 16- pillar

gen zone brick size 6,72,1 pO -75,0,0 pi 0,0,0 &
p2 -75,216,0 p3 -75,0,0.9 ratio 0.74,1,1 group 16
gen zone brick size 6,72,6 pO -75,0,1 pi 0,0,1 &
p2-75,216,1 p3-75,0,120.1 ratio 0.74,1,2.3 group overl6

Part 17- pillar

gen zone brick size 6,5,1 pO -75,-36,0 pi 0,-36,0 &
p2 -75,0,0 p3 -75,-36,0.9 ratio 0.74,0.74,1 group 17
gen zone brick size 6,5,6 pO -75,-36,1 pi 0,-36,1 &
p2-75,0,1 p3-75,-36,120.1 ratio 0.74,0.74,2.3 group overl 7

; GROUPING DIFFERENT BLOCKS
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group coal range z=0,0.9
m e range group coal
pro coh=A166 ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
clil=A146 f=A156 range group COAL
group roof range z= 1,120.1
m e range group roof
pro coh=A16 ten=A13 b=A11 s=A12 den=A17 dil=A14 &
f=A15 range group ROOF
attach face RANGE GROUP COAL

ATTACH FACE RANGE GROUP ROOF

LINKED LIST (OLD GOB)

def find_add1
headi = null; first place in the first couimn in linked list(always)
p_gp1 = zone_head; the first place in second couimn in linked list
loop while p_gp1 # null; search for qualified GP according to IF
x_pos1 =z_xcen(p_gp1); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
y_pos1 =z_ycen(p_gp1); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
z_pos1 =z_zcen(p_gp1); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone

if x_pos1 <=0 then
if y_pos1 >=-36 then

if z_pos1 = 0.45 then
newl = get_mem(2); to assign to places in fish memory array
mem(new1) = headi; first palce in memory array will be for function new
mem(new1+1) = p_gp1; second array place will be assigned to p_gp
headi = newl; to repeat the choose of places inside array in first place

endif

endif

endif

p_gp1 =z_next(p_gp1); to repeat the choose of places inside array in

endloop
end

find addl

INTERFACE

int 1 face range z=0.95,1.05 x= 60,96 y=51,87; 5cm thick IF
ini z add -0.1 range group ROOF ; (P05) 5cm movement down word
int 1 prop Kn=NS Ks=NS fr=NF Coh=NC dil=10 ten=NT; was 0.5e6Pa

; ATTACH ROOF AND FLOOR AFTER MOVMENT

ATTACH FACE RANGE Z=0.89,0.91 X=-75,60 Y=-36,252
ATTACH FACE RANGE Z=0.89,0.91 X=96,189 Y=-36,252
ATTACH FACE RANGE Z=0.89,0.91 X=60,96 Y=-36,51
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ATTACH FACE RANGE Z=0.89,0.91 X=60,96 Y=84,252

MODEL LOADING AND BOUNDERY CONDITIONS

def condition

DPT=243.84:
8X1=189+0.5

8X2=189-0.5

8Y1 =252+0.5

8Y2=252-0.5

8Z1=120.01

8Z2=119.99

80T= (-0.025e6)*(DPT)
TOP=8OT+(0.025e6)*(8Z2)

end

condition

fix X range x=-76,-74
fix X range X 8X1,8X2
fixy range y -36.1,-35.9
fixy range y 8Y1,8Y2
fix Z range z=-0.1,0.1

ini szz=80T gradient 0,0,0.025e6
ini sxx=80T gradient 0,0,0.025e6
ini syy=80T gradient 0,0,0.025e6

apply szz= TOP Range z=8Z1,8Z2

setgrav 0,0,-10
his n=10

his unbal

. ****************************************^^0 Qp SECTION 2 — STAGE -j **************************

: SECTION 3: MODEL SOLVING FOR EQUILI8RUIM

solve

save CSMSTEP1 .sav

CALL CSMSTEP2.TXT

*END OF SECTION 3 - STAGE 1
**********************************
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.**************************************************************************************************************

: STAGE (2)
.**************************************************************************************************************
1

;  In this stage the model the left gob area is formed. That stage is followed by the gate roads
development (STAGE 2)

RESCSMSTEP1.SAV

def in_def

XX = in(msg+'(' +'default:'+string(default)+'):')
if type(xx) = 3; type(xx), 1 integr, 2 float, 3 string)
in_def= default
else

in_def =xx
end if

end

def model data

GOB AREA PROPERITIES

default=0

msg='JOP SERIAL NUMBER'
JTT= in_def;

command

set log on
set logfile JTT

endcommand

default=1e9

msg='OLD GOB MODULUS'
OGM= in_def:

default=0.25

msg='OLD GOB POISSONS RATIO'
OMGP= in_def;

command

set log off
endcommand

end

model_data;

def C_derive: COAL
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Y_mod=OGM
P_ratio=OMGP
AS =Y_mod / (2.0 *(10 + P_ratio)); SHEAR MODULUS
AB =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1.0 - 2.0 * p_ratio)); BULK MODULUS

end

C derive

OLD GOB FORMING STAGE

group OLDGOB range x= -75,0 y=-36,252 z=0,0.9
m e range group OLDGOB
prop bulk=AB shear=AS den=A176 range group OLDGOB

GOB ALGORITHM PREPRATION FUNCTIONS

def setup
aa =1e6; 3.5MPa INITIAL TANGENTIAL MODULUS
bb = 0.5

r3d4 = 3.0 / 4.0 ; Note that Szz=(K+4*G/3)*Ezz
Kstart = (aa/bb) ; Hence
Gstart = Kstart * r3d4

aabb = aa * bb

end

setup

GOB ALGORITHM APPLIED

def Modulusi

command

group OLDGOB range x= -75,0 y=-36,252 z=0,0.9
m e range group OLDGOB
prop bulk=AB shear=AS den=A176 range group OLDGOB

endcommand

FSTOP=200

array arri (6)
ad=head1

loop while ad # null
p_9p1 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp1 ,arr1)
strainZ = -arri (3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp1,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp1 ,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp1) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
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ad = mem(ad)
endLoop
end

def S_tepping1
command

Modulusi

step 200; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring1

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping1
if mech_ratio<5e-5 then; ultm 10e-5( change to < after)
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
end

D_uring1

SAVE CSMSTEP2.SAV

CALL CSMSTEP3.TXT

. ***********************************^^0 Qp SECTION 1 — STAGE 2 ************************************

.**************************************************************************************************************

STAGE (3)
.**************************************************************************************************************

:  IN THIS TAGE THE GATE ROADS ARE DEVELOPED AND THE COAL CHANGES TO SS
MATERIAL

RES CSMSTEP2.SAV

PAUSE

COAL BED S-S MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

group SEAM range x=0,189 y=-36,252 z=0,0.9
m SS RANGE GROUP SEAM

prop ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
ctab=1 ftab=2 dtab=3 range group SEAM
table 1 0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.035,0.15e6 0.037,0.05e6
table 2 0,23 0.0005,30 0.037,30
table 3 0,0 0.0005,15 0.010,15 0.030,5

OPEN UP THE GATE ROADS
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MAIN ENTRIES

m null range X=153,159 Y=-30,216 Z=0,0.9; MAIN ENTRY 5
m null range X=132,138 Y=-30,216 Z=0,0.9; MAIN ENTRY 4
m null range X=111,116 Y=-30,216 Z=0,0.9: MAIN ENTRY 3
m null range X=90,96 Y=-30,216 Z=0,0.9 ; MAIN ENTRY 2
PAUSE

CROSS CUTS

M NULL RANGE X=69,159 Y=6,0 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 2
M NULL RANGE X=60,159 Y=27,21 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 3
M NULL RANGE X=69,75 Y=0,21 Z=0,0.9 ; ENTRY SHORT (A)
M NULL RANGE X=66,159 Y=57,51 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 4 (ok)( pillar x-cut)

THE REST OF THE CROSS CUT

M NULL RANGE X=66,159 Y=81,87 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 5 ok
M NULL RANGE X=0,159 Y=111,117 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 6 ok
M NULL RANGE X=0,159 Y=141,147 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 7 ok
M NULL RANGE X=-50,180 Y=171,177 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 8 ok
M NULL RANGE X=-50,180 Y=189,195 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 9 ok
M NULL RANGE X=-50,180 Y=210,216 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 10 ok
M NULL RANGE X=60,66 Y=27,216 Z=0,0.9 ; ENTRY 1-3 ok-OK
M NULL RANGE X=36,30 Y=111,216 Z=0,0.9 ; ENTRY 1-2 ok MOD
M NULL RANGE X=6,0 Y=111,216 Z=0,0.9 ; ENTRY 1-1 ok MOD

SOLVE

SAVE CSMSTEP3.SAV

CALL CSMSTEP4.TXT

Qp SECTION 1 — STAGE 3************************************

.**************************************************************************************************************

STAGE (4)
.**************************************************************************************************************

:  IN THIS STAGE LINE OF PILLARS AROUND THE EXAMEND PILLAR ARE; EXCAVITATED.
THE EXAMINED PILLAR SIZE IS REDUCED.

RES CSMSTEP3.SAV

; PILLARS ROW MINING

;PART 1
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M NULL RANGE X=6,159 Y=177,192 Z=0,0.9 ; PART 1
SOLVE

SAVE CSMPART1.SAV

PART 2

M NULL RANGE X=6,159 Y=147,171 Z=0,0.9 ; PART 2
SOLVE

SAVE CSMPART2.SAV

PART 3

M NULL RANGE X=6,159 Y=117,141 Z=0,0.9 ; PART 3
SOLVE

SAVE CSMPART3.SAV

PART 4

OPEN-UP ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT WORK

M NULL RANGE X=0,69 Y=6,0 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 2 EXTENTION
M NULL RANGE X=0,60 Y=27,21 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 3 EXTENSION
M NULL RANGE X=0,66 Y=57,51 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 4 EXTENSION
M NULL RANGE X=0,66 Y=81,87 Z=0,0.9 ; X-CUT 5 EXTENSION

M NULL RANGE X=0,6 Y=0,111 Z=0,0.9 ; ENTRY 1 EXTENSION
M NULL RANGE X=30,36 Y=21,111 Z=0.0.9 ; ENTRY 2 EXTENSION

M NULL RANGE X=48,54 Y=0,21 Z=0,0.9 ; ENTRY B SHORT PILLAR
M NULL RANGE X=27,33 Y=0,21 Z=0,0.9 ; ENTRY C SHORT PILLAR

SOLVE

FORMING THE CORRESPONDING GOB 4

M NULL RANGE X=0,90 Y=87,111 Z=0.0.9 ; PART 4
SOLVE

SAVE CSMPART4.SAV

PARTS

M NULL RANGEX=87,159 Y=87,111 Z=0,0.9 ; PARTS
SOLVE

SAVE CSMPARTS.SAV
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;PART 6

M NULL RANGE X=0,60 Y=57,81 Z=0,0.9 ; PART 6
SOLVE

SAVE CSMPART6.SAV

PAUSE

CUT EXAMINED PILLAR SLICES

P-STAGE1

m null range x=66,71 y=57,81 z=0,0.9; PILLAR REDUCED TO 62 FT
m null range x=66,90 y=76,81 z=0,0.9
solve

save P-stage1.sav

P-STAGE2

m null range x=71,76 Y=57,81 1=0,0.9; PILLAR REDUCED TO 44 FT
m null range x=66,90 y=71,76 z=0,0.9;
;solve
save P-stage2.sav

P-STAGE3

DEF M_0DFIER1

pno11=0
pno26=0
Totsum = (sumpno1+sumpno2)/11: reduced from13 to 11 lines
Avstrain3=1.111111*Totsum; average strain-pillar high of 0.9m(1/5*1.5)
SumZno1=0

SumZno7=0

Avstress1=Totsum1/16; displacement on 23-7=16 stations- LINE 1:5
Totsum2 = SumZno7+SumZno8+SumZno9+SumZno10

Avstress2=Totsum2/13; displacement on 19-6=13 stations- LINE 8:10
Avstress3=(Avstress1+Avstress2)/2; the total average of the two scan sides

END

M 0DFIER1

m null range x=76,78 Y=57,81 Z=0,0.9; PILLAR REDUCED TO 38 FT
m null range x=66,90 y=69,71 z=0,0.9; WE MUST REDUCE THE AV-STRESS
solve
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save p-stage3.sav

P-STAGE4

m null range x=78,80 Y=57,81 Z=0,0.9
m null range x=66,90 y=67,69 z=0,0.9
solve

save p-stage4.sav

P-STAGE5

DEF M_0DFIER2

pno12=0
pno25=0
Totsum = (sumpno1+sumpno2)/9; reduced from11 to 9 lines
Avstrain3=1.111111*Totsum; average strain-pillar higti of 0.9m (1/5*1.5)
SumZno2=0

SumZno8=0

Avstress1=Totsum1/10; displacement on 16-6=10 stations- LINE 1:5
Totsum2 = SumZno7+SumZno8+SumZno9+SumZno10
Avstress2=Totsum2/ 8; displacement on 13-5=8 stations- LINE 8:10
Avstress3=(Avstress1+Avstress2)/2; the total average of the two scan lines

END

M 0DFIER2

m null range x=80,82 Y=57,81 Z=0,0.9
m null range x=66,90 y=65,67 z=0,0.9
solve

save p-stage5.sav

****************************^1^0 Qp 3eqi'|0N1 STAGE 4

RETURN

*************************************
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A.5 Willow Creek model data file
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The mine geometry is divided into a Core area (well-meshed) and Shell area (graded).

A geometry unit cell is developed that would be mirrored and copied to develop the

complete layout at the core area. The unit cell include one quarter of pillar, the roof above

it, cross cut, gate road and a slice of a panel. (Figure A.8). At the shell area graded mesh

is used and developed at one side then mirrored to the other side (Figure A.9)

l" mirror line

2"* mirror lin

1 mirrored block

2 mirror line

■' ■■SI

C mirror line

Fig A.8 Willow Creek model layout development at core area



miiTor

Shell area

Core area

Shell area

mirror

Fig A.9 Willow Creek model layout development at shell area



.************************************************************************************************************

; STAGE (1)
.************************************************************************************************************
>

;  In this stage the model geometry, properties, gob area linked lists and run controllers are
developed. That stage is followed by the gate roads development (STAGE 2)

; SECTION 1: DATA INPUT INTERFACE

I

def in_def
XX = in(msg+'(' +'default:'+string(default)+'):')
if type(xx) = 3; type(xx), 1 integr, 2 float, 3 string)
in_def= default

else

in_def =xx
endif

end

def model data

Model run name assignment

This section names the set of runs to carry out
default=0

msg='JOP SERIAL NUMBER'
JTT= in_def: GIVEN FROM THE INPUT LINE
command

set log on
set logfile JTT

endcommand

Model geometry

default=1

msg="NUMBER OF PILLARS .1=4,2=8,4=16'
U= in_def;

default=50

msg='SHEEL LONGWALL STEP'
gcs1= in_def;

default=20

msg='CORE LONGWALL STEP'
gcs2= in_def;
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default=1.23

msg='DEF PILLAR RATIO'
XP= in_def;

default=1.5:
msg='DEF GOB RATIO'
G0= in_def;

default=680

msg='MODEL DEPTH'
DPT= in_def:

default=1.5

msg='COAL HALF THICKNESS'
CT= in_def:

default=4

msg='COAL PILLAR HALF WIDTH'
CW= in_def;

default=26

msg=' COAL PILLAR LENGTH'
PIL= in_def;

default=6.5

msg=' DRIFT WIDTH'
DRW= in_def:

default=10

msg=' R_DRIFT EXCAVITION ADVANCE'
DA= in_def;

default=6.5

msg=' CROSS CUT WIDTH'
CCW= ln_def:

default=10

msg='CORE MINING STEP'
MS= in_def;

default=50

msg='SHILL MINING STEP'
MS1= in_def;

default=3e9

msg='COAL ELASTIC MODULUS'
CYM= in_def;

default=0.25
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msg='COAL POISSONS RATIO'
CPS= in_def:

default=1e9

msg='COAL LAYER TENSILE'
A136= in_def

default=1.5e6

msg='COAL LAYER COHESION'
A166= in_def

default=10

msg='COAL LAYER DILATION'
A146= in_def

default=30

msg='COAL LAYER FRICTION'
A156= in_def

default=1313

msg='COAL LAYER DENSITY'
A176=in def

Roof development

default = 0

msg='ROOF LAYERS (always use default 0 = one layer)'
NL =in_def

default=238.5

msg=' ROOF THICKNESS'
TH= in_def

default=20e9

msg='ROOF ELASTIC MODULUS'
LYM= in_def:

default=0.25

msg=' ROOF POISSONS RATIO'
LPS= in_def:

default=2e6

msg=' ROOF TENSILE'
A13= in_def

default=1e6

msg=' ROOF COHESION'
A16= in def
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default=15

msg= 'ROOF DILUATION"
A14= in_def

default=35

msg=' ROOF FRICTION'
A15= in_def

default=2500

msg='ROOF DENSITY'
A17= in def

Gob development

default=1e6

msg='GOB INITIAL MODULUS'
aa= ln_def

default=1e-5

msg='LIMITS OF GOB MECH-RATIO'
GBR= in_def

default=50

msg='GOB FUNCTION CALL FOR LONG-GOB STEPS'
numb1=in_def

default=20

msg='GOB FUNCTION CALL FOR SHORT-GOB STEPS'
numb2= in_def

if CPS< 0 then

11 = out(' Select a different value>0<0.5 --')
endif

command

set log off
endcommand

end

model_data;

title jtt
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; Calculate modulus

def C_derive
Y_mod=CYM
P_ratio=CPS
A126 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p_ratio)); COAL SHEAR MODULUS
A116 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1.0 - 2.0 * p_ratio)): COAL BULK MODULUS

end

C_derive
def L_derive

Y_mod=LYM
P_ratio=LPS
A12 =Y_mod / (2.0 * (1.0 + p_ratio)): ROOF SHEAR MODULUS
A11 =Y_mod / (3.0 * (1.0 - 2.0 * p_ratio)); ROOF BULK MODULUS

end

L_derive

.  Qp SECTION 1 — STAGE 1 **************************

)

; SECTION 2: model geometry

Core area generator (coal layer only)

This section develops a geometry unit cell at coal level that will later mirrored and copied to
generate the complete model geometry

def griding
NP1=CW: O.S.number of zones in x on the pillars
NP2= 0.35*PIL; number of zones in y on pillars
NP3= 2*CT: number of zones in z on pillars, gob and drift
NC1=CW; number of zones in x direction for crosscuts
NC2=0.25*CCW; first and last half cross cuts y zones
NC22=0.5*CCW: general Y number of zones for cross cuts
ND1=0.8*DRW; right drift x elements
XP1=120+CW; cross cut x end coordinate
XY1 =500+0.5*CCW; cross cut y end coordinate
XD1=XP1+DRW

CT1=CT+0.05

YP1=XY1+PIL; position of gob start x
YP2=YP1+0.5*CCW

command

gen zone brick size NC1,NC2,NP3 pO 120,500,0 pi XP1,500,0 &
p2 120,XY1,0 p3 120,500,CT group CCUT; half ccut
gen zone brick size ND1,NC2,NP3 pO XP1,500,0 pi XD1,500,0 &
p2 XP1,XY1,0 p3 XP1,500,CT group DRIFT; drift

gen zone brick size 11,NC2,1 pO XD1,500,0 pi 240,500,0 &
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p2XD1,XY1,0 p3 XD1,500,CTrat GO,1,1 group GGAB; goab1.4;10 old

gen zone brick size NP1,NP2,NP3 pO 120,XY1,0 pi XP1,XY1,0&
p2 120,YP1,0 p3 120,XY1,CT group PILLAR
gen zone brick size ND1,NP2,NP3 pO XP1,XY1,0 pi XD1,XY1,0 &
p2 XP1 ,YP1,0 p3 XP1 ,XY1 ,CT GROUP DRIFT; drift
gen zone brick size 11,NP2,1 p0XD1,XY1,0 pi 240,XY1,0&
p2 XD1 ,YP1,0 p3 XD1 ,XY1,01 rat G0,1,1 GROUP GOAB ;

gen zone brick size NCI,NC2,NP3pO 120,YP1,0p1 XP1,YP1,0&
p2 120,YP2,0 p3 120,YP1,CT GROUP GOUT;
gen zone brick size ND1,NC2,NP3 pO XP1,YP1,0 pi XD1,YP1,0 &
p2 XP1 ,YP2,0 p3 XP1 ,YP1,01 GROUP DRIFT;
gen zone brick size 11,N02,1 pO XD1,YP1,0 pi 240,YP1,0&
p2 XD1,YP2,0 p3 XD1,YP1,0T rat GO, 1,1 GROUP GOAB;

endcommand

end

griding

2- Roof generator

Ttiis section developed building blocks above the building blocks of previous ;section to generate
the roof

def layers 1
loop OIL1(0,NL);two layers only
P03=0IL1 *1000+1000; Layer ID [1000 to stop conflicts/coalbed]
PO1=TH*(OIL1)+(OT)+0.05; FACE SERRATION 5cm
P02=P01+TH; -0.05; Z value for each bed {5m beds)[5cm IF]
P04=P01+ 0.01; Interface lower face
P06= 0IL1+1

P05= (P06)*(-0.05); LAYER MOVMENTS STEPS
NP31 =0.051 *TH

command

gen zone brick size N01,N02,NP31 pO 120 500 P01 pi XP1 500 P01 &
p2 120 XY1 P01 p3 120 500 P02 RAT 1,1,1.6;1.9;1/2 00 over pillar 1st layer;
gen zone brick size ND1,N02,NP31 pO XP1 500 P01 pi XD1 500 P01 &
p2 XP1 XY1 P01 p3 XP1 500 P02 RAT 1,1,1.6;1.91/2 00 over drift 1st layer;
gen zone brick size 11 ,N02,NP31 pO XD1 500 P01 pi 240 500 P01 &
p2 XD1 XY1 P01 p3 XD1 500 P02 rat G0,1,1.6;1/2 00 over gob 1st ;layer;
gen zone brick size NP1,NP2,NP31 pO 120,XY1,PO1 pi XP1,XY1,P01 &
p2 120,YP1,PO1 p3 120,XY1,PO2 RAT 1,1,1.6; over pillar 1st layerl.2
gen zone brick size ND1,NP2,NP31 pO XP1,XY1,P01 pi XD1,XY1,P01 &
p2 XP1,YP1,P01 p3XP1,XY1,P02 RAT 1,1,1.6; over DRIFT 1st layer
gen zone brick size 11,NP2,NP31 pO XD1,XY1,P01 pi 240,XY1,PO1 &
p2XD1,YP1,P01 p3 XD1,XY1,P02 ratG0,1,1.6; over gob 1st layer

gen zone brick size N01,N02,NP31 pO 120 YP1 P01 pi XP1 YP1 P01 &
p2 120 YP2 P01 p3 120 YP1 P02 rat 1,XP,1.6 ;1/2 second cross-cut 1st layer;
gen zone brick size ND1,N02,NP31 pO XP1 YP1 P01 pi XD1 YP1 P01 &
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p2 XP1 YP2 P01 p3 XP1 YP1 P02 rat 1 ,XP,1.6;1/2 CC over drift 1st layer;
gen zone brick size 11,NC2,NP31 pOXDI YP1 P01 pi 240 YP1 P01 &
p2 XD1 YP2 P01 p3 XD1 YP1 P02 rat G0,XP,1.6 ;1/2 CC over gob 1st

endcommand

endloop
end

layers 1

Reflect geometries unit cell

gen zone reflect o 120,500,0 n 10,0,0

Number of pillar control function

def P_ILLARS
loop J(1 ,U); u=indicator for number of pillars
YPP2=J*(PIL+CCW)+500

command

gen zone reflect o 120,YPP2,0 n 0,10,0
endcommand

endloop
command

gen zone reflect o 120,500,0 n 0,10,0
endcommand

end

P ILLARS

Shell area generator

def bound

YP3=2*YPP2-500; 2*(YPP2-500)+500
YP4=1500-2*YPP2

command
;  coal

gen zone brick size NC1,16,NP3 pO 120,YP3,0 pi XP1,YP3,0 &
p2 120,1000,0 p3 120,YP3, CT rat 1,XP,1; coal pillar extension
gen zone brick size ND1,16,NP3 pO XP1,YP3,0 pi XD1,YP3,0 &
p2 XP1,1000,0 P3 XP1,YP3,CT rat 1,XP,1; coal drift extension
gen zone brick size 11,16,1 pO XD1, YP3,0 pi 240,YP3,0 &
p2 XD1,1000,0 p3 XD1,YP3,CT rat G0,XP,1; coal gob extension

roof

gen zone brick size NC1,16,NP31 pO 120,YP3,PO1 pi XP1,YP3,P01 &
p2 120,1000,P01 p3 120,YP3, P02 rat 1,XP,1.6; 1 st layer pillar extension
gen zone brick size ND1,16,NP31 pO XP1,YP3,P01 pi XD1,YP3,P01 &
p2 XP1,1000,P01 P3 XP1,YP3,P02 rat 1,XP,1.6;driftextention
gen zone brick size 11,16,NP31 pOXD1,YP3,P01 pi 240,YP3,PO1 &
p2 XD1,1000,P01 p3 XD1,YP3,P02 rat G0,XP,1.6; coal gob extension

reflect to get the other side of the shell area
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gen zone reflect O 120,YP3,0 N 10,0,0 range &
x=120,240 y=YP3,1000 Z=0,240
gen zone reflect o 120,500,0 n 0,10,0 range &
x=0,240 y=YP3,1000 z=0,240
endcommand

end

bound

Naming different groups and properties

group COAL range x=0,240 y=0,1000 z=0,CT
m e range group COAL
pro coh=A166 ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
dil=A146 f=A156 range group COAL

group MSTONE range x=0,240 y=0,1000 z=P01,P02
m e range group MSTONE
pro coh=A16 ten=A13 b=A11 s=A12 den=A17 dil=A14 &
f=A15 range group MSTONE

Fix any loose connections

attach face range group COAL; be carfual of conflicts with IF

;coal -roof interface

int 1 face range z=P04,P01 x= 112,128 y=440,560; 5cm thick IF
ini z add P05 range group MSTONE ; (P05) 5cm movement down word
int 1 prop Kn=1.5e11 Ks=1.5e11 fr=20 Coh=0.5e6 dil=10 ten=0; was 0.5e6Pa
attach face range x=0,240 y=0,440 z=0,1.5
attach face range x=0,240 y=560,1000 z=0,1.5
attach face range x=0,112 y=440,560 z=0,1.5
attach face range x=128,240 y=440,560 z=0,1.5

Model initial and boundary conditions

def CONDITION

6X1=240+0.1

8X2=240-0.1

BY1=1000+0.2

BY2=1000-0.2

BZ1=241

BZ2=239

BOT= {-0.025e6)*(DPT)
TOP=BOT+(2.5e4)*(BZ2)

end

condition

fix X range x -0.1,0.1
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fix X range x BX1 ,BX2
fixy range y -0.1,0.1
fixy range y BY1,BY2
fix Z range z=-0.1,0.1
ini s2z=B0T gradient 0,0,2.5e4
ini sxx=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4
ini syy=BOT gradient 0,0,2.5e4
apply szz= TOP Range z=BZ1 ,BZ2

.  Qp SECTION 2 — STAGE 1 **************************

; SECTION 3: Right panel linked list development

LINKED LIST(1)

deffind_add1
headi = null; first place in the first couimn in linked list(always)
p_gp1 = zone_head; the first place in second couimn in linked list
loop while p_gp1 # null; search for qualified GP according to IF
x_pos1 =z_xcen(p_gp1); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
y_pos1 =z_ycen(p_gp1); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
z_pos1 =z_zcen(p_gp1); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone

ifx_pos1 >=130.5 then
if y_pos1 <=200 then

if z_pos1 = 0.75 then
newl = get_mem(2); to assign to places in fish memory array
mem(newl) = headi; first palce in memory array will be for function new
mem(new1+1) = p_gp1; second array place will be assigned to p_gp
headi = newl; to repeat the choose of places inside array in first place

endif

endif

endif

p_gp1 =z_next(p_gp1); to repeat the choose of places inside array in
endloop
end

find addl

LINKED LIST (2)

def find_add2
head2 = null; first place in the first couimn in linked list(always)
p_gp2 = zone_head; the first place in second couimn in linked list
loop while p_gp2 # null; search for qualified GP according to IF
x_pos2 =z_xcen(p_gp2); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
y_pos2 =z_ycen(p_gp2); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
z_pos2 =z_zcen(p_gp2); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone

if x_pos2 >=130.5 then
if y_pos2 <=300 then
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if z_pos2 = 0.75 then
new2 = get_mem(2): to assign to places in fish memory array
mem(new2) = head2: first palce in memory array will be for function new
mem(new2+1) = p_gp2; second array place will be assigned to p_gp
head2 = new2: to repeat the choose of places inside array in first place

endif

endif

endif

p_gp2 =z_next(p_gp2); to repeat the choose of places inside array in
endloop
end

find add2

LINKED LIST (3)

def find_add3
head3 = null;
p_gp3 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp3 # null;
x_pos3 =z_xcen(p_gp3);
y_pos3 =z_ycen(p_gp3);
z_pos3 =z_zcen(p_gp3);

if x_pos3 >=130.5 then
if y_pos3 <=435 then

if z_pos3 = 0.75 then
new3 = get_mem(2);
mem(new3) = head3;
mem(new3+1) = p_gp3;
head3 = new3;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp3 =z_next(p_gp3);
endloop
end

find add3

LINKED LIST (4)

def find_add4
head4 = null;
p_gp4 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp4 # null;
x_pos4 =z_xcen(p_gp4);
y_pos4 =z_ycen(p_gp4);
z_pos4 =z_zcen(p_gp4);

if x_pos4 >=130.5 then
if y_pos4 <=445 then

if z_pos4 = 0.75 then
new4 = get_mem(2);
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mem(new4) = heacl4;
mem(new4+1) = p_gp4;
head4 = new4;

endif

end if

endif

p_gp4 =z_next(p_gp4);
endloop
end

find add4

LINKED LIST (5)

def find_add5
heads = null;
p_gp5 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp5 # null;
x_pos5 =z_xcen(p_gp5);
y_pos5 =z_ycen(p_gp5);
z_pos5 =z_zcen(p_gp5);

if x_pos5 >=130.5 then
if y_pos5 <=455 then

if z_pos5 = 0.75 then
new5 = get_mem(2);
mem(new5) = headS;
mem(new5+1) = p_gp5;
heads = newS;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp5 =z_next(p_gp5);
endloop
end

find adds

LINKED LIST (6)

def find_add6
heads = null;
p_gp6 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp6 # null;
x_pos6 =z_xcen(p_gp6);
y_pos6 =z_ycen(p_gp6);
z_pos6 =z_zcen(p_gp6);

if x_pos6 >=130.5 then
if y_pos6 <=465 then

if z_pos6 = 0.75 then
new6 = get_mem(2);
mem(new6) = headS;
mem(new6+1) = p_gp6;
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head6 = new6;

endif

end if

endif

p_gp6 =z_next(p_gp6);
endloop
end

find add6

LINKED LIST (7)

def find_add7
head7 = null;
p_gp7 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp7 # null;
x_pos7 =z_xcen(p_gp7);
y_pos7 =z_ycen(p_gp7);
z_pos7 =z_zcen(p_gp7);

if x_pos7 >=130.5 then
if y_pos7 <=475 then

if z_pos7 = 0.75 then
new7 = get_mem(2);
mem(new7) = head7;
mem(new7+1) = p_gp7;
head7 = new7;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp7 =z_next(p_gp7);
endloop
end

find add7

LINKED LIST (8)

def find_add8
head8 = null;
p_gp8 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp8 # null;
x_pos8 =z_xcen(p_gp8);
y_pos8 =z_ycen(p_gp8);
z_pos8 =z_zcen(p_gp8);

if x_pos8 >=130.5 then
if y_pos8 <=485 then

if z_pos8 = 0.75 then
new8 = get_mem(2);
mem(new8) = head8;
mem(new8+1) = p_gp8;
head8 = new8;

endif
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endif

endif

p_gp8 =z_next(p_gp8):
endloop
end

find add8

LINKED LIST (9)

def flnd_add9
head9 = null;
p_gp9 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp9 # null;
x_pos9 =z_xcen(p_gp9);
y_pos9 =z_ycen(p_gp9);
z_pos9 =z_zcen(p_gp9);

If x_pos9 >=130.5 then
If y_pos9 <=495 then

If z_pos9 = 0.75 then
new9 = get_mem(2);
mem(new9) = head9;
mem(new9+1) = p_gp9;
head9 = new9;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp9 =z_next(p_gp9);
endloop
end

find add9

LINKED LIST (10)

defflnd_add10
headIO = null;
p_gp10 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp10 # null;
x_pos10 =z_xcen(p_gp10);
y_pos10 =z_ycen(p_gp10);
z_pos10 =z_zcen(p_gp10);

If x_pos10 >=130.5 then
If y_pos10 <=505 then

If z_pos10 = 0.75 then
newlO = get_mem(2);
mem(newlO) = head 10;
mem(new10+1) = p_gp10;
head 10 = newlO;

endif

endif

endif
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p_gp10 =z_next(p_gp10):
endloop
end

find add 10

LINKED LIST (11)

def flnd_add11
headll = null;
p_gp11 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp11 # null;
x_pos11 =z_xcen(p_gp11);
y_pos11 =z_ycen(p_gp11);
z_pos11 =z_zcen(p_gp11);

If x_pos11 >=130.5 then
If y_pos11 <=515 then

If z_pos11 =0.75 then
newl 1 = get_mem(2);
mem(newll) = headll;
mem(new11+1) = p_gp11;
headll = newll;

endlf

endlf

endlf

p_gp11 =z_next(p_gp11);
endloop
end

find add 11

LINKED LIST (12)

def flnd_add12
head12 = null;
p_gp12 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp12 # null;
x_pos12 =z_xcen(p_gp12);
y_pos12 =z_ycen(p_gp12);
z_pos12 =z_zcen(p_gp12);

If x_pos12 >=130.5 then
If y_pos12 <=525 then

If z_pos12 = 0.75 then
newl 2 = get_mem(2);
mem(new12) = head 12;
mem(new12+1) = p_gp12;
head 12 = newl 2;

endlf

endlf

endlf

p_gp12 =z_next(p_gp12);
endloop
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end

find add 12

LINKED LIST (13)

def find_add13
head13 = null;
p_gp13 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp13 # null;
x_pos13 =z_xcen(p_gp13);
y_pos13 =z_ycen(p_gp13);
z_pos13 =z_zcen(p_gp13);

if x_pos13 >=130.5 then
if y_pos13 <=535 then

if z_pos13 = 0.75 then
new13 = get_mem(2);
mem(new13) = head 13;
mem(new13+1) = p_gp13;
head 13 = new13;

endif

end if

endif

p_gp13 =z_next(p_gp13);
endloop
end

find add 13

LINKED LIST (14)

def find_add14
head14 = null;
p_gp14 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp14 # null;
x_pos14 =z_xcen(p_gp14);
y_pos14 =z_ycen(p_gp14);
z_pos14 =z_zcen(p_gp14);

if x_pos14 >=130.5 then
if y_pos14 <=545 then

if z_pos14 = 0.75 then
new14 = get_mem(2);
mem(new14) = head 14;
mem(new14+1) = p_gp14;
head 14 = new14;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp14 =z_next(p_gp14);
endloop
end
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find add 14

LINKED LIST (15)

def flnd_add15
headlS = null;

p_gp15 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp15 # null;
x_pos15 =z_xcen(p_gp15);
y_pos15 =z_ycen(p_gp15);
z_pos15 =z_zcen(p_gp15);

If x_pos15 >=130.5 then
If y_pos15 <=555 then

If z_pos15 = 0.75 then
new15 = get_mem(2);
mem(new15) = head 15;
mem(new15+1) = p_gp15;
head 15 = new15;

endlf

end If

endlf

p_g p 15 =z_next( p_g p 15);
endloop
end

find add15

LINKED LIST (16)

def flnd_add16
head16 = null;
p_gp16 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp16 # null;
x_pos16 =z_xcen(p_gp16);
y_pos16 =z_ycen(p_gp16);
z_pos16 =z_zcen(p_gp16);

If x_pos16 >=130.5 then
If y_pos16 <=565 then

If z_pos16 = 0.75 then
new16 = get_mem(2);
mem(new16) = head16;
mem(new16+1) = p_gp16;
head 16 = new16;

endlf

endlf

endlf

p_gp16 =z_next(p_gp16);
endloop
end

find add 16
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: LINKED LIST (17)

def find_add17
head17 = null;

p_gp17 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp17 # null;
x_pos17 =z_xcen(p_gp17);
y_pos17 =z_ycen(p_gp17);
z_pos17 =z_zcen(p_gp17);

if x_pos17 >=130.5 then
if y_pos17 <=700 then

if z_pos17 = 0.75 then
new17 = get_mem(2);
mem(new17) = head 17;
mem(new17+1) = p_gp17;
head 17 = new17;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp17 =z_next(p_gp17);
end loop
end

find add 17

LINKED LIST (18)

def find_add18
head18 = null;
p_gp18 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp18 # null;
x_pos18 =z_xcen(p_gp18);
y_pos18 =z_ycen(p_gp18);
z_pos18 =z_zcen(p_gp18);

if x_pos18 >=130.5 then
if y_pos18 <=800 then

if z_pos18 = 0.75 then
new18 = get_mem(2);
mem(new18) = head 18;
mem(new18+1) = p_gp18;
head 18 = new18;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp18 =z_next(p_gp18);
endloop
end

find add 18

LINKED LIST (19)
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def find_add19
head19 = null;
p_gp19 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp19 # null;
x_pos19 =z_xcen(p_gp19); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
y_pos19 =z_ycen(p_gp19); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
z_pos19 =z_zcen(p_gp19); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone

if x_pos19 >=130.5 then
if y_pos19 <=1000 then

if z_pos19 = 0.75 then
new19 = get_mem{2); to assign to places in fish memory array
mem(new19) = head 19; first palce in memory array will be for function new
mem(new19+1) = p_gp19; second array place will be assigned to p_gp
head 19 = new19; to repeat the choose of places inside array in first place

endif

endif

endif

p_gp19 =z_next(p_gp19); to repeat the choose of places inside array in

endloop
end

find_add19; for mining of 80% of the lift panel only

.  OF SECTION 3 STAOE 1 **********************************

; SECTION 4: Left panel linked list development

LINKED LIST (21)

def find_add21
head21 = null;
p_gp21 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp21 # null;
x_pos21 =z_xcen(p_gp21);
y_pos21 =z_ycen(p_gp21);
z_pos21 =z_zcen(p_gp21);

ifx_pos21 <=109.5 then
ify_pos21 <=200 then

if z_pos21 = 0.75 then
new21 = get_mem(2);
mem(new21) = head21;
mem(new21+1) = p_gp21;
head21 = new21;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp21 =z_next(p_gp21);
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endloop
end

find_add21

LINKED LIST (22)

def find_add22
head22 = null;
p_gp22 = zone_head:
loop while p_gp22 # null;
x_pos22 =z_xcen(p_gp22);
y_pos22 =z_ycen(p_gp22);
z_pos22 =z_zcen(p_gp22);

if x_pos22 <=109.5 then
if y_pos22 <=300 then

if z_pos22 = 0.75 then
new22 = get_mem(2);
mem(new22) = head22;
mem(new22+1) = p_gp22;
head22 = new22;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp22 =z_next(p_gp22);
endloop
end

find add22

LINKED LIST (23)

def find_add23
head23 = null;
p_gp23 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp23 # null;
x_pos23 =z_xcen(p_gp23);
y_pos23 =z_ycen(p_gp23);
z_pos23 =z_zcen(p_gp23);

if x_pos23 <=109.5 then
if y_pos23 <=435 then

if z_pos23 = 0.75 then
new23 = get_mem(2);
mem(new23) = head23;
mem(new23+1) = p_gp23;
head23 = new23;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp23 =z_next(p_gp23);

endloop
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end

find_add23

LINKED LIST (24)

def find_add24
head24 = null;
p_gp24 =zone_head;
loop while p_gp24 # null;
x_pos24 =2_xcen(p_gp24);
y_pos24 =z_ycen(p_gp24);
z_pos24 =z_zcen(p_gp24);

if x_pos24 <=109.5 then
if y_pos24 <=445 then

if z_pos24 = 0.75 then
new24 = get_mem(2);
mem(new24) = head24;
mem(new24+1) = p_gp24;
head24 = new24;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp24 =z_next(p_gp24);
endloop
end

find add24

LINKED LIST (25)

def find_add25
head25 = null;
p_gp25 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp25 # null;
x_pos25 =z_xcen(p_gp25);
y_pos25 =z_ycen(p_gp25);
z_pos25 =z_zcen(p_gp25);

if x_pos25 <=109.5 then
if y_pos25 <=455 then

if z_pos25 = 0.75 then
new25 = get_mem(2);
mem(new25) = head25;
mem(new25+1) = p_gp25;
head25 = new25;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp25 =z_next(p_gp25);
endloop
end

find add25
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LINKED LIST (26)

def find_add26
head26 = null;
p_gp26 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp26 # null;
x_pos26 =z_xcen(p_gp26);
y_pos26 =z_ycen(p_gp26);
z_pos26 =z_zcen(p_gp26);

if x_pos26 <=109.5 then
if y_pos26 <=465 then

if z_pos26 = 0.75 then
new26 = get_mem(2);
mem(new26) = head26;
mem(new26+1) = p_gp26;
head26 = new26;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp26 =z_next(p_gp26);
endloop
end

find add26

LINKED LIST (27)

deffind_add27
head27 = null;
p_gp27 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp27 # null;
x_pos27 =z_xcen(p_gp27);
y_pos27 =z_ycen(p_gp27);
z_pos27 =z_zcen(p_gp27);

ifx_pos27 <=109.5 then
if y_pos27 <=475 then

if z_pos27 = 0.75 then
new27 = get_mem(2);
mem(new27) = head27;
mem(new27+1) = p_gp27;
head27 = new27;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp27 =z_next(p_gp27);
endloop
end

find add27

; LINKED LIST (28)
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def find_add28
head28 = null;
p_gp28 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp28 # null;
x_pos28 =z_xcen(p_gp28);
y_pos28 =z_ycen(p_gp28);
z_pos28 =z_zcen(p_gp28);

if x_pos28 <=109.5 then
if y_pos28 <=485 then

if z_pos28 = 0.75 then
new28 = get_mem(2);
mem(new28) = head28;
mem(new28+1) = p_gp28;
head28 = new28;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp28 =z_next(p_gp28);
endloop
end

find add28

LINKED LIST (29)

def find_add29
head29 = null;

p_gp29 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp29 # null;
x_pos29 =z_xcen(p_gp29);
y_pos29 =z_ycen(p_gp29);
z_pos29 =z_zcen(p_gp29);

if x_pos29 <=109.5 then
if y_pos29 <=495 then

if z_pos29 = 0.75 then
new29 = get_mem(2);
mem(new29) = head29;
mem(new29+1) = p_gp29;
head29 = new29;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp29 =z_next(p_gp29);
endloop
end

find add29

LINKED LIST (30)
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def find_add30
headSO = null;
p_gp30 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp30 # null;
x_pos30 =z_xcen(p_gp30):
y_pos30 =z_ycen(p_gp30):
z_pos30 =z_zcen(p_gp30);

if x_pos30 <=109.5 then
if y_pos30 <=505 then

if z_pos30 = 0.75 then
new30 = get_mem(2):
mem(new30) = head30;
mem(new30+1) = p_gp30:
head30 = new30;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp30 =z_next(p_gp30);
end loop
end

find add30

LINKED LIST (31)

def find_add31
head31 = null;
p_9p31 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp31 # null;
x_pos31 =z_xcen(p_gp31);
y_pos31 =z_ycen(p_gp31);
z_pos31 =z_zcen(p_gp31);

ifx_pos31 <=109.5 then
ify_pos31 <=515 then

if z_pos31 = 0.75 then
new31 = get_mem(2);
mem(new31) = head31;
mem(new31+1) = p_gp31;
head31 = new31;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp31 =z_next(p_gp31);
endloop
end

find add31

LINKED LIST (32)

def find_add32
head32 = null;
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p_gp32 =zone_head:
loop while p_gp32 # null;
x_pos32 =z_xcen(p_gp32);
y_pos32 =z_ycen(p_gp32);
z_pos32 =z_zcen(p_gp32);

if x_pos32 <=109.5 then
if y_pos32 <=525 then

if z_pos32 = 0.75 then
new32 = get_mem(2);
mem(new32) = head32;
mem(new32+1) = p_gp32;
head32 = new32;

endif

end if

endif

p_gp32 =z_next(p_gp32);
endloop
end

find add32

LINKED LIST (33)

def find_add33
head33 = null;
p_gp33 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp33 # null;
x_pos33 =z_xcen(p_gp33);
y_pos33 =z_ycen(p_gp33);
z_pos33 =z_zcen(p_gp33);

if x_pos33 <=109.5 then
if y_pos33 <=535 then

if z_pos33 = 0.75 then
new33 = get_mem(2);
mem(new33) = head33;
mem(new33+1) = p_gp33;
head33 = new33;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp33 =z_next(p_gp33);
endloop
end

find add33

LINKED LIST (34)

def find_add34
head34 = null;
p_gp34 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp34 # null;
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x_pos34 =z_xcen(p_gp34):
y_pos34 =z_ycen(p_gp34);
z_pos34 =z_zcen(p_gp34);

if x_pos34 <=109.5 then
if y_pos34 <=545 then

if z_pos34 = 0.75 then
new34 = get_mem(2);
menn(new34) = head34;
mem(new34+1) = p_gp34;
head34 = new34;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp34 =z_next(p_gp34):
endloop
end

find add34

LINKED LIST (35)

deffind_add35
head35 = null;
p_9p35 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp35 # null;
x_pos35 =z_xcen(p_gp35);
y_pos35 =z_ycen(p_gp35);
z_pos35 =z_zcen(p_gp35);

if x_pos35 <=109.5 then
if y_pos35 <=555 then

if z_pos35 = 0.75 then
new35 = get_mem(2);
mem(new35) = head35;
mem(new35+1) = p_gp35;
head35 = new35;

endif

endif

endif

p_gp35 =z_next(p_gp35);
endloop
end

find add35

LINKED LIST (36)

def find_add36
head36 = null;
p_9p36 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp36 # null;
x_pos36 =z_xcen(p_gp36);
y_pos36 =z_ycen(p_gp36);
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z_pos36 =z_zcen(p_gp36);
if x_pos36 <=109.5 then

if y_pos36 <=565 then
if z_pos36 = 0.75 then

new36 = get_mem(2);
mem(new36) = head36;
mem(new36+1) = p_gp36;
heacl36 = new36;

endif

endif

endif

p_9p36 =z_next(p_gp36):
end loop
end

find add36

LINKED LIST (37)

def find_add37
head37 = null;
p_gp37 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp37 # null;
x_pos37 =z_xcen(p_gp37);
y_pos37 =z_ycen(p_gp37);
z_pos37 =z_zcen(p_gp37);

ifx_pos37 <=109.5 then
if y_pos37 <=700 then

if z_pos37 = 0.75 then
new37 = get_mem(2);
mem(new37) = head37;
mem(new37+1) = p_gp37;
head37 = new37;

endif

endif

endif

p_9p37 =z_next(p_gp37);
end loop
end

find add37

LINKED LIST (38)

def find_add38
head38 = null;
p_gp38 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp38 # null;
x_pos38 =z_xcen(p_gp38);
y_pos38 =z_ycen(p_gp38);
z_pos38 =z_zcen(p_gp38);
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if x_pos38 <=109.5 then
if y_pos38 <=800 then

if z_pos38 = 0.75 then
new38 = get_mem(2):
mem(new38) = head38;
mem(new38+1) = p_gp38:
head38 = new38:

endif

end if

endif

p_gp38 =z_next(p_gp38);
endloop
end

find add38

LINKED LIST (39)

def find_add39
head39 = null;
p_gp39 = zone_head;
loop while p_gp39 # null;
x_pos39 =z_xcen(p_gp39); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
y_pos39 =z_ycen(p_gp39); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone
z_pos39 =z_zcen(p_gp39); (p_gp) is a pointer for zone

if x_pos39 <=109.5 then
if y_pos39 <=1000 then

if z_pos39 = 0.75 then
new39 = get_mem(2); to assign to places in fish memory array
mem(new39) = head39; first palce in memory array will be for function new
mem(new39+1) = p_gp39; second array place will be assigned to p_gp
head39 = new39; to repeat the choose of places inside array in first place

endif

endif

endif

p_gp39 =z_next(p_gp39); to repeat the choose of places inside array in

endloop
end

find_add39; for mining of 80% of the lift panel only

.  Qp SECTION 4 STAGE 1 ************************************

; SECTION 5: Pillar histories

; Pillar (1) (second pillar from (8 going N))
; 8 POINTS BENCH MARKS (SEPRATED POINTS SCAN)
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def Z_D1; point (1) at pillar side
SD1=gp_near(116,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD2=gp_near(117,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD3=gp_zdisp(SD1)
SD4=gp_zdisp{SD2)
Z_D11=-0.3333*(SD3+SD4); avarge STRAIN at pillar side
end

Z_D1

his Z_D1; the function
HISZ_D11
his zone szz 116.5,483.8,1.25
def Z_D2; point (2-E) on pillar from pillar side
SD12=gp_near(117,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD22=gp_near(118,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD32=gp_zdisp(SD12)
SD42=gp_zdisp(SD22)
Z_D12=-0.3333*(SD32+SD42); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D2
HIS Z_D2; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D12
his zone szz 117.5,483.8,1.25

def Z_D3; point(3-E) from the pillar side
SD13=gp_near(118,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD23=gp_near(119,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD33=gp_zdisp(SD13)
SD43=gp_zdisp(SD23)
Z_D13=-0.3333*(SD33+SD43); avarge STRAIN at pillar center

end

Z_D3
HIS Z_D3; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D13
his zone szz 118.5,483.8,1.25

def Z_D4; point (4-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD14=gp_near(119,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD24=gp_near(120,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD34=gp_zdisp(SD14)
SD44=gp_zdisp(SD24)
Z_D14=-0.3333*(SD34+SD44); avarge STRAIN at pillar center

end

Z_D4

HIS Z_D4; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D14
his zone szz 119.5,483.8,1.25
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def Z_D5; point (5-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD15=gp_near(120,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD25=gp_near(121,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD35=gp_zdisp(SD15)
SD45=gp_zdisp(SD25)
Z_D15=-0.3333*(SD35+SD45); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D5

HIS Z_D5; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D15
his zone szz 120.5,483.8,1.25

def Z_D6; point (6-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD16=gp_near(121,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD26=gp_near(122,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD36=gp_zdisp(SD16)
SD46=gp_zdisp(SD26)
Z_D16=-0.3333*(SD36+SD46); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D6

HIS Z_D6; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D16
his zone szz 121.5,483.8,1.25

def Z_D7; point (7-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD17=gp_near(122,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD27=gp_near(123,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD37=gp_zdisp(SD17)
SD47=gp_zdisp(SD27)
Z_D17=-0.3333*(SD37+SD47); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D7

HIS Z_D7; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D17
his zone szz 122.5,483.8,1.25

def Z_D8; point (8-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD18=gp_near(123,482.31,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD28=gp_near(124,482.31,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD38=gp_zdisp(SD18)
SD48=gp_zdisp(SD28)
Z_D18=-0.3333*(SD38+SD48); avarge STRAIN at pillar center

end

Z_D8

HIS Z_D8; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ D18
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his zone szz 123.5,483.8,1.25

Pillar (2) (third pillar from (S going N))
SERRATED POINTS SCAN 8 POINTS BENCH MARKS

def Z_D1S; point (1) at pillar side
SD1=gp_near(116,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3):
SD2=gp_near(117,516.3,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD3=gp_zdisp(SD1)
SD4=gp_zdisp(SD2)
Z_D11S=-0.3333*(SD3+SD4); avarge STRAIN at pillar side
end

Z_D1S

his Z_D1S; the function
HISZ_D11S
his zone szz 116.5,516.3,1.25

def Z_D2S; point (2-E) on pillar from pillar side
SD12=gp_near(117,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD22=gp_near(118,516.3,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD32=gp_zdisp(SD12)
SD42=gp_zdisp(SD22)
Z_D12S=-0.3333*(SD32+SD42); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D2S

HIS Z_D2S; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D12S
his zone szz 117.5,516.3,1.25

def Z_D3S; point(3-E) from the pillar side
SD13=gp_near(118,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD23=gp_near(119,516.3,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD33=gp_zdisp(SD13)
SD43=gp_zdisp(SD23)
Z_D13S=-0.3333*(SD33+SD43); avarge STRAIN at pillar center

end

Z_D3S

HIS Z_D3S; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D13S
his zone szz 118.5,516.3,1.25

def Z_D4S; point (4-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD14=gp_near(119,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD24=gp_near(120,516.3,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD34=gp_zdisp(SD14)
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SD44=gp_zclisp(SD24)
Z_D14S=-0.3333*(SD34+SD44); avarge STRAIN at pillar center

end

Z_D4S

HIS Z_D4S; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D14S
his zone szz 119.5,516.3,1.25

def Z_D5S: point (5-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD15=gp_near(120,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD25=gp_near(121,516.3,1.5): (100,500,3);
SD35=gp_zdisp(SD15)
SD45=gp_zdisp(SD25)
Z_D15S=-0.3333*(SD35+SD45); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D5S

HIS Z_D5S; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D15S
his zone szz 120.5,516.3,1.25

def Z_D6S; point (6-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD16=gp_near(121,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD26=gp_near(122,516.3,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD36=gp_zdisp(SD16)
SD46=gp_zdisp(SD26)
Z_D16S=-0.3333*(SD36+SD46); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D6S

HIS Z_D6S; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D16S
his zone szz 121.5,516.3,1.25

def Z_D7S; point (7-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD17=gp_near(122,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3);
SD27=gp_near(123,516.3,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD37=gp_zdisp(SD17)
SD47=gp_zdisp(SD27)
Z_D17S=-0.3333*(SD37+SD47); avarge STRAINat pillar center

end

Z_D7S

HIS Z_D7S; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D17S
his zone szz 122.5,516.3,1.25

def Z_D8S; point (8-E) PILLAR MID HISTORY
SD18=gp_near(123,516.3,1.5);(1,5,3);
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SD28=gp_near(124,516.3,1.5); (100,500,3);
SD38=gp_zdisp(SD18)
SD48=gp_zdisp(SD28)
Z_D18S=-0.3333*(SD38+SD48); avarge STRAIN at pillar center

end

Z_D8S

HIS Z_D8S; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HISZ_D18S
his zone szz 123.5,516.3,1.25

Y-direction SCANLINE

OVER PILLAR 3 FROM S going N

his zone szz 119.5, 504.7, 1.25; first zone at center going from S to N
his gp zdis 120,503.2,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 507.7, 1.25; point 2
his gp zdis 120,506.08,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 510.46, 1.25;3
his gp zdis 120,508.96,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 513.34, 1.25
his gp zdis 120,511.84,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 516.22, 1.25
his gp zdis 120,514.72,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 519.1, 1.25
his gp zdis 120,517.6,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 521.98, 1.25
his gp zdis 120,520.48,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 524.86, 1.25
his gp zdis 120,523.36,1.5

his zone szz 119.5, 527.74, 1.25
his gp zdis 120,503.2,1.5

VERTICAL SCAN LINE ON PILLAR 2 CORE POINT

UP TO 30m IN THE ROOF

his zone szz id 15961; going UP
his gp zdis id 19627
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his zone szz id 15997

his gp zdis id 19628

his zone szz id 16033

his gp zdis id 19687

his zone szz id 16069

his gp zdis id 19723

his zone szz id 16105

his gp zdis id 19759

his zone szz id 16141

his gp zdis id 19795

his zone szz id 16177

his gp zdis id 19831

his zone szz id 16213

his gp zdis id 19867

(3) - SCAN LINE ON THE RIB SIDES OF PILLAR 2
PART (a) going from W to E from model boundary
PART (b) going from E to W from Right entry to boundary

; Part (a)

his zone szz id 14905; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17190

his zone szz id 14904; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17188

his zone szz id 14903; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17186

his zone szz id 14902; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17184

his zone szz id 14901; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17182

his zone szz id 14900; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17180

his zone szz id 14899; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17178
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his zone szz id 14898; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17176

his zone szz id 14897; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17174

his zone szz id 14896; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 17087

; Part (b)

his zone szz id 11981; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13827
his zone szz id 11982; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13814
his zone szz id 11983; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13816
his zone szz id 11984; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13818
his zone szz id 11985; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13820
his zone szz id 11986; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13822
his zone szz id 11987; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13824
his zone szz id 11988; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13826
his zone szz id 11989; going from W to E
his gp zdis id 13828
his zone szz id 11990; going from W to E
his gpzdis id 13830

Preparing the table for average stress-strain on pillars
3 scan line at zone line (1), zone line (3) and zone line(5) mid-pillar line
stress and strain are average by weights 2/2/1 respectively

def Av_disp2
pp11=gp_near(119,470.75,1.5); first base line
pp12=gp_near(118,470.75,1.5)
pp13=gp_near(117,470.75,1.5)
pp14=gp_near(116,470.75,1.5)
pp15=gp_near(120,470.75,1.5)
pp16=gp_near(121,470.75,1.5)
pp17=gp_near(122,470.75,1.5)
pp18=gp_near(123,470.75,1.5)
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pp19=gp_near(124,470.75,1.5)

pno11=gp_zdisp{pp11); transfer first base line into Zdisp values
pno12=gp_zdisp(pp12)
pnol 3=gp_zdisp(pp13)
pno14=gp_zdisp(pp14)
pnol 5=gp_zdisp(pp15)
pno16=gp_zdisp(pp16)
pnol 7=gp_zdisp(pp17)
pnol 8=gp_zdisp(pp18)
pnol 9=gp_zdisp(pp19)

Sumpnol=pno11+pno12+pno13+pno14+pno15+pno16+pno17+pno18+pno19

pp21=gp_near(119,476.53,1.5); second base line
pp22=gp_near(118,476.53,1.5)
pp23=gp_near(117,476.53,1.5)
pp24=gp_near(116,476.53,1.5)
pp25=gp_near(120,476.53,1.5)
pp26=gp_near(121,476.53,1.5)
pp27=gp_near(122,476.53,1.5)
pp28=gp_near(123,476.53,1.5)
pp29=gp_near(124,476.53,1.5)

pno21=gp_zdisp(pp21); transfer second base line into Zdis values
pno22=gp_zdisp{pp22)
pno23=gp_zdisp(pp23)
pno24=gp_zdisp(pp24)
pno25=gp_zdisp(pp25)
pno26=gp_zdisp(pp26)
pno27=gp_zdisp(pp27)
pno28=gp_zdisp(pp28)
pno29=gp_zdisp(pp29)

Sumpno2= pno21+pno22+pno23+pno24+pno25+pno26+pno27+pno28+pno29

pp31=gp_near(119,482.31,1.5);Third base line
pp32=gp_near(118,482.31,1.5)
pp33=gp_near(117,482.31,1.5)
pp34=gp_near(116,482.31,1.5)
pp35=gp_near( 120,482.31,1.5)
pp36=gp_near(121,482.31,1.5)
pp37=gp_near(122,482.31,1.5)
pp38=gp_near(123,482.31,1.5)
pp39=gp_near(124,482.31,1.5)

pno31=gp_zdisp{pp31); transfer third base line into Zdis values
pno32=gp_zdisp(pp32)
pno33=gp_zdisp(pp33)
pno34=gp_zdisp(pp34)
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pno35=gp_zdisp(pp35)
pno36=g p_zd isp( pp36)
pno37=gp_zdisp(pp37)
pno38=gp_zdisp(pp38)
pno39=gp_zdisp(pp39)

Sumpno3=pno31+pno32+pno33+pno34+pno35+pno36+pno37+pno38+pno39
Totsum = 0.222*Sumpno1+0.222*Sumpno2+0.111*Sumpno3; i.e.2/9 or 1/9
Avstrain=0.1333*Totsum; average strain along the pillar high of 1.5m(1/5*1.5)
end

Av_disp2
HIS Av_disp2: has to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avstrain; history of the fish symbol

def Av_Str2
zp11=z_near(116.5,472.2,1.25); first base line
zpl 2=z_near(117.5,472.2,1.25)
zpl 3=z_near(118.5,472.2,1.25)
zp14=z_near(119.5,472.2,1.25)
zp15=z_near(120.5,472.2,1.25)
zp16=z_near(121.5,472.2,1.25)
zpl 7=z_near(122.5,472.2,1.25)
zpl 8=z_near(123.5,472.2,1.25)

znol 1=z_szz(zp11): transfer first base line into Zdis values
zno12=z_szz(zp12)
zno13=z_szz(zp13)
zno14=z_szz(zp14)
zno15=z_szz(zp15)
zno16=z_szz(zp16)
zno17=z_szz(zp17)
zno18=z_szz(zp18)

SumZnol=zno11+zno12+zno13+zno14+zno15+zno16+zno17+zno18

zp21=z_near(116.5,478.0,1.25); second base line
zp22=z_near(117.5,478.0,1.25)
zp23=z_near(118.5,478.0,1.25)
zp24=z_near(119.5,478.0,1.25)
zp25=z_near(120.5,478.0,1.25)
zp26=z_near(121.5,478.0,1.25)
zp27=z_near(122.5,478.0,1.25)
zp28=z_near(123.5,478.0,1.25)

zno21=z_szz(zp21); transfer first base line into Zdisp values
zno22=z_szz(zp22)
zno23=z_szz(zp23)
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zno24=z_szz(zp24)
zno25=z_szz(zp25)
zno26=z_szz(zp26)
zno27=z_szz(zp27)
zno28=z_szz(zp28)

SumZno2= zno21+zno22+zno23+zno24+zno25+zno26+zno27+zno28

zp31=z_near(116.5,483.8,1.25); third base line
zp32=z_near(117.5,483.8,1.25)
zp33=z_near{118.5,483.8,1.25)
zp34=z_near(119.5,483.8,1.25)
zp35=z_near(120.5,483.8,1.25)
zp36=z_near(121.5,483.8,1.25)
zp37=z_near(122.5,483.8,1.25)
zp38=z_near(123.5,483.8,1.25)

zno31=z_szz(zp31); transfer first base line into Zdis values
zno32=z_szz(zp32)
zno33=z_szz(zp33)
zno34=z_szz(zp34)
zno35=z_szz(zp35)
zno36=z_szz(zp36)
zno37=z_szz(zp37)
zno38=z_szz(zp38)

SumZno3=zno31+zno32+zno33+zno34+zno35+zno36+zno37+zno38

Totsum2 = 0.25*SumZno1+0.25*SumZno2+0.125*SumZno3; i.e.
Avstress=0.2*Totsum2: average stress along the pillar high of (1 / 5)
end

Av_Str2
HIS Av_Str2: have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avstress; history of the fish symbol

Average stress/strain on mid line of the pillar for comparison with
the 2D results (at a central pillar)

Def Scani

pp31=gp_near(119,482.31,1.4);Third base line
pp32=gp_near(118,482.31,1.4)
pp33=gp_near(117,482.31,1.4)
pp34=gp_near(116,482.31,1.4)
pp35=gp_near(120,482.31,1.4)
pp36=gp_near(121,482.31,1.4)
pp37=g p_near(122,482.31,1.4)
pp38=gp_near(123,482.31,1.4)
pp39=gp_near(124,482.31,1.4)
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pno31=gp_zdisp(pp31); transfer third base line into Zdisp values
pno32=gp_zdisp(pp32)
pno33=gp_zdisp(pp33)
pno34=gp_zdisp(pp34)
pno35=gp_zdisp(pp35)
pno36=gp_zdisp{pp36)
pno37=gp_zdisp(pp37)
pno38=gp_zdisp(pp38)
pno39=g p_zd isp( pp39)

Sumpno3=pno31+pno32+pno33+pno34+pno35+pno36+pno37+pno38+pno39
Totsum =0.1111*Sumpno3; i.e. 1/9
Avstrain1=0.6666*Totsum; average strain along the pillar high of 1.5 m(1/5*1.5)
end

Scani

HIS Scani; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avstraini; history of the fish symbol

Average stress on mid scan line for 2D comparison

def Scan2; stress value
zp31=z_near(116.5,483.8,0.25): third base line at the first element at bottom
zp32=z_near(117.5,483.8,0.25)
zp33=z_near(118.5,483.8,0.25)
zp34=z_near(119.5,483.8,0.25)
zp35=z_near(120.5,483.8,0.25)
zp36=z_near(121.5,483.8,0.25)
zp37=z_near(122.5,483.8,0.25)
zp38=z_near(123.5,483.8,0.25)

zno31=z_szz(zp31); transfer first base line into Zdis values
zno32=z_szz(zp32)
zno33=z_szz(zp33)
zno34=z_szz(zp34)
zno35=z_szz(zp35)
zno36=z_szz(zp36)
zno37=z_szz(zp37)
zno38=z_szz(zp38)

SumZno3=zno31+zno32+zno33+zno34+zno35+zno36+zno37+zno38

Totsum2 = 0.125*SumZno3; i.e.
Avstress1=Totsum2; average stress along the pillar
end

Scan2

HIS Scan2; have to be recorded to activate the fish variable
HIS Avstressi; history of the fish symbol
set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini

set log off
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.  Qp 3EQy|0N 5 STAGE 1 **************************

J

; SECTION 6; solving and saving the stage

set grav 0,0,-10
his n=10

his unbal

solve

11- SAVING AND CALL NEXT STEP

save STEP1-2.2-50.sav

CALL STEP2-2.2-50.TXT

QP SECTION 6 - STAGE 1 *********************************

.*************************************************************************************************************

STAGE (2)
.*************************************************************************************************************

;  In this stage the gate roads are developed. This stage is followed by the gate roads
development (STAGE 3)

RESTORE ELASTIC SOLUTION

res STEP1-2.2-50.sav

Inl xdls=0 ydls=0 zdls=0
plot his -1 vs -2; TO START UP PLOT INTERFACE

: SECTION 1; defining ieading step and materials properties

INPUTS, LEADING STEP

def ln_def
XX = ln(msg+'(' +'default:'+strlng(default)+'):')
ln_def =xx

endlf

end

def model dataL
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default=3

msg='LEADING-multipliers of 3 or negative'
LDO= in_def;

default=3

msg='SAVED FILE NAME'
P0P1= in_def;

end

model dataL

VIEW PLOT

PLOT CREATE PILLARSNEW

PLOT set plane dlp=90 dd=0 orlgln=0,1.5,0
plot set rot 90 0 90
plot set center 120 500 120
plot set magn 7
plot add cont disp plane behind
plot add bound behind
plot show

THE STRENGTH PARAMETER TABLES

table 1 0,2.2e6 0.0005,2.2e6 0.04241,1.05e5 0.1,1.05e5
table 2 0,23 0.0005,30 0.0078,30
table 3 0,0 0.0005,15 0.006,15 0.009,5 0.015,5

CHANGE ELASTIC COAL TO SS MODEL BEFORE DEVELOPMENT

group COAL range x=0,240 y=0,1000 z=0,CT
m SS RANGE GROUP COAL

pro ten=A136 b=A116 s=A126 den=A176 &
ctab=1 ftab=2 dtab=3 range group COAL

********************* OF SECTION 1 - SATGE 2*****************************

; SECTION 2; mining the gate roads

FAST MINING OF SOUTH SHELL AREA

defXXX

namel = POP +'-'+ strlng(n_run) + '.log'
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name2 = 'STAGE NUMBER {' + string(n_run)+'}'
names = P0P1+'-LD-'+ string(LDO)+'m'+'-'+string(n_run) + '.sav'
end

def r_unners1
loop 8(0,DS1)
command

set n_run = 8
XXX

End_command
D81=YP4/M81

PAA3=M81*(8+1)
PAA4=120-(XP1-120)
PAA5=PAA4-DRW

PAA31=PAA3-5

COMMAND

m null range x=XP1,XD1 y=0,PAA3 z=0,CT;
m null range x=PAA4,PAA5 y=0,PAA31 z=0,CT;
solve

SET LOG ON

set logfile=name1
title name2

save names

ENDCOMMAND

ENDLOOP

END

r unnersi

SLOW MINING OF CORE AREA

-Pillar 1 - core area-

def r_unners2
loop SPS (0,9)
SPS1 =SPS+10; run name now (SPS+10);
command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX: XXX
endcommand

8=0

;LD=POPO
PA4=120; X coordinate of min x at cross cut
PA5=PA4+CW; X coordinate of the drift start
PA6=PA5+DRW; X coordinate of the drift end
PA7=PA4-CW; X coordinate of the c_cut right end (lift drift)
PA8=PA7-DRW; X coordinate of the c_cut lift end (lift drift)
PA1=YP4 +0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1)+CCW*S; cross cut position start
PA2=PA1 +CCW; cross cut end position(y direction)
PA11=YP4-0.5*CCW

PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW
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PA3=PA12+15+ 3*SPS;
PA31=PA3-LDO;

command

m null range x=PA5,PA7 y=PA11 ,PA12 z=0,CT:
m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3 z=0,CT;
m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31 z=0,CT:
solve

set logfile = name1
title name2

save name3

endcommand

endloop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT;
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT;
endcommand

end

R unners2

-Pillar 2 - core area

def r_unners3
loop SPS (0,10)
SPS1 =SPS+20: run name now (SPS+10);
command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX: XXX
endcommand

S=1

PA1=YP4+0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1)+CCW*S;
PA2=PA1+CCW;
PA11=YP4-0.5*CCW

PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW

PA3A=PA3+3*SPS;
PA31A=PA3A-LDO;

command

m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3A z=0,CT;
m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31A z=0,CT;
solve

set logfile = namel
title name2

save name3

endcommand

endloop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT;
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT;
endcommand

end

R unners3
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;  Pillar 3 - core area -

def r_unners4
loop SPS (0,11)
SPS1 =SPS+32; run name now (SPS+31);

command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX

endcommand

S=2

PA1 =YP4 +0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1 )+CCW*S:
PA2=PA1+CCW:
PA11=YP4-0.5*CCW

PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW

PA3B=PA3A+3*SPS:
PA31B=PA3B-LDO:
command

m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3B z=0,CT;
m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31B z=0,CT;
solve

set logfile = namel
title name2

save name3

endcommand

end loop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT;
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT:

endcommand

END

R_unners4

;  Pillar 4 - core area

def r_unners5
loop SPS (0,13)

SPS1 =SPS+44; run name now (SPS+44):
command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX; XXX
endcommand

s=3

PA1=YP4+0.5*CCW+PIL*(S+1)+CCW*S;
PA2=PA1+CCW;
PA11=YP4-0.5*CCW

PA12=YP4+0.5*CCW

PA3C=PA3B+3*SPS; PA31C=PA3C-LDO;
command

m null range x=PA5,PA6 y=0,PA3C z=0,CT;
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m null range x=PA7,PA8 y=0,PA31C z=0,CT;
:  solve
;  set logfile = name1

title name2

save names

endcommand

endloop
command

m null range x= PA4,PA5 y=PA1,PA2 z=0,CT;
m null range x=PA4,PA7 y=PA1,PA2 Z=0,CT:
endcommand

end

r unnersS

FAST MINING OF NORTH SHELL AREA

def r_unners6
L2=1000-YP3

DS3=L2/MS1

loop S(0,DS3)
SPS1 =DS3+58; run name now (SPS+44):
command

set n_run = SPS1
XXX

endcommand

PPA3=YP3+MS1*(S+1)
PPA4=120-(XP1-120)
PPA5=PPA4-DRW

PPA31=PPA3-5

command

m null range x=XP1,XD1 y=0,PPA3 z=0,CT;
m null range x=PPA4,PPA5 y=YP3,PPA31 z=0,CT:
solve

set logfile = name1
title name2

save names

endcommand

endloop
end

r UNNERS6

SAVING AND CALLING THE NEXT STAGE

save STEP2-2.2-50.sav

CALL STEP3-2.2-50.TXT

********************* Qp SECTION 2 — SATGE 2 *****************************
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.*************************************************************************************************************

STAGE (3)
.*************************************************************************************************************
I

;  In this stage the right panel is mined and gob is formed behind the advancing longwall ; face.
Only 80 % mined of the panel then longwall advance stopped. This stage is
; followed by the gate roads development (STAGE 4)

. ************************* 3EQy|0N 1 — SATGE 3 ******************************************

Restore previous stage

res STEP2-2.2-50.sav

plot his -1 vs -2; TO START UP PLOT INTERFACE
his zone szz 0.0,50,0.75; Gob comopaction curve (left panel)40
his gp zdisp 0.0,50,1.5; same
his zone szz 240,50,0.75; Gob comopaction curve (rightpanel)240
his gp zdisp 240,50,1.5; same

SET SMALL

Gob algorithm preparation procedures

def setup
aa =3.5e6;aa; given /1e6; 3.5MPa gob initial tangential modulus
bb = 0.5

r3d4 = 3.0 / 4.0 ; Note that Szz=(K+4*G/3)*Ezz
Kstart = (aa/bb) ; Hence
Gstart = Kstart * r3d4

aabb = aa * bb

end

setup

Cut 1 gob forming

def Modulusi

command

group GOBI range x=130.5,240 y=0,200 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI
prop bull<=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI

endcommand

FSTOP=200

array arr1(6)
ad=head1

loop while ad # null
p_gp1 = mem(ad+1)
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00 = z_fsi(p_gp1,arr1)
strainZ = -arr1 (3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp1 ,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop{p_gpi /shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz{p_gp1) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping1
command

Modulusi

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring1

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping1
if mech_ratio< GBR then
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set logfile = Rgob.log
set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
:  save d; R-gob200m. sav
endcommand

end

D_uring1

Cut 2 gob forming

def Modulus2

command

group G0B2 range x=130.5,240 y=0,300 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B2
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B2

endcommand

FSTOP=300

array arr2(6)
ad=head2

loop while ad # null
p_gp2 = mem(ad+1)
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00 = z_fsi{p_gp2,arr2)
strainZ = -arr2(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop{p_gp2,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp2,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp2) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping2
command

Modulus2

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring2

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping2
if mech_ratio<GBR then
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob300m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring2

Cut 3 gob forming

def Modulus3

command

group G0B3 range x=130.5,240 y=0,435 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B3
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B3

endcommand
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FSTOP=435

array arr3(6)
ad=head3

loop while ad # null
p_gp3 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp3,arr3)
strainZ = -arr3(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp3,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp3,'shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp3) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping3
command

Modulus3

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring3

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping3
if mech_ratio<GBR then
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:R-gob435m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring3

Cut 4 gob forming

def Modulus4

command
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group G0B4 range x=130.5,240 y=0,445 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B4
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 clensity=A176 range group G0B4

endcommand

FSTOP=445

array arr4(6)
ad=head4

loop while ad # null
p_gp4 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp4,arr4)
strainZ = -arr4(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa/ (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp4,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp4,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp4) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping4
command

Modulus4

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring4

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping4
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob445m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring4

Cut 5 gob forming
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def ModulusS

command

group GOBS range x=130.5,240 y=0,455 z=0,1.3
m 6 range group GOBS
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBS

endcommand

FST0P=4SS

array arrS(6)
ad=headS

loop while ad # null
p_gpS = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gpS,arrS)
strainZ = -arrS(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = O.S * aa / (denom*denom); slope O.S
z_prop(p_gpS,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gpS,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gpS) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_teppingS
command

ModulusS

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uringS

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_teppingS
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob4SSm.sav
endcommand

end

D_uringS

Cuts gob forming

def ModulusS

command

group GOBS range x=130.S,4SS y=0,4SS z=0,1.3
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m e range group G0B6
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B6

endcommand

FSTOP=465

array arr6(6)
ad=head6

loop while ad # null
p_gp6 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi{p_gp6,arr6)
strainZ = -arr6(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp6,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp6,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp6) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping6
command

ModulusG

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring6

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping6
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
end loop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d;R-gob465m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring6

Cut 7 gob forming

def Modulus7

command

group G0B7 range x=130.5,240 y=0,475 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B7
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B7
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endcommand

FSTOP=475

array arr7(6)
ad=head7

loop while ad # null
p_gp7 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp7,arr7)
strainZ = -arr7(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp7,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop{p_gp7,'shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp7) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping7
command

Modulus7

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring7

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping7
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob475m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring7

Cut 8 gob forming

def ModulusB

command

group GOBS range x=130.5,240 y=0,485 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBS
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBS

endcommand
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FSTOP=485

array arr8(6)
ad=head8

loop while ad # null
p_gp8 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp8,arr8)
strainZ = -arr8(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp8,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp8,'shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp8) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping8
command

Modulus8

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring8

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping8
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

ehdjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:R-gob485m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring8

Cut 9 gob forming

def ModulusQ

command

group G0B9 range x=130.5,240 y=0,495 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B9
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B9

endcommand

FSTOP=495
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array arr9(6)
ad=head9

loop while ad # null
p_gp9 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp9,arr9)
strainZ = -arr9(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / {denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp9,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp9,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp9) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping9
command

Modulus9

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring9

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping9
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob495m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring9

Cut 10 gob forming

def ModuluslO

command

group GOB10 range x=130.5,240 y=0,505 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB10
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI 0

endcommand

FSTOP=505

array arr10(6)
ad=head10
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loop while ad # null
p_gp10 = mem(ad+1)
00 " = z_fsi(p_gp10,arr10)
strainZ = -arr10(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp10,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp10,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp10) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping10
command

ModuluslO

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

defD_uring10

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping10
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
end loop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:R-gob505m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring10; PAUSED TO MINE 80% OF RIGHT-LONG WALL FACE

Cut 11 gob forming

def ModulusH

command

group G0B11 range x=130.5,240 y=0,515 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB11
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB11

endcommand

FSTOP=515

array arr11(6)
ad=head11

loop while ad # null
p_gp11 = mem(ad+1)
00 = 2_fsi(p_gp11 ,arr11)
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strainZ =-arr11(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp11 ,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp11,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp11) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping11
command

ModulusH

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring11

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping11
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob515m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring11;

Cut 12 gob forming

def Modulus12

command

group G0B12 range x=130.5,240 y=0,525 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI2
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI2

endcommand

FSTOP=525

array arr12(6)
ad=head12

loop while ad # null
p_gp12 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp12,arr12)
StrainZ = -arr12(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
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clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp12,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp12,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp12) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping12
command

Modulus12

stepnumbl; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring12

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping12
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob525m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring12;

Cut 13 gob forming

def Modulus13

command

group GOBI 3 range x=130.5,240 y=0,535 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI 3
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI 3

endcommand

FSTOP=535

array arri 3(6)
ad=head13

loop while ad # null
p_gp13 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp13,arr13)
strainZ =-arri 3(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
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z_prop(p_gp13,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp13,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp13) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping13
command

Modulus13

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring13
ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping13
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob535m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring13;

Cut 14 gob forming

def Modulus14

command

group G0B14 range x=130.5,240 y=0,545 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B14
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B14

endcommand

FSTOP=545

array arr14{6)
ad=head14

loop while ad # null
p_gp14 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp14,arr14)
StrainZ = -arr14(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
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z_prop(p_gp14,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p__gp14,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp14) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping14
command

Modulus14

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring14

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping14
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob545m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring14;

Cut 15 gob forming

def Modulus15

command

group GOBI5 range x=130.5,240 y=0,555 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI5
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI5

endcommand

FSTOP=555

array arr15(6)
ad=head15

loop while ad # null
p_gp15 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp15,arr15)
StrainZ = -arr15(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp15,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp15,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
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z_szz(p_gp15) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping15
command

Modulus15

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring15

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping15
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d; R-gob555m. sav
endcommand

end

D_uring15;

Cut 16 gob forming

def ModulusIB

command

group G0B16 range x=130.5,240 y=0,565 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI6
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B16

endcommand

FSTOP=565

array arr16(6)
ad=head16

loop while ad # null
p_gp16 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp16,arr16)
strainZ = -arr16(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp16,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp16,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp16) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)
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endLoop
end

def S_tepping16
command

Modulus16

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def p_uring16
ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping16
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:R-gob565m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring16;

Cut 17 gob forming

def Modulus17

command

group G0B17 range x=130.5,240 y=0,700 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI7
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI7

endcommand

FSTOP=700

array arr17(6)
ad=head17

loop while ad # null
p_gp17 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp17,arr17)
strainZ =-arr17(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp17,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp17,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp17) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end
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def S_tepping17
command

Modulus17

stepnumbl; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring17

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping17
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d; R-gob700m. sav
endcommand

end

;D_uring17;

Cut 18 gob forming

def ModulusIS

command

group G0B18 range x=130.5,240 y=0,800 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI8
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOBI8

endcommand

FSTOP=800

array arr18(6)
ad=head18

loop while ad # null
p_gp18 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi{p_gp18,arr18)
strainZ = -arr18(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp18,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp18,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz{p_gp18) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping18
command
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Modulus18

stepnumbi;
endcommand

end

defD_uring18

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping18
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:R-gob800m.sav
endcommand

end

;D_uring18;

Cut 19 gob forming

def Modulus19

command

group G0B19 range x=130.5,240 y=0,1000 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOBI 9
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB 19

endcommand

FSTOP=1000

array arr19(6)
ad=head19

loop while ad # null
p_gp19 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp19,arr19)
strainZ = -arr19(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp19,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp19,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp19) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping19
command

Modulus19

stepnumbi; [changeable]
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endcommand

end

def D_uring19

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping19
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6

ggg=o
endjf

endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:R-gob1000m.sav
endcommand

end

;D_uring19;

save STEP3-2.2-50.sav

CALL STEP4-2.2-50.TXT

END OF SECTION 1 — SATGE 3 *****************************

.**************************************************************************************************************

STAGE (4)
.*************************************************************************************************************

I

;  In this stage the left panel is mined and gob is formed behind the advancing longwall ; face.
Only 70 % of the panel length is mined. This stage is followed by the gate roads ; ; development
(STAGE 4)

. ************************* ggQYIQI^ «l _ 4 ******************************************

Restore previous stage

ES STEP3-2.2-35.sav

plot his -1 vs -2; to start the plotting interface

Cut 21 gob forming

def Modulus21
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command

group G0B21 range x=0,109.5 y=0,2GG z=G,1.3
m e range group G0B21
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B21

endcommand

FST0P=2GG

array arr21(6)
ad=head1

loop while ad # null
p_gp21 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp21,arr21)
strainZ = -arr21(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = G.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope G.5
z_prop(p_gp21,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_9p21,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp21) = -aa * (1 .G/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping21
command

Modulus18

Modulus21

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring21

999=1
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping21
if mech_ratio<GBR then
999=0

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;save d:L-gob2GGm.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring21

Cut 22 gob forming

def Modulus22

command

group GOB22 range x=G,1G9.5 y=G,3GG z=G,1.3
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m e range group GOB22
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB22

endcommand

FSTOP=300

array arr22(6)
ad=head22

loop while ad # null
p_gp22 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp22,arr22)
strainZ = -arr22(3)
denom = bb - strainZ;
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp22,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp22,'shear') = modulus r3d4
z_szz(p_gp22) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping22
command

Modulus18

Modulus22

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring22

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping22
if mech_ratio< GBR then
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set logfile = Lgob.log
set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:L-gob300m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring22

Cut 23 gob forming

def Modulus23

command

group GOB23 range x=0,109.5 y=0,435 z=0,1.3
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m e range group GOB23
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB23

endcommand

FSTOP=435

array arr23(6)
ad=head23

loop while ad # null
p_gp23 = mem(ad+1)
00 = 2_fsi(p_gp23,arr23)
strainZ = -arr23(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / {denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp23,'bulk') = modulus
2_prop(p_gp23,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_s2z(p_gp23) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping23
command

Modulus18

Modulus23

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring23

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping23
if mech_ratio<GBR then

ggg=o
end_if

endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob435m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring23

Cut 24 gob forming

def Modulus24

command
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group GOB24 range x=0,109.5 y=0,445 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB24
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB24

endcommand

FSTOP=445

array arr24(6)
ad=head24

loop while ad # null
p_gp24 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp24,arr24)
strainZ = -arr24(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa/ (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp24,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp24,'shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp24) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping24
command

ModulusIS

Modulus24

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring24

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping24
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob445m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring24

Cut 25 gob forming

def Modulus25

command

group GOB25 range x=0,109.5 y=0,455 z=0,1.3
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m e range group GOB25
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB25

endcommand

FSTOP=455

array arr25(6)
ad=head25

loop while ad # null
p_gp25 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp25,arr25)
.strainZ = -arr25(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp25,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp25,'shear") = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp25) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping25
command

Modulus18

Modulus25

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring25

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping25
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob455m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring25

Cut 26 gob forming

def Modulus26

command

group G0B6 range x=0,109.5 y=0,465 z=0,1.3
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m e range group GOB26
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 clensity=A176 range group GOB26

endcommand

FSTOP=465

array arr26(6)
ad=head26

loop while ad # null
p_gp26 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp26,arr26)
strainZ = -arr26(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp26,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp26,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp26) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping26
command

Modulus18

ModulusB

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring26

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping26
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob465m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring26

Cut 27 gob forming

def Modulus27

command

group GOB27 range x=0,109.5 y=0,475 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB27
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prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB27
endcommand

FSTOP=475

array arr27(6)
ad=head27

loop while ad # null
p_gp27 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi{p_gp27,arr27)
strainZ = -arr27(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp27,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp27,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp27) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping27
command

Modulus18

Modulus27

step numb2; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring27

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping27
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob475m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring27

Cut 28 gob forming

def Modulus28

command

group GOB28 range x=0,109.5 y=0,485 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB28
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB28
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endcommand

FSTOP=485

array arr28(6)
ad=head28

loop while ad # null
p_gp28 = menn(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp28,arr28)
strainZ = -arr28{3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp28,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp28,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz{p_gp28) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping28
command

Modulus18

Modulus28

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring28

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping28
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob485m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring28

Cut 29 gob forming

def Modulus29

command

group GOB29 range x=0,109.5 y=0,495 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB29
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB29
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endcommand

FSTOP=495

array arr29(6)
ad=head29

loop while ad # null
p_gp29 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp29,arr29)
strainZ = -arr29(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp29,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp29,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp29) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping29
command

Modulus18

Modulus29

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring29

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping29
if mech_ratio<GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:L-gob495m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring29

Cut 30 gob forming

def Modulus30

command

group GOB30 range x=0,109.5 y=0,505 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB30
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB30

endcommand
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FSTOP=505

array arr30(6)
ad=head30

loop while ad # null
p_gp30 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp30,arr30)
strainZ = -arr30(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp30,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp30,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp30) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping30
command

Modulus18

Modulus30

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring30

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping30
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstress! Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob505m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring30; PAUSED TO MINE 80% OF RIGHT-LONG WALL FACE

Cut 31 gob forming

def Modulus31

command

group G0B31 range x=0,109.5 y=0,515 z=0,1.3
m e range group G0B31
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group G0B31

endcommand
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FSTOP=515

array arr31(6)
ad=head11

loop while ad # null
p_gp31 = mem{ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp31 ,arr31)
strainZ = -arr31(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp31 ,'bulk') = modulus
z_P'"op(p_gp31,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp31) = -aa (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping31
command

Modulus18

Modulus31

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring31

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping31
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob515m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring31;

Cut 32 gob forming

def Modulus32

command

group GOB32 range x=0,109.5 y=0,525 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB32
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB32

endcommand

FSTOP=525
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array arr32(6)
ad=heacl32

loop while ad # null
p_gp32 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp32,arr32)
strainZ = -arr32(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / {denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp32,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp32,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp32) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping32
command

Modulus18

Modulus32

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring32

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping32
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob525m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring32;

Cut 33 gob forming

def Modulus33

command

group GOB33 range x=0,109.5 y=0,535 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB33
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB33

endcommand

FSTOP=535

array arr33(6)
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ad=head33

loop while ad # null
p_gp33 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp33,arr33)
strainZ = -arr33{3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp33,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp33,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp33) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping33
command

Modulus18

Modulus33

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring33

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping33
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob535m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring33;

Cut 34 gob forming

def Modulus34

command

group GOB34 range x=0,109.5 y=0,545 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB34
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB34

endcommand

FSTOP=545

array arr34(6)
ad=head14
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loop while ad # null
p_gp34 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp34,arr34)
strainZ = -arr34(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=stralnZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp34,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp34,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp34) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem{ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping34
command

Modulus18

Modulus34

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring34

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping34
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
end loop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob545m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring34;

Cut 35 gob forming

def Modulus35

command

group GOB35 range x=0,109.5 y=0,555 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB35
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB35

endcommand

FSTOP=555

array arr35{6)
ad=head35

loop while ad # null
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p_gp35 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp35,arr35)
strainZ = -arr35(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / {denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp35,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp35,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp35) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping35
command

Modulus18

Modulus35

stepnumbi; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring35

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping35
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d: L-gob555m. sav
endcommand

end

D_uring35:

Cut 36 gob forming

def Modulus36

command

group GOB36 range x=0,109.5 y=0,565 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB36
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB36

endcommand

FSTOP=565

array arr36(6)
ad=head36

loop while ad # null
p_gp36 = mem(ad+1)
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00 = z_fsi(p_gp36,arr36)
strainZ = -arr36(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp36,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp36,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp36) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping36
command

Modulus18

Modulus36

step numb1; [changeable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring36

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping36
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

end_if
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:L-gob565m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring36;

Cut 37 gob forming

def Modulus37

command

group GOB37 range x=0,109.5 y=0,700 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB37
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB37

endcommand

FSTOP=700

array arr37(6)
ad=head37

loop while ad # null
p_gp37 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp37,arr37)
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strainZ = -arr37(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp37,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp37,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp37) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping37
command

Modulus18

Modulus37

stepnumbi; [changable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring37

ggg=i
loop while ggg=1
S_tepping37
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob700m.sav
endcommand

end

D_uring37;

Cut 38 gob forming

def Modulus38

command

group GOB38 range x=0,109.5 y=0,800 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB38
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB38

endcommand

FSTOP=800

array arr38(6)
ad=head38

loop while ad # null
p_gp38 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp38,arr38)
StrainZ = -arr38(3)
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denom = bb - strainZ; bb
clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp38,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp38,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp38) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping38
command

Modulus18

Modulus38

stepnumbi; [changable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring38

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping38
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
save d:L-gob800m.sav
endcommand

end

;D_uring38;

Cut 39 gob forming

def Modulus39

command

group GOB39 range x=0,109.5 y=0,1000 z=0,1.3
m e range group GOB39
prop bulk=A116 shear=A126 density=A176 range group GOB39

endcommand

FSTOP=1000

array arr39(6)
ad=head39

loop while ad # null
p_gp39 = mem(ad+1)
00 = z_fsi(p_gp39,arr39)
StrainZ = -arr39(3)
denom = bb - strainZ; bb
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clos=strainZ/ bb

modulus = 0.5 * aa / (denom*denom); slope 0.5
z_prop(p_gp39,'bulk') = modulus
z_prop(p_gp39,'shear') = modulus * r3d4
z_szz(p_gp39) = -aa * (1.0/denom) * strainZ ; actual value
ad = mem(ad)

endLoop
end

def S_tepping39
command

Modulus18

Modulus39

stepnumbi; [changable]
endcommand

end

def D_uring39

ggg=i
loop while ggg=l
S_tepping39
if mech_ratio < GBR then; 7e-6
ggg=o

endjf
endloop
command

set log on
Print Avstress Avstrain Avstressi Avstraini FSTOP

set log off
;  save d:L-gob1000m.sav
endcommand

end

;D_uring39;PAUSED (FOR 70% MINED OF LIFT FACE)

save STEP4-2.2-35.sav

RETURN
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